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Résumé
Nous nous plaçons dans le modèle de calcul BSS sur des structures arbitraires. Nous présentons de nouveaux résultats de complétude concernant des problèmes géométriques sur les
nombres réels avec addition et ordre. Nous présentons aussi plusieurs caractérisations de
classes de complexité indépendantes du modèle de calcul sous-jacent. Nous étendons des
résultats de Gradel, Gurevich et Meer en complexité descriptive, qui caractérisent les problèmes de décisions calculables en temps polynomial déterministe et non-déterministe en
termes de logique sur des structures métafinies. Nous étendons des résultats de Bellantoni
et Cook pour caractériser les fonctions calculables en temps polynomial séquentiel, et de
Leivant et Marion pour caractériser les fonctions calculables en temps polynomial parallèle,
en termes d'algèbres de fonctions récursives. Nous présentons également des caractérisations
de fonctions calculables dans la hiérarchie polynomiale et en temps polynomial alternant.
Mots-clés: modèle de calcul BSS, complexité algébrique, complexité descriptive, complexité

implicite, logique, algèbres de fonctions récursives.

Abstract
We focus on the BSS model of computation over arbitrary structures. We provide new
completeness results for geometrical problems when this structure is the set of real numbers
with addition and order. We also provide severa! machine independent characterizations of
complexity classes over arbitrary structures. We extend sorne results by Gradel, Gurevich
and Meer in descriptive complexity, characterizing deterministic and non deterministic polynomial time decision problems in terms of logics over metafinite structures. We extend sorne
results by Bellantoni and Cook, characterizing functions computable in sequential determinisitc polynomial time, and by Leivant and Marion, characterizing functions computable in
parallel determinisitc polynomial time in terms of algebras of recursive functions. We also
provide sorne characterizations of functions computable within the polynomial hierarchy and
in polynomial alternating time.
Keywords:

BSS model of computation, algebraic complexity, descriptive complexity,

imlpicitecomplexity, logic, algebra of recursive functions.
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Introduction
In the last decades complexity theory developed in many directions to offer a broad perspective of the complexity of computations. Two directions relevant to our work are the
extension of complexity theory to domains other than finite alphabets and the characterizations of complexity classes in machine-independent terms.
A seminal paper for the first direction above is the one by Blum, Shub and Smale [BSS89],
where a theory of computation and complexity that allowed an ordered ring or field as alphabet for the space of admissible inputs was developed. The authors emphasized the case
when the ring is the field of real numbers,

~'

bringing the theory of computation into the

domain of analysis, geometry and topology. Later on extended to the more abstract level
of computations over arbitrary structures in [Goo94, Poi95], this BSS model, among other
things, makes use of the extensively developed subject of the theory of discrete computations, initiated by the works of Turing [Tur36] and Church [Chu41]. Indeed, when the
computational structure considered in the model is a discrete set, the BSS theory of computation coïncides with the classical theory of computation over finite alphabets. When the
structure is specialized to the real numbers, the theory gives computable functions which
are reasonable for the study of algorithms of numerical analysis, geometry and topology. It
provides a formal setting for considering problems of computability -is the Mandelbrot set
decidable?- and complexity -does there exista polynomial time algorithm deciding whether
a real polynomial of degree 4 has a zero? When considering an algebraic cost for the basic
operations -adding or multiplying two numbers is considered as one single computation step,
independently of their values- a resource -the number of computation steps performed by an
algorithm- and bounds, a hierarchy of complexity classes similar to the classical one based
on [Coo71, Kar72, Lev73] is defined, as well as notions of reduction and completeness, and
natural complete problems for many classes are exhibited [CKM97, Koi99, KoiOO]. For a
reference, see [BCSS98] or [Poi95].
1
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Along these lines, a large amount of work has been clone to find structural results relating

different complexity classes or different computational structures. A substructure of the field
of the real numbers of [BSS89], the ring of real numbers with addition and orcier, received
careful attention [Koi94, CK95]. Transfer theorems were proved, relating the complexity
of non-determinism in this setting to the complexity of non-determinism in the classical
model of computation over finite alphabets [FK98, FKOO], establishing the importance of
this structure, lying somehow "halfway" between discrete structures and the field of real
numbers. An extensive study of the complexity of computing sorne geometrical invariants
over this structure can been found in [BC04], where the authors use the notion of counting
classes, introduced in [Val79a] over finite structures and in [MeeOO] over the real numbers to
prove several other transfer results. We extend sorne of these results in Chapter 2 and prove
several new completeness results for complexity classes over this structure of real numbers
with addition and orcier.
In the classical setting of computation over fini te alphabets, a great amount of work has
been clone, along the second direction mentioned above, to provide machine independent
characterization of the major complexity classes. Such characterizations lend further credence to the importance of the complexity classes considered, relate them to issues relevant
to programming and verification, and, in general, help understand the notion of computability in a whole perspective. Several approaches for designing such characterizations have been
chosen, among which one can find descriptive complexity (global methods of finite model
theory) and applicative programs over algebras.
Descriptive complexity (finite model theory) began with the work of Fagin [Fag74],
who proved, in the classical setting, that the class NP can be characterized as the class
of sets describable within existential second-arder logic. Subsequently, Vardi and Immerman [Var82, Imm83, Imm86] used this approach to characterize P. Several other characterizations exist, for classes like LOGSACE [Gur83] or PSPACE [Mos83, GS86, Imm87,
Bon88, AV89, Lei90a, ASV90, AV91, Imm91]. An overview of the subject can be found
in [EF95, Imm99]. These characterizations, however, applied originally only to the classical
setting of computation over fini te alphabets since only fini te models were considered. Gradel
and Gurevich [GG98] introduced later on the notion of metafinite models, allowing to consider computations over more general structures. A particular case, the

~-structures,

were

developed by Gradel and Meer [GM95]. Additional results along this line, characterizing
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the classes PARR., EXPJR and NCJR can be found in [CM99].
Functional schemes are another way of defining classes of functions, such as the primitive recursive functions [Kle36] and the double-recursive functions [Pet66]. Characterizations of classical complexity classes by recurrence schemes originate with Cobham's [Cob62]
work, where a characterization of FP by "bounded recursion on notations" is provided. One
can also mention the subrecursive characterization of linear space by Ritchie [Rit63]. Unfortunately, Cobham's characterization uses ad hoc initial functions and explicit bounds
on the function's growth rate, inspired by Grzegorczyk's classification of the primitive
recursive functions [Grz53]. Gurevich noticed that, interpreting the classical calculus of
primitive recursive functions (resp. recursive functions) over finite objects gives precisely
LOGSPACE (resp. FP) [Gur88]. Sazonov [Saz80] gave earlier a variant of the latter result,
and Gurevich results were later on extended to other complexity classes such as PSPACE
and EXPTIME [Goe89, Lo92], and NC 1 [CL90]. Yet, all these characterizations are not
applicable to any computational structure, and can be improved in order to do so.
When the calcul us of recursive functions is interpreted over non-fini te algebras of words
or trees, the use of ramified data, or data tiering, introduced independently by Simmons [Sim88], Leivant [Lei90b, Lei94b] and Bellantoni and Cook [BC92], allows to avoid
the use of such explicit bounds. One underlying idea is that the data objects are used
computationally in different guises. By explicitly separating the uses, and requiring that
the recursion schemes respect that separation, classes of recursive functions are obtained,
which correspond closely to major complexity classes. Such characterizations exist, for instance, for FP [BC92, Lei93, LM93], the extended polynomials [Lei90b], the linear space
functions [Bel92, Lei93, Ngu93], NC 1 and polylog space [Blo92, LMOO], PH [Bel94] the
elementary functions [Lei94b], and PSPACE [LM95].
A natural research line is to combine the two directions above by looking for machineindependent characterization of complexity classes over arbitrary structures. For that matter, we use the approach by tiering, which seems more appropriate than the approach by
restricting the interpretation of recursive functions over fini te objects. A first step lies in the
definition of a notion of primitive recursion over arbitrary structures. Such a definition over
IR can be found in [BSS89], where an explicit separation is made between real numbers, on
which the arithmetical operations are performed, and natural numbers, which are used for
the control of the recursion schemes. Based on this work, an extension of the Grzegorczyk

4
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hierarchy over the real numbers can be found in [Gak96, Gak97]. Steming on this definition,
we propose our own notion of recursion over an arbitrary structure. We use these definition to characterize several complexity classes, namely FPx;, the levels of the polynomial
hierarchy PHx;, parallel polynomial time FPARx: and polynomial alternating time PATx;.

Plan of the Thesis
Our thesis is divided into seven chapters, as follows:

Chapter 1: Computability and Complexity over an Arbitrary Structure
In this chapter, we recall the notion of computation over an arbitrary structure K. We
emphasize on three main examples: computation over Z 2 , which corresponds to the classical
notion of computation by a Turing machine, IR, which is the original structure considered
in [BSS89], and

~vs

the real numbers with addition and orcier, for which many interesting

results have been found. Next, we define the notions of reduction and completeness, present
the main complexity classes and recall sorne interesting results.

Chapter 2: The Complexity of Semilinear Problems
This chapter is devoted to the study of the complexity of many nat ur al geometrical problems
over the reals with addition and orcier. Two topologies are considered, the Euclidian topology
and the Zariski topology, and complete problems related to both of them are exhibited in
several major complexity classes. All these results are original and unpublished. This
chapter is a joint work with Pr. Felipe Cucker and Pr. Peter Bürgisser.

Chapter 3: Classical Characterizations of P
This chapter is purely bibliographical. We recall here sorne of the major machine independent characterizations of P in the classical setting of computation over fini te alphabets found
in the literature.

Chapter 4: Metafinite Model Theory
Logical characterizations for deterministic polynomial time P and non-deterministic polynomial time NP in the classical setting exist, see [Fag74, Var82, Imm83, Imm86]. Similar results
have been proven over IR, see [GM95, CM99], and other arithmetical structures [GG98]. In

5
this chapter, we extend sorne of these results to the more general context of computations
over an arbitrary structure.

Chapter 5: Partial Recursion and Computability
In this chapter we recall the partial and primitive recursive functions over

~of

[BSS89], and

propose our own notion of partial and primitive recursion over an arbitrary structure. Next,
we prove that these partial recursive functions over an arbitrary structure JC are exactly the
functions computable by a BSS machine over JC.

Chapter 6: Safe Recursion and Poly-Time
Based on our notion of primitive recursion over an arbitrary structure JC of the previous
chapter, we extend the notion of classical safe recursion of [BC92] to the notion of safe
recursion over an arbitrary structure. Next, we prove that the safe recursive functions over
an arbitrary structure JC are exactly the functions computable in polynomial time by a BSS
machine over JC.

Chapter 7: Parallelism and Non-Determinism
In this chapter we extend the safe recursive functions with substitutions of [LM95] to the
notion of safe recursive functions with substitutions over an arbitrary structure JC. We show
that these functions are exactly the functions computable in polynomial parallel time over

JC. Next, we extend the approach of [Bel94] to an arbitrary structure JC, showing that the
levels of the polynomial hierarchy over JC correspond exactly to sorne classes of safe recursive
functions with predicative minimization over JC. We propose also a notion of safe recursive
functions with predicative substitutions over JC, and show that they are exactly the functions
computed in polynomial alternating time over JC. Similar results are also provided for the
digital polynomial hierarchy and digital polynomial alternating time over JC.
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Chapter 1

Computability and Complexity
over an Arbitrary Structure
In this chapter, we describe computability and complexity in the BSS model of computation,
introduced over the real numbers by Blum, Shub and Smale in [BSS89] and named after these
authors. Their notions have been later on extended on arbitrary structures [Goo94]. Detailed
accounts can be found in [BCSS98] for structures like real and complex numbers, or [Poi95]
for considerations about arbitrary structures. Next, we introduce the main complexity
classes over this setting, and define the notions of reductions and completeness. Sorne
interesting results are recalled

1.1

Computing in the BSS model

This section is devoted to the exposition of the BSS model of computation, based
on [BCSS98] and [Poi95].

1.1.1

Arbitrary Structures

Definition 1.1.1
A structure JC

(Structure)

= (IK, { OPi hEI, reh ... , relt, 0, 1) is given by sorne underlying set IK,

sorne

operators {opi}iEI, and a fini te number of relations relt, ... , relt. Constants correspond to
operators of arity O. While the index set I may be infinite, the number of operators with
arity greater than 1 is assumed to be finite, that is, only symbols for constants may be
infinitely many. We will not distinguish between operator and relation symbols and their
corresponding interpretations as functions and relations of the same arity, respectively over
the underlying set K We assume that the equality relation = is a relation of the structure,
and that there are at least two constant symbols, with different interpretations (denoted by

7
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0 and 1 in our work) in the structure.
The main examples of structures are:
• Z 2 = ({0, 1}, =, 0, 1). When considered over this discrete structure, the notions of
computability and complexity involved in our work are the classical ones. In particular,
machines over this structure are Turing machines, and complexity classes defined over
this structure are the classical ones. Since this structure is the classical discrete one,
we will usually omit the subscript Zz for denoting problems or classes, thus using the
classical denominations.

• IR

= (IR,+,-, *• /, <, {c E IR}).

This structure is the one introduced by Steve Smale,

Lenore Blum and Mike Shub in their seminal paper [BSS89] for dealing with computational problems over the real numbers. This setting allows for the analysis of the
computation over the real numbers and gives a nice background for numerical analysis.
• ~vs

= (IR,+,-,<, {c E IR}).

This structure gives a background for the analysis of

many geometrical problems involving affine spaces. It is also denoted as

!Radd, the

subscript "add" being a shorthand for "additive model''. Chapter 2 is devoted to the
study of several geometrical problems over this structure.

Remark 1.1.1 In our exposition we have made the choice to describe the constants as

operators of arity zero. While this is not the usual description of computation, as found
in [Poi95], it makes practically no real difference. In the exposition of [Poi95], machines have
(a finite number of) constant nodes, with corresponding constants Ci E K Different machines
may have different constants associated with their constant nodes, and the range of possible
values is the whole set K Sorne authors then considered classes of problems decided with
machines having no constant node, as in [FKOO], where the equivalence P~dd

= NP~dd {:} P =

NP is proven. This can be seen as a transfer theorem for a specifie model of computation, that
is BSS machines with no constant node. In our exposition, machines have also a fini te number
of constant nodes, but the range of possible values is determined by the structure itself. We
denote the group of real numbers with addition and orcier by ~vs = (IR,+,-,<, {c E IR}),
allowing the constants to range over the whole set IR. BSS Machines with no constant nodes
will be machines over the substructure IR~vs = (IR,+,-,<, 0, 1), and Fournier and Koiran's
result will be stated as

PR~vs

= NPR~vs {:} P = NP.

The same result can then be seen as a

1.1. Computing in the BSS madel
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transfer result for the same model of computation, over two different structures. Modulo a
very slight reformulation of the results, as shown by the example above, the two expositions
are strictly equivalent. Our motivation for choosing this one is to make the definition of
algebras of recursive functions easier, and also the proof of our results concerning these
algebras of functions. It allows us to have the same generic definitions, which can be applied
indifferently, for instance, to the two structures ffiovs and lR~vs above. It also provides a
safer ground for defining appropriate logics, as in Chapter 4 and [GG98] where the same
presentation is given.

Remark 1.1.2 Any structure /( as above contains a copy of ({0, 1}, =, 0, 1). Indeed, by
hypothesis, any structure contains at least two different constants with different interpretations, and a binary relation interpreted as the equality over !K.
We denote by
analogue to

~*

][(*

= uiEN JKi

the set of words over the alphabet !K. The space

][(*

is the

the set of all finite sequences of zeros and ones. It provides the inputs for

machines over K. For technical reasons we shaH also consider the bi-infinite direct sum

~.

Elements of this space have the form

where
~

Xi

E lK for all i E Z and

Xk

= 0 for

k sufficiently large in absolute value. The space

has natural shift operations, shift left ae : ~ ---+

~

and shift right

O'r : ~

---+

~

where

and
In what follows, words of elements in lK will be represented with overlined letters, while
elements in lK will be represented by letters. For instance,
whose first letter is a and which ends with the word
The length of a word

1.1.2

w E IK*

is denoted by

x.

a.x stands for

We denote by

E

the word in IK*

the empty word.

lwl.

BSS Machines

We now define machines over /( following the lines of [BCSS98].

Definition 1.1.2 (Machine)
A machine over /( consists of an input space I

= IK*,

an output space 0

= IK*,

and a

register space 1 S = ~, together with a connected directed graph whose nodes labelled
1 In the original paper by Blum, Shub and Smale, this is called the state space. We rename it register
space to avoid confusions with the notion of 'state' in a Thring machine.
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0, ... , N correspond to the set of different instructions of the machine. These nodes are of
one of the six following types: input, output, computation, copy, branching and shift nodes.
Let us describe them a bit more.
1. Input nodes. There is only one input node and it is labelled with O. Associated with

this node there is a next node (3(0), and the input map gr : I

~S.

2. Output nodes. There is only one output node which is labelled with 1. It has no next
nodes, once it is reached the computation halts, and the output map go : S

~

0

places the result of the computation in the output space.
3. Computation nodes. Associated with a node m of this type there are a next node

f3(m) and a map 9m : S

~S.

The function 9m replaces the component indexed by 0

of S by the value op(wo, ... , Wn-d where wo, w2, ... , Wn-1 are components 0 ton -1
of S and op is sorne operation of the structure K of arity n. The other components of

S are left unchanged. When the arity n is zero, m is a constant node.
4. Copy nodes. Associated with a node m of this type there are a next node f3(m) and
a map 9m : S

~S.

The function 9m performs one of the following actions:

• Replace the component indexed by 0 by a copy of the component indexed by 1.
This is denoted as a copy left.
• Replace the component indexed by 0 by a copy of the component indexed by -1.
This is denoted as a copy right.
• Exchange the component indexed by 0 and the component indexed by 1 . This
is denoted as a switch.
5. Branch nodes. There are two nodes associated with a node m of this type: f3+(m) and

(3- (m). The next node is (3+ (m) if rel (wo, ... , Wn-d is true and (3- (m) otherwise,
where wo, w2, ... , Wn- 1 are components 0 to n - 1 of S and rel is sorne relation of the
structure K of arity n.
6. Shift nodes. Associated with a node m of this type there is a next node f3(m) and a
map a : S

~

S. The a is either a left or a right shift.

Sever al conventions for the contents of the register space at the beginning of the computation
have been used in the literature [BCSS98, BSS89, Poi95]. We will not dwell on these details
but focus on the essential ideas in the proofs to come in the sequel.

1.1. Computing in the BSS madel

11

Remark 1.1.3 The original notion of a BSS machine found in [BSS89] applies only to IR,

and has been extended in [BCSS98] to the notion of computation over a ring. Accordingly to
[BCSS98], computation nodes have an associated polynomial or rational map gm, computing
several polynomial functions. On the other hand, the exposition in [Poi95] applies to any
structure and relies on an extension of the classical Turing machine [Tur36] with several
tapes. Thus, in [Poi95], computation nodes perform only operations of the structure, as
above, but allow one to copy an element from one cell in one tape onto one cell in one
other tape. In our exposition we consider the same basic operations over one single tape.
Therefore we need to introduce sorne ways to copy and displace elements over the tape:
this is the purpose of our copy nodes. It is clear that the polynomial and rational maps of
[BCSS98] can be achieved by composing a finite number of operations of the structure and
copies of elements on the tape, and therefore that our definition leads to the same notion of
computability and the same complexity classes than [BSS89, BCSS98, Goo94, Poi95].

Remark 1.1.4 A machine over lC is essentially a Turing Machine, which is able to perform

the basic operations {opi} and the basic tests reh, ... , rel1 at unit cost, and whose tape cells
can hold arbitrary elements of the underlying set lK U #, the symbol "#" being the "blank"
symbol [Poi95, BCSS98]. Note that the register space S above has the function of the tape
and that its component with index 1 plays the role of the scanned cell. In what follows we
will freely use the common expressions "tape", "scanning head", etc., the translation between
these concepts and a shifting register space with a designated lst position being obvious.

Definition 1.1.3 For a given machine M, the function

<(JM

associating its output to a given

input x E IK* is called the input-output function. We shall say that a function
is computable when there is a machine M such that

f

f : IK* --+ IK*

='PM·

Also, a set A Ç IK* is decided by a machine M if its characteristic function XA : IK* --+
{ 0, 1} coïncides with <pM. Such subsets of IK* are also denoted as languages or problems over

the structure /C.
A configuration of a machine M over lC is given by an instruction q of M along with the
position of the head of the machine and two words

W!, Wr

E IK* that give the contents of the

tape at left and right of the head. It gives an instantaneous description of the computation
of the machine at a given step.
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Remark 1.1.5 By Remark 1.1.2, it is clear that, over any structure JC, machines have at
least the computational power of classical Turing machines. It follows that there exists
universal machines over any structure JC: a universal BSS machine U over a structure }(
takes as input the encoding of any machine M over }(and any xE OC*, and outputs 'PM(x)
when it is defined. To give an idea, Mis encoded as an element in {0, 1}* describing the
fini te directed gr a ph and the type of the no des, together with an element (c1, ... , Cr) E OC*
providing the values of the constant nodes of M. U simulates a constant node of M by
accessing the corresponding value

Ci

and copying it to the appropriate location. Therefore,

U, which has only a finite number of constants, can simulate any machine M, even in the

case of a structure }( with an infinite number of constant operations. It is also easy to
see that the classical tricks, such as clocking a machine or simulating an algorithm, can be
applied in this general setting.

1.2

Computing with Circuits

In this section we introduce the notion of circuit over JC, as found in [Poi95, BCSS98, Gat86],
and recall sorne links of this computational deviee with the BSS mo del of computation. While
sorne definitions of parallel machines are found in the literature (see [BCSS98]), circuits provide a simple formalism for describing parallel computations. Circuits differ from machines
in that they make computations over inputs of constant size. Thus, for dealing with decision
problems of variable input size, we shall consider families of circuits.

1.2.1

Circuits

Definition 1.2.1

(Circuit)

A circuit over the structure }( is an acyclic directed graph whose nodes, called gates, are
labeled either as input gates of in-degree 0, output gates of out-degree 0, selection gates of
in-degree 3, or by a relation or an operation of the structure, of in-degree equal to its arity.
The evaluation of a circuit on a given assignment of values of OC toits input gates is defined
in a straightforward way: an input gate reads one element of the input, a computation gate
computes an operator of the structure, of arity k, over its k parent gates, a selection gate
tests whether its first parent is labeled with 1, and returns the evalutation of its second
parent if this is true or the evaluation of its third parent if not, and an output gate provides
one element of the output. This evaluation defines a function from lK"' to

ocm

where n is the

13
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z

x

Figure 1.1: A Circuit over

~vs

Computing: if x

~

y then z else 1r.

number of input gates and m that of output gates. See [Poi95, BCSS98] for formal details.

f : OC*

~

OC*

when the function computed by the nth circuit of the family is the restriction of f to

ocn.

We say that a family {'ilfn

1

n E N} of circuits computes a function

We say that this family is P-uniform when there exists a deterministic Turing machine M
satisfying the following. There exist constants

Œ1, ... , O:m

E OC such that, for every n E N,

the constant gates of 'ilfn have associated constants in the set {Œ1, .•. , O:m} and M computes
a description of the ith gate of the nth circuit in time polynomial in n (if the ith gate is
.a constant gate with associated constant Œk then M returns k instead of o:k)· When the
machine M computing a description of the gates of the circuits works in time t( n) for a nondecreasing time-constructible function t : N

~

N, we say simply that family {'ilfn 1 n E N}

of circuits is t(n)-uniform.
Remark 1.2.1 It is usually assumed that gates are numbered consecutively with the first

gates being the input gates and the last ones being the output gates. In addition, if gate
i has parents

il, ... , ir then one must have il, ... , ir < i. Unless otherwise stated we will

assume this enumeration applies.

1.2.2

Circuits and Machines

The first link between boolean circuits (circuits over Z2) and computability is due to Shannon [Sha49]. More recently, Savage compared circuit complexity and algorithmic complexity [Sav72, Sav76]. Sorne developments can also be found in [Weg87, BS90]. Following these
lines, sorne computationallinks between circuits over a structure /( and BSS machines have
been exhibited [Goo94, Poi95]. By Remark 1.1.5, it is easy to simulate a circuit, or even a
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t(n)-uniform family of circuits by a BSS machine. We shall see that the reverse holds under
certain circumstances. In [Poi95] the following result is proved, relating the computational
power of circuits and machines over an arbitrary structure.
Proposition 1.2.1 Assume Mis a BSS machine over JC computing a function fM. Denote

by o: 1 , •.• , O:m E lK the constants used by M. Assume moreover that, for all inputs of size n,
the computation time of M is bounded by some time-constructible function t(n) 2': n, and
that the length of an output depends only on the size ofits input. Then, there exists a t(n) 2 uniform family of circuits {'ffn 1 n E N} such that 'ffn bas n+m inputs (xl, ... , Xn, Y1, ... , Ym),
bas size polynomial in t( n), and, for all x = x1 .... Xn, the evaluation of

'ffn

on input

(xl, ... , Xn, 0:1, ... , O:m) equals the output offM on input x.
Remark 1.2.2 The requirements that the computation time bound and output size depend

only on the size of the input, and not on its value, are not too strong: From an arbitrary
machine M with n nodes, computing a function c/>M, it suffices to adda dock and some
extra idle characters to the output to build intime O(n) a machine M' complying with these
requirements and which computes a reasonable encoding of

4>M·

For a machine deciding a

set, clocking this machine is enough to comply with these requirements.

1.3

Complexity Classes

In this section we introduce the main complexity classes that we will have to deal with in
this work. Complexity classes will be defined with respect to the BSS model of computation
exposed above. We will only assume a unit cost measure for every computation step, i.e.
every computation step of a BSS machine will be considered to have cost 1, independently
of the value of its arguments. Also, the resource we use for measuring the complexity of
problems is time, i.e. the number of computation steps required by a machine to halt on
an input. We do not consider complexity classes defined with space as a resource, since
there exist sorne structures where space is not a relevant resource, as shown by the following
results, due to Christian Michaux:
Proposition 1.3.1 [Mic89} Every algorithm over

!Ravs can be carried out by a machine

working in constant space, up to an exponential increase of the time cost.
Moreover,
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Proposition 1.3.2 {Mic89} Every polynomial time algorithm over (IR,+,-, /2, <, { c E IR})

can be carried out by a machine working in constant space and polynomial time.
As a consequence, a complexity class defined with respect to space as a resource is likely
to be trivial over sorne structures.

1.3.1

Sequential Polynomial Time

Definition 1.3.1

(Deterministic Polynomial Time)

A setS C IK* is in class PIC (respectively a function f: IK* --+ IK* is in class FPK), if there
exista polynomial panda machine M, so that for all w E IK*, M stops intime p(lwl) and
M accepts iff w ES (respectively, M computes the function f(w)).

Proposition 1.3.3 {Poi95} PIC is the class of problems decided by P-uniform families of
circuits of polynomial size.

Polynomial time is the usual measure of tractability: a natural problem in PIC is usually
solved by an algorithm working in time bounded by a polynomial of low-degree, and can
therefore be implemented and run in a reasonable amount of time. Non-determinism allows
one to define several other polynomial time complexity classes as follows:

Definition 1.3.2

(Non-Deterministic Polynomial Time)

A decision problem A is in NP IC if and only if there exists a decision problem B in PIC and
a polynomial PB such that xE A if and only if there exists

y E IK* with lffl :S PB(Ixl)

satisfying (x, Y) E B.
A decision problem A is in coNPIC if and only if there exists a decision problem B in PIC
and a polynomial PB such that xE A if and only if for ally E IK* with

lffl :S PB(Ixi),

(x, Y) is in B.

In other words, NPIC is the class of problems that are difficult to solve, but easy to check:
an input x belongs to the problem if and only if there exists a witness, or proof,

y, which

allows to check the membership in polynomial time. Over most of the natural structures,
in particular over our three main structures Zz, IR and lRovs, it is unknown whether PIC
equals NPIC. This question over IR and lRovs may be related to the classical question over
Zz, P = NP. Studying this question over IR or Zz is therefore helpful to understand the
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classical setting [FKOO]. Also, the reader should keep in mind that one can exhibit sorne
structures where P JC =j:. NP JC such as

1.3.2

!Rus = (IR, +, -, =, {c E IR}) ([Mee92]).

Computing with Oracles

Let JC be a structure, and let L Ç JK* be a problem over JC. A machine M with oracle L
over JC is a machine as in Definition 1.1.2 with the additional type of node:
7. Oracle nades. Associated with a node m of this type there are a next node (J(m) and a
map gm: S--+ S. When the content of Sis( ... ,w-1,wo,w 1, ... ,wn) for any nE N,

(w 1, ... ,wn) E JK* is taken as an input to the problem L. If (w1, ... ,wn) EL The
function gm replaces the component indexed by 0 of S by 1, otherwise it replaces it
by O. The other components of Sare left unchanged. When n

= 0, we shall consider

that the node tests the membership of the empty word to L.
Recall the analogy of Remark 1.1.4: a machine with oracle is essentially a Turing with one
additional node, denoted as oracle node. When entering an oracle node, we shall consider
that the machine reads the right part of the tape, and replaces its first character with 0 or 1,
depending on whether this word belongs to the oracle language. Several other conventions,
using an additional tape, denoted as "oracle tape" exist. Since they are equivalent to the one
above, up to a polynomial increase in the computation time, we use the one above, which
simplifies our proofs.
Note that this is performed by one single node of M, thus in one computation step
independently of the complexity of L. A machine with oracle L can be seen as an algorithm
which has access for free to a subroutine deciding L. The oracle node is a call to this
subroutine, and when the answer cornes, the computation resumes.
Remark 1.3.1 Following Remark 1.1.2, we shall sometimes consider machines over JC with
discrete oracles, i.e oracles over Z2. The correspondence is made by identifying 0 E Z2 with
0 E lK and 1 E Z 2 with 1 E !K. This is useful for relating complexity classes defined over
different structures, such as in Theorem 1.4.3 hereafter.
Definition 1.3.3

( Complexity Classes with Oracles)

Given a complexity class CJC over JC, and a problem L over JC, Ck is the set of problems
decided by the machines of CJC with oracle L.
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Given a complexity class CIC over JC, and a set .C of problems over /(,

c€ = ULa ct
1.3.3

Higher Sequential Complexity Classes

Now that we can define complexity classes with oracles to other complexity classes, we can
define inductively the polynomial hierarchy, first introduced by [Sto76] over Z2.
Definition 1.3.4

(Polynomial Hierarchy)

Let 1;~ =II~=~~= PIC and, for i 2:: 1,
~i

IC

rr}c
The polynomial time hierarchy over /( is
PHIC =

00

00

00

i=O

i=O

i=O

U1;Jc = UIIJc = U~}c.

A function in F~}c is a polynomial time function over /( which queries 1;Jc oracles:

The functional polynomial time hierarchy over /( is
00

FPHIC =

UF ~}c.
i=O

The first levels of the polynomial hierarchy are previously defined complexity classes:
1;~ =PIC, 1;}c = NPIC, II}c = coNPIC.

Clearly, the following inclusions hold:

ViEN,

c- ~i+l
IC

On our three main structures, it is still unknown whether these inclusions are strict or not.
This is an extension of the open question PIC = NP IC, and, if two classes in the hierarchy
coïncide, then the higher levels of the hierarchy collapse to these classes [BCSS98, Poi95].
Recall that in our general setting we do not consider complexity classes defined with
space as a resource. In particular, we do not have a notion of polynomial space. However,
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the following non deterministic complexity class, when considered over Z2, coïncides with
PSPACE.
Definition 1.3.5

(Polynomial Alternating Time)

A set S Ç OC* belongs to PAT/C if and only if there exist a polynomial function q : N ---+ N
and a polynomial time BSS machine Ms over /( such that, for all x E OC*,

x E S {:}

::la1 E OC Vb1 E OC ... ::laq(lxl} E OC Vbq(IXI) E OC

Ms accepts (x,a1.b1 .. . aq(lxl}·bq(lxl))·

ln addition, we define FPAT/C = FP~ATJC.
The inclusion PH/C Ç PAT/C is clear, and, once again, on Z2 and on

~vs,

it is unknown

whether it is strict or not. On JR, it has been proved to be strict in [Cuc93]. All inclusions
are summarized on the next Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Inclusion Relations between Sequential Complexity Classes over /(

1.3.4

Digital Non-Determinisitc Sequential Classes

Using existential and univers al quantifiers over {0, 1} instead of quantifiers over OC allows
us to define digital versions of the complexity classes above as follows.
Definition 1.3.6

(Digital Non-Deterministic Polynomial Time)
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A decision problem A is in DNPK if and only if there exists a decision problem B in PK
and a polynomial PB such that

IYI

~ pB (lxi) satisfying

x

E A if and only if there exists

y

E {0, 1}* with

(x, Y) E B.

A decision problem A is in coDNPK if and only if there exists a decision problem B in
PK and a polynomial PB such that

Definition 1.3.7

x

E A if and only if for all

y

E {0, 1}* with

(Digital Polynomial Hierarchy)

Let DE~ =DIT~ = D~~ =PK and, for i ~ 1,
D~}c

=

p :Ei-1
/C
J(

DEiJ(

=

DNP:Ek-

DiliJ(

=

:Ei-1
coDNPK/C

1

J(

The digital polynomial time hierarchy over }( is
00

00

00

i=O

i=O

i=O

UDE}c = UDII}c = UD~}c.

DPHK =

A function in DF~}c is a polynomial time function over }( which queries DE}c oracles:

DF~}c = FP~:Ek- = FP~rr:C-

1

1

The functional digital polynomial time hierarchy over }( is
00

DFPHK =

UDF~}c.
i=O

And, similarly,
Definition 1.3.8 A setS Ç IK* belongs ta DPATK (digital polynomial alternating time) if
and only if there exist a polynomial function q : N --+ N and a polynomial time BSS machine
Ms over }( such that, for all

xE S

{:}

x E IK*,

:la1 E {0, 1} Vb1 E {0, 1} ... :laq(lxl) E {0, 1} Vbq(lxl) E {0, 1}

In addition, we define DFPATK = FP~PAT/C.
It is clear that over the discrete structure

DNPz 2 =NP, etc ... Moreover, over

z2,

non-determinism is always digital, thus

lRovs, we have the following:
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Theorem 1.3.1 {CK95}

Vi

E

N

D.6.add

DIIadd

.6.add

=

IIadd

The proof of this striking result is based on the following result, proved in [Koi94]:
Proposition 1.3.4 Let P be a polyhedron of Rn, defined by polynomial inequalities of the

kind

:Ef= 1 aiXi + ao < 0 and :Ef= 1 aiXi + ao

bounded by L. If P

::;

0, where the ai are rational numbers of bit-size

"1 0, P contains at least one point whose coordinates are rational

numbers of bit-size bounded by (Ln) 0 ( 1).
Over ffi., no such result exists, and it is an open question whether any of the nondeterministic classes defined above coïncides with its digital version.

1.3.5

A Parallel Model of Computation

The reader can find in [BCSS98] the definition of parallel machine over a structure JC. We will
not give formal definitions here, since we will actually use the alternative characterization
in terms of circuits given by Proposition 1.3.5 below. 2
Definition 1.3.9 FPARJC is the class of functions

f computable in polynomial time by

a parallel machine using an exponentially bounded number of processors and such that

lf(x)l

=

lxl 0 (l) for all xE IK*.

PARK is the class of problems decidable in polynomial time

by a parallel machine using an exponentially bounded number of processors.
Proposition 1.3.5 {BCSS98} A function

f : IK* -+ IK* is in FPARJC if and only if f(x) is

computed by a P-uniform family of circuits {'ifn(Xt, ... , Xn)l nE N} of polynomial depth.
We also have the following relations:
PATz 2 = PARz 2 = PSPACE,
and [Cuc93]:

2 The exposition on parallelism in (BCSS98, Chapter 18) is for JC the real numbers but the definition of
parallel machine as weil as the proof of Proposition 1.3.5 carry on to arbitrary structures.
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From the first relation PARz 2 = PATz 2 = PSPACE, one can consider PARJC and PATK
as two different class over an arbitrary structure which are analogies of the classical PSPACE,
defined independently of the notion of space as a resource. The same holds with DPATK
since DPATz 2

= PATz

2•

An natural question arising on any structure JC is whether PATK,

DPATJC and PARJC coïncide as they do when

J(

= Z 2•

The answer is unknown on lRovs as

well as on IR.

1.4

Reductions and Completeness

All complexity classes introduced so far contain an infinity of problems. However, as shown
on Figure 1.2, sorne problems may belong to a class, and not to one of its subclasses. These
problems seem then to be more difficult to solve, or harder, than the ones in the subclass.
The notions of reductions introduced below, and the afferent notion of complete problems,
give a formal and precise description of this concept of a problem being more difficult than
another. Reducing a problem A to a problem B means that Ais "easier" to solve than B:
given an efficient algorithm solving B, one can deduce an efficient algorithm solving A. We
shall consider two types of reductions.

1.4.1

Reductions

Definition 1.4.1
Let A

(Many-one Reduction)

c OC* and B c OC* be two decisions problems over

JC. We say that there exists a

many-one reduction from A to B, written as A :=$rn B, if there exists a function

f : OC* --+ OC*

in FPK such that, for all xE OC*, xE A if and only if f(x) E B.
Definition 1.4.2
Let A

(Turing Reduction)

c OC* and B c OC* be two decisions problems over

JC. We say that there exists a

Turing reduction from A to B, written as A :=$r B, if A E P~.

Clearly, A :=$m B implies A :=$rB.

1.4.2

Completeness

Definition 1.4.3

(Hardness)

Consider a complexity class CK over JC, and a reduction ::::$. A problem B c OC* is CK-hard
if and only if
VA E CJC,

A::::$ B.
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Definition 1.4.4

(Completeness)

Consider a complexity class CJC over J(, and a reduction :::5. A problem B C OC* is CJC-complete
if and only if it is in C/C and is CJC-hard.
Over any structure K, a natural NPJC-COmplete problem under many-one reductions is
the following [Goo94, Poi95]:
Definition 1.4.5

(Circuit Satisfiability)

Given a circuit t:t' over /( with n input gates, decide whether there exists x E

ocn

such that

t:t'(x) = 1. This problem is denoted as CSATJC.
Quantified versions of this problem yield completeness results for any class in the polynomial hierarchy, as follows:
Definition 1.4.6

For any k 2:: 1,
~kCSATJC is the following problem: Given a circuit t:t' over /( with n 1

+ ... + nk

input

gates, decide whether
3xl E

ocn 1 \f'X2E ocn 2

...

Qxk E ocnk, t:t'(x1, ... ,xk) = 1,

where Q E {3, V} differs from the previous quantifier. ~kCSATJC is ~~-complete under
many-one reductions.
IIkCSATJC is the following problem: Given a circuit t:t' over

J(

with n 1

+ ... + nk

input

gates, decide whether

\1xï E ocn 1 3x2

E

ocn

2

...

Qxk E ocnk, t:t'(x1, ... , Xk) = 1,

where Q E {3, V} differs from the previous quantifier. IIkCSATJC is I1~-complete under
many-one reductions.
In any of our main three structures, many other natural NPJC-complete problems under
many-one reductions have been found. Over Z2, the notion of NP-completeness was first introduced by Cook [Coo71] and Levin [Lev73], and developed by Karp [Kar72] who exhibited
21 NP-complete problems. For a guide on classical NP-completeness, see [GJ79]. Moreover,
complete problems under many-one reductions for all

Llk, ~k,

IIk, PAT/C and their digital

versions, as well as for PAR/C, exist for any structure K. See [Goo94] for NPJC-COmpleteness
results.
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1.4.3

Counting Problems

So far we have seen two types of problems and of complexity classes: decision problems,
which ask whether a desired solution exists, and computation problems, which require that
a function be computed. But there is a third kind of problems, introduced over the discrete
structure by Valiant [Val79b], and later on extended over the reals by Meer [MeeOO] and
Bürgisser and Cucker [BC04] denoted as counting problems, which ask how many solutions
to a decision problem exist.
The main corresponding complexity class is the following:
Definition 1.4.7

(Counting Polynomial Time)

Let J( be a structure. #PK is the class of functions #L :

][{*

-+ N U { oo} such that there

exists a polynomial time machine ML over /( with polynomial time bound p(n), and such
that for all

x E ][{*,
#L(x) = card (

{y E JKP(Ixl) : ML accepts on input (x, Y)}) .

As above, reductions between counting problems have been introduced, and complete
problems have been found.
Definition 1.4.8

Let A :

][{*

(Parsimonious Reductions)

-+ N U { oo} and B : ][{* -+ N U { oo} be two counting problems over K. We say

that there exists a parsimonious reduction from A to B, written as A ::SP B, if there exists
a function f: ][{* -+ ][{* in FPK such that, for all xE][{*, A(x) = B(f(x)).
Unless otherwise stated, all hardness and completeness results for counting problems
will be assumed to hold for parsimounious reductions. An interesting result, showing the
relevance of this class in the discrete setting, is the following.
Theorem 1.4.1 {Val79a} Computing the permanent of a matrix over Z is #P-complete.

Over an arbitrary structure, the following natural problem is #PK-complete [BC04]:
Definition 1.4.9

Given a circuit <fi' over J( with n input gates, count the number of xE

ocn such that <f!(x) = 1.

Many other completeness results for natural problems over Z 2 have been found, and
Toda [Tod90] proved the following
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Theorem 1.4.2 {Tod90}
PH Ç p#P.

This theorem establishes the computational power of counting. Moreover, Toda and
Watanabe [TW92] introduced a principle for assigning to any class of decision problems a
corresponding class of counting problems:
Definition 1.4.10 Given a set A E OC* and a polynomial p, #~

OC* -+ NU oo is the

function satisfying, for all x E OC* ,
#~(x)= l{ïï E JKP(Ixl}: (x, Y) E A}l.

If C is a class of decision problems,

# · C = {#~ :

A E C and p a polynomial } .

Similarly, one assigns D# · C to a digital non-deterministic class C over JC.
Based on previous results by Meyer auf der Heide [Mey84, Mey88] and Fournier and
Koiran [FK98, FKOO], Bürgisser and Cucker have later on extended the study of counting
problems to the additive setting !Rovs, and proved several transfer theorems between classical
complexity classes and classes over !Rovs. The main interesting feature in theses results is
that they link complexity classes over !Rovs with classical ones over Z2, through oracle calls
as described in Remark 1.3.1.
Theorem 1.4.3 {BC04} The following statements hold (k;:::: 0):
1.

~k

L.Jadd

Ç

pEk IIk
add'
add
k

2. D# · L:add Ç

4·

FPAR add --

5

FP#Podd
add

·

=

Ç

#Ek
FP add ,

piTk
add>

add

k

D# · IIadd

FPPAR,dd add
FPD#Podd
add

PH

=

Ç

Ç

pPH

add ·

#ITk
FP add ,

D# · PHadd

Ç

#P

FP add.

FPPSPACE
add
·
FP#P
add ·

As emphasized in the introduction, these transfer results show the relevance of the structure !Rovs, which allows to express many geometrical and topological properties in the set
of the real numbers, but which is also intrisincly related to classical Turing machines over
finite structures in terms of complexity.

Chapter 2

The Complexity of Semilinear
Problems
In this chapter we focus on the study of semilinear sets S Ç ffi.n, which are derived from closed
halfspaces by taking a finite number of unions, intersections, and complements. Moreover,
we assume that the closed halfspaces are given by linear inequalities of "mixed-type" a 1 x 1 +

... + anXn

~

b, with integer coefficients

ai

and real right hand side b.

Semilinear sets can be represented in a very compact way by additive circuits, i.e. by
circuits over ffiovs as in Definition 1.2.1. The set of inputs accepted by an additive circuit
is semilinear, and any semilinear set can be described this way. Therefore, we only consider
the structure ffiovs in this chapter. Complexity results in this setting shed sorne light on
their equivalent over ffi., but are also closely related to the classical setting Z 2 , as shawn by
the transfer results of Theorem 1.4.3.
The basic problem CSAT add to decide whether the semilinear set S given by an additive
circuit is nonempty turns out to be NP add-complete [BCSS98]. By contrast, the feasibility
question for a system of linear inequalities of the ab ove mixed type is solvable in P add. This is
just a rephrasing of a well known result by Tardas [Tar86]. To understand this statement, one
should note that an additive circuit of size O(n) can actually decide a semilinear set defined
with 0(2n) linear inequalities of the mixed type above. Moreover, the integer coefficients of
these linear inequalities have then a bit-size polynomial in n.
It is also noticeable that any x E ffi.* can be trivially encoded by an additive circuit

<ilf:;:, with constant gates

Xi.

Therefore, circuits can be seen as natural inputs for additive

machines, and many geometrical properties of the corresponding semilinear sets can be
studied. Our purpose here is to provide a large landscape of natural complete problems for
many of the complexity classes defined over ffiovs. The results exposed in this chapter are
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ail original and unpublished.

2.1

Notations and Conventions

If 'tf is an additive circuit we denote by F<t1 : !Rn --+ !Rm the function computed by the circuit.

A decision circuit 'tf is an additive circuit with one output gate. The set

x E !Rn

such

that F<tJ(Xl, ... , Xn) = 1 is the semilinear set decided by 'tf, and is denoted by S<tf.
IfE is a set of equalities of inequalities with n variables, we denote by S(E) its set of

solutions in !Rn.
In orcier to simplify our proofs, we will consider the selection nodes of the circuits to
have indegree 4 (instead of 3 as above) and compute, with input (x,a,b,c),
if x < 0 then a, elsif x

= 0 then b, else c.

This is w.l.o.g. since one can pass from one form of circuit to the other in polynomial time.
Following the lines of [BCSS98] and [ZS79], we define the Zariski topology for semilinear
sets.
Definition 2.1.1

(Zariski Closure)

A semilinear set S Ç !Rn is Zariski closed if it is a fini te union of affine subspaces of !Rn. The
Zariski closure of a set V Ç !Rn, denoted by Vz, is the smallest Zariski-closed semilinear

subset of !Rn containing V.
Remark 2.1.1 The use of the words "closed" or "closure" is adequate. The Zariski-closed
sets satisfy the axioms of the closed sets of a topology.
Definition 2.1.2

(Zariski Irreducibility)

A set S Ç !Rn is Zariski-irreducible when its Zariski closure is an affine space.
For any nonempty set S Ç !Rn, its Zariski closure is a non-redundant finite union of
nonempty affine subspaces A1, ... , As of !Rn. We call A1, ... , As the irreducible components
of S and we call the sets S n Ai the irreducible components of S.
Let 'tf be an additive circuit and let s be the number of its selection gates. A path is
an element in { -1, 0, 1}s. We say that x E !Rn follows a path 'Y when, for j = 1, ... , s, the
result of the test performed at the jth selection gate is 'Yi (i.e., -1 if the tested value is < 0,
0 if it is

= 0, and 1 if it is > 0).

Given a path "(, its leaf set is

D'Y= {xE !Rn

1

x follows "f}.
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Let Ly = {i :::; s 1 'Yi -:/; 0} and E'Y = {j ::=; s 1 'Yi = 0}. That is, D'Y is defined by a set of
affine inequalities Fi < 0, i E J'Y, and a set of equalities Fj = 0, j E E'Y. Therefore, D'Y is
convex, and, if D'Y -:/;

0, its Zariski closure is the affine space defined by the equalities Fj = 0,

j E E'Y, (the strict inequalities Fi < 0 define a subset of ]Rn of dimension n (since D'Y -:/; 0)

and therefore they can not possibly be relevant for the definition of the clos ure of D'Y).
Moreover, by Theorem 1.3.1, the following problem is NPadd-complete under many-one
reductions.
Definition 2.1.3

(Circuit Boolean Satisfiability- CBSadd)

CBSadd is the following problem: given an additive circuit 'rf with n input gates decide
whether there exists x E {0, l}n such that 'if( x) = 1.
The following problem DIMadd is also NP add-complete under many-one reductions,
see [BC04, Theorem 5.1].
Definition 2.1.4

{Dimension)

DIMadd is the following problem: given an additive decision circuit C(/ with n input gates
k E {0, ... , n }, decide whether the dimension of S<t? is greater or equal than k.

We will often use the following functions

sign: JR-t {-1,0,1},

sign(x) =

{~
-1

if x> 0
ifx=O
ifx<O

and
pos: lR-+ {0, 1},

pos (x ) =

1 if x~ 0
{ 0 if x< o.

For x= (x 1 , ... , Xn) E JRn, abusing notations we define sign(x) = (sign(xl), ... , sign(xn)),
and similarly, pos(x) = (pos(xl), ... , pos(xn)).
We will also often use the following notion:
Definition 2.1.5 A quadrant of ]Rn is a subset of

JRn

containing all points x such that:

Note that JR2 is, modulo a sparse set of points, divided equally into four quadrants. Our
notion of quadrant is a generalization of this concept to

]Rn.

The following lemma states a technical result which will be used later on in many proofs.
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Lemma 2.1.1 Given a decision additive

circuit~.

an accepting path 'Y and a point xE D'Y,

one can compute the dimension of D'Y intime polynomial in the size of 'fi'.
Since 'fi' is an additive circuit, all affine inequalities in l'Y and equalities in

PROOF.

E'Y defining D'Y have integer coefficients of polynomial bit-size. Then, computing linear
combination of equalities of E'Y, with integer coefficients of polynomial bit-size, can be
performed in polynomial time. Therefore, one can use gaussian elimination in to compute
the dimension of the solution set of E'Y' Since D'Y is not empty by hypothesis, its dimension
is the dimension of the solution set of E'Y.
0

2.2

Properties for the Euclidean Topology

In this section we study the complexity of several topological properties of semilinear sets,
when the topology at hand is the euclidian topology.

2.2.1

Euclidian Adherence

Lemma 2.2.1 EADHadd (Euclidean Adherence) is the following problem: given an additive

decision circuit 'fi' with n input gates and a point x E ffi.n decide whether x belongs to
the Euclidean closure of

s<tf.

The problem EADHadd is NPadd-complete under many-one

reductions.
PROOF.

Let us give first an NP add algorithm solving EADHadd. Let 'fi' be an additive

circuit with n input gates and r selection gates, and denote by A the set of accepting paths
of 'fi'. Clearly,

S<t?

=

U D'Y = U D'Y'
'YEA

'YEA

Therefore, x belongs to the Euclidean closure of S<t? if and only if it belongs to the clos ure
of a leaf set D'Y of S?ff. Such a leaf set is defined by a set of inequalities Fi
set of equalities Fi

= 0, i

< 0, i

E

l'Y, and a

E E'Y. Its Euclidean closure is the intersection of the solution set of

the equalities and the Euclidean closures of the solution sets of the inequalities. Therefore,
x belongs to this closure if and only if satisfies the conditions Fi :::; 0, i E l'Y, and Fi

i E E'Y.

Our NP add algorithm solving EADHadd is then the following,

= 0,
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input ('tif, x)
guess a path 'Y E { -1, 0, 1Y
check that 'Y is accepting
check that D 7 is non empty
check that Fi(x) :::; 0, i E 17 , and Fi(x)

= 0, i

E E7

Let us now prove the hardness: we reduce CBSadd to EADHadd· Assume 1tf is an additive
circuit with n input gates. Consider the circuit 'tif' computing the function
F<tl o pos:

!Rn ---+ {0, 1}

x

1--t

F<tJ(pos(x)).

The mapping 1tf 1--t ('tif', 0) reduces CBSadd to EADHadd. Indeed, if S<tf' = 0 then S<ti' = 0
as well and 0 (j. S"t''. On the other hand, if S<ti -::J 0 then S<ti' contains at least one quadrant
and 0 E S<ti' .
0

2.2.2

Euclidian Closedness

Lemma 2.2.2 ECLOSEDadd (Euclidean Closed) is the following problem: given an additive

decision circuit 1tf decide whether S<ti is closed under the Euclidean topology. The problem
ECLOSEDadd is coNPadd-complete under many-one reductions.
PRO OF.

Let us show first that ECLOSEDadd belongs to coNP add. Given an additive circuit

1tf with n input gates, denote by A its accepting paths. Then, S<tl is closed if and only if

<* Vx E !Rn
<*

Vx E !Rn

(:J'Y E A x E D7 )

=>

x E S<tf'

(V'Y E A x (j. D7 ) V x E S<tf'

The predicate x (j. D 7 can be checked in Padd, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.1.
For the hardness, we reduce CBSadd to the complement of ECLOSEDadd with a reduction
similar to the one of Lemma 2.2.1.
Assume 1tf is an additive circuit with n input gates. Consider the circuit 'tif' computing
the function
if x= 0
otherwise.
Clearly, S<ti

= 0 implies S<ti' = 0.

And if S<ti' -::J

0 then S<ti'

is not closed since the origin is

in its closure but is not a solution.
0
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2.2.3

Euclidian Denseness

Lemma 2.2.3 EDENSEadd (Euclidian Denseness) is the following problem: given an additive decision circuit 'If with n input gates decide whether S"rf is dense in JRn. The problem

EDENSEadd is coNPadd-complete under many-one reductions.
PROOF.

Given an additive circuit '{j' with n input gates, S"rf is dense in

]Rn

if and only

if its complement has dimension strictly less than n. This is in co NP add since DIMadd is in
NPadd by [BC04, Theorem 5.1]. The hardness follows from the reduction of Lemma 2.2.1:
'{/ belongs to CBSadd if and only if its complement is not dense in JRn.

0

2.3
2.3.1

Other Basic Properties
Unboundedness

Lemma 2.3.1 UNBOUNDEDadd (Unboundedness) is the following problem: given an additive decision circuit 'If with n input gates decide whether S"rf is unbounded in JRn. The
problem UNBOUNDEDadd is NPadd-complete under many-one reductions.

PROOF.

In this proof, for x E JR,

lxi

denotes the absolute values of x. For the hardness

we reduce CSATadd to UNBOUNDEDadd· Let 'If be a circuit. Define 'If' by adding a dummy
variable to '1!. Then S"rf' is a cylinder of base S"rf satisfying that S"rf is non-empty if and
only if s"rf' is so and in this case the latter is unbounded.
For the membership, assume S"rf is bounded. Then, every accepting path 'Y defines a
bounded leaf set D'Y. Then, S"rf

= U'"YEA D'Y.

Denote by y a point of S"rf which is at the

greatest distance from the origin. y is then a vertex of one of the D'Y. This vertex is therefore
defined by n equalities: y is the solution of a system:
Ay = b,

where A= (aij) is an x n matrix, aij E Z, and

laiil :::; 2P(n)

for sorne polynomial p. The bi

are linear combinations of the constants c1, ... , Ck E lR of the circuit 'If defining S,
k

bi= Lf3ijCj
j=l

where k:::; p(n), f3ij E Z,

lf3ijl :::; 2P(n), and Cj

denotes a constant of '1!.
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By Cramer's rule, for i

= 1, ... , n,
Yi=

det(An ·
detA

where A~ denotes thé matrix obtained by replacing in A the ith column by b. Since A is
invertible, clet A

=f. O.

Also, since aij E Z, 1clet Al ;::: 1. Denote by (A)ij the submatrix of A

obtained by removing the ith column and the lh line. Denote also by

Œij

the signature of

the permutation {1, ... , n}-+ {1, ... , n} exchanging i and j.
Developing det(An along the ith column, we get
n

det(A~)

= L::>ijbj det((A~)ij)·
j=l

Thus,
n

1det(Ar)l

~

2::: !bill det((Ar)ij)l.
j=l

Clearly, (A~)ij

= Aij, therefore,

1

det(Aij) 1 ~ n!2np(n).

It follows by Stirling that IYil ~ c·p(n)2P(n)n!2np(n) ~ c·p(n)2P(n)+p(n) for c
4

= maxlcil·

This bound is clearly computable in Padd·
An NPadd algorithm for UNBOUNDEDadd now easily follows. Given a circuit '7f?, guess a
point y E

]Rn

with IIYIIoo ;::: c · p(n)2P(n)+p(n)

4
•

Then accept if and only if '7f?(y) = 1.
D

2.3.2

Isolated points

Lemma 2.3.2 lSOLATEDadd (Isolatedness) is the following problem: given an additive de-

cision circuit '7f? with n input ga tes and a point x E

]Rn

decide whether x is isolated in S'ti'.

The problem IsoLATEDadd is coNP add-complete under many-one reductions.
PROOF.

Membership easily follows from the equivalence

x not isolated in S <* x tf. S V x E S \ {x}
and the membership of EADHadd to NP add.
Hardness follows from the equivalence

xE

S

<* x E S V x not isolated in S U {x}

which gives a many-one reduction from EADHadd to the complement of IsoLATEDadd and
from Lemma 2.2.1.
D
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Corollary 2.3.1 ExrsTISOadd (Existence oflsolated Points) is the following problem: given

an additive decision circuit '{! with n input gates decide whether there exists x E

]Rn

isolated

in s'G'. The problem ExrsTISOadd is z;;dd-complete un der many-one reductions.
D

Theorem 2.3.1 #Isoadd (Counting Isolated Points) is the following problem: given an
additive decision circuit '{! count the number of isolated points in s'G'. The problem #lSOadd
is Turing-complete in FP~~add.

PROOF.

Let us first describe briefly a nz;;dd algorithm for ExrsTISOadd, such that its

existential digital witnesses are in one-to-one correspondence with the isolated points of the
solution set of the input.
input~

guess a path 'Y E { -1, 0, l}n
check that dim(D'Y) = 0, otherwise HALT and REJECT
denote by x the point in D'Y
check that x is isolated in S'G', otherwise HALT and REJECT
ACCEPT
The predicate dim(D'Y) = 0 can be checked in deterministic polynomial time. Indeed,
use Lemma 2.1.1 to compute the dimension of the solution set of E'Y' If this solution set has
dimension 0, then it is reduced to one point x computable in polynomial time and it suffices
to check that x satisfies all inequalities of l'Y. This can also be performed in polynomial
ti me.
The predicate "x is isolated in S'G'" is in coNPadd by Lemma 2.3.2, and thus in coDNPadd
by Theorem 1.3.1. Therefore the whole algorithm above is in nz;;dd' Clearly, a point x
isolated in S'G' is a leaf set

of~'

which shows the required one-to-one correspondence. It

follows that
#lSOadd E D# · coNPadd Ç FP~~·dd
the last by Theorem 1.4.3 (2).
For the hardness, by Theorem 1.4.3 (5), it is enough to reduce #SAT to #lSOadd· To do
so, assume cp is an input for #SAT. It is easy to compute from cp an additive circuit

~

which

accepts only the subset of {0, 1}n consisting of the satisfying assignments of '1/J. Then, by
definition, every point in s'G' is isolated, and the number of points in s'G' is the number of
satisfying assignments for cp.
D
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2.3.3

Local Topological properties

Let us briefly recall the notion of local dimension of a set: given S Ç JR.n, and x E S, for
any open hall Br(x) of radius r centered on x, we denote by dr the dimension of Sn Br( x).
The local dimension of S at the point x is then
dima: S =min dr,
r>O

i.e. the dimension of S in the closest neighborhoods of x.
Lemma 2.3.3 LocDIMadd (Local Dimension) is the following problem: given an additive
decision circuit 'Il, a point x E S"G' and an integer dE N, decide whether the local dimension
of S"G' at the point x, dima: 8"6', is greater or equal than d.

The problem LocDIMadd is

NP add-complete under many-one reductions.
PRO OF.

The membership follows from the remark that, for x E S,
dima: S ;::: d {::} 31' E A, 3y E D'Y,

x E D'Y 1\ dim D'Y ;::: d.

Clearly, the predicate xE D'Y can be checked in Padd· The same holds for the predicate
dimD'Y;::: d by Lemma 2.1.1. The hardness follows from the equivalence, for xE S,

(x, S) E lSOLATEDadd {::} dima: S < 1.

D

Lemma 2.3.4 LocCONTadd (Local Continuity) is the following problem: given an additive
circuit 'Il with n input gates and a point x E JR.n, decide whether F"G' is continuous for the
Euclidean topology at x. The problem LocCONTadd is coNPadd-complete under many-one
reductions.

PROOF.
Let us focus on the membership. for x = (xl, ... , Xn) E JR.n, denote by llxlloo the norm
maxi lxii· Given a circuit 'Il, the local continuity of F"G' in a point xE JR.n can be expressed
in the following way:
Vf

> 0 3ry > 0 Vy E lR.n

llx- Ylloo < 1]

:::}

IIF"G'(x)- F"G'(Y)IIoo < f.

(2.1)
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Given c:

> 0, we define the following semilinear set

S~

by

y Es~{:} IIFcc(x)- Fcc(Y)IIoo

< €.

The local continuity of Fcc in x can then be expressed as follows:
(2.2)
Indeed, this is equivalent to the following:

{:} Vc: > 0 3ry > 0 Vy

E Rn

IIFcc(x)- Fcc(y)lloo 2:

€

=> llx- Ylloo 2: 'T],

the last one being the contraposition of (2.1).
Note that, given c: and x, a circuit for Rn \Si can be computed in polynomial time. In
addition, EADHadd is in NPadd by Lemma 2.2.1. Therefore, (2.2) can be decided in coNPadd
and with it, the continuity of Fcc at x E Rn.
Let us now show the hardness. Consider the reduction of Lemma 2.2.2: the function
Fcc, is continuous at the origin if and only if Scc =

0. Therefore it reduces CBSadd to the

complement of LocCONTadd·
D

2.3.4

Continuity and Discontinuities

Lemma 2.3.5 CoNTadd (Euclidean Continuity) is the following problem: given an additive
circuit~

decide whether Fcc is continuous for the Euclidean topology. The problem CONTadd

is coNPadd-complete under many-one reductions.

PROOF.

The membership is a consequence of Lemma 2.3.4: it suffices to check the

local continuity at all points. For the hardness, we reduce CSATadd to the complement of
CoNTadd: given an additive circuit

~

deciding a set Scc, define

~'

computing:

if Fcc(x) = 1/\ y = 0
otherwise.
Then, for all x: Fcc(x) = 1 if and only if Fcc, is not continuous in (x,O). Therefore, Scc is
not empty if and only if Fcc, is not continuous.
D
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Lemma 2.3.6 #DISCactd (Counting Discontinuities) is the following problem: given an ad-

ditive circuit '(! count the number of points in

~n

where Flf is not continuous for the

Euclidean topology. The problem #DISCactd is Turing-complete in FP~~·dd.
PROOF.

The reduction used in Lemma 2.3.5 turns out to be also a parsimonious re-

duction from #CSATadd to #DISCactd, thus showing #Padd-hardness of #DISCactd under
parsimonious reductions. This clearly implies FP~~·dd hardness under Turing reductions.
Let us now focus on the membership.
function Flf :

~n

---+

~m.

Consider an additive circuit '(! computing a

Denote by Disc(Flf) the set of discontinuities of Flf:

Disc(Flf) ={xE

~n :

Flf is not continuous in x}.

It can be checked in ~;dd whether Disc(Flf) has infinite cardinality. Indeed, on input x E ~n

and'(/, by Lemma 2.3.4, it is checkable in coNPactd whether x is in Disc(Flf). Therefore,
when '(! is fixed, there exists an additive decision

circuit'(/~

membership in Disc(Flf): x E Disc(Flf) {:} Vy E ~k,

with n + k input gates deciding

'(!~ accepts on input (x,

y). Since

Slf:, is semilinear, the set Disc(Flf) has infinite cardinality if and only if it has dimension at

least 1, if and only if it contains at least aline segment:

By Proposition 1.3.4, x 1 and x 2 can be chosen as linear functions in the constants of

'(!~

with rational coefficients of bit-size polynomial in n, from which it follows that the predicate
x E [x 1 , x 2 ] can be checked in P add. The whole right hand si de of the equivalence above is

then checkable in ~;dd.
Assume now that Disc(Flf) is fini te: when x is in Disc(Flf ), by Proposition 1.3.4, x can
be succintly described as a linear function in the constants

of'(!~

with rational coefficients of

bit-size polynomial inn. In that case, #DISCactd is computable in D#II!ctct· So, an algorithm
for computing #DISCactd works as follows.
input'(!
compute '(!' the circuit deciding Disc(Flf)
if card(Disc(Flf)) = oo then output oo and HALT, else
compute #DISCactd in D#II!dd
Since ~;dd = D~;dd by Theorem 1.3.1 once again, it is clear that this algorithm works
in D#PHadd Ç FP~~·dd ,the last by Theorem 1.4.3 (2).
D
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2.3.5

Surjectivity

Lemma 2.3. 7 SURJadd (Surjectivity) is the following problem: given an additive circuit 'if!

decide whether Fc,f is surjective. The problem SURJadd is rr;dd-complete under many-one
reductions.
PROOF.

The membership follows from the definition of surjectivity. Given an additive

circuit 'if!, F?f is surjective if and only if:

For the hardness, we reduce the rr;dd-complete problem II 2 CSATadd to SURJadd: 'if! E
II 2 CSATadd if and only if

Given 'if?, define 'if!' such that:

'if!' (x, y)

={ ~

if 'if?(x,y) = 1
otherwise.

It is clear then that F?f' is surjective if and only if

D

2.3.6

Compactness

Lemma 2.3.8 COMPACTadd (Compactness) is the following problem: given an additive

decision circuit 'if? decide whether s?f is compact. The problem COMPACTadd is coNPaddcomplete under many-one reductions
PROOF.

The membership follows from the membership of UNBOUNDEDadd to NPadd and

of ECLOSEDadd to coNPadd· The hardness follows from the reduction of Lemma 2.2.2.
D

2.3. 7

Reachability and Connectedness

We recall from [BC04] the following.
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Lemma 2.3.9 {BC04} REACHadd (Reachability) is the following problem: given an additive
decision circuit

~

with n input gates, and two points s and t in IJRn, decide whether s and t

belong to the same connected component of S'tf. The problem REACHadd is PARadd -complete
under Turing reductions. The same holds when restricted to problems in IJR3 .

Remark 2.3.1 While this is already proven for semilinear sets of arbitrary dimension in
[BC04], we need an alternative proof that we can use later on for proving the next Theorem 2.3.2. Our graph-theoretic arguments are largely inspired by a similar result stated for
graphs in [CSV84].
PROOF.

By Theorem 1.4.3 (3), PARadd = P~d~AcE, where any language in PSPACE is

considered as a subset of {0, 1} * Ç JK* . Since we want to prove the hardness under Turing
reductions, it is therefore enough to prove that REACHadd is PSPACE-hard. Let L Ç {0, 1}*
be any language in PSPACE. Then L is decided by a single tape deterministic Turing
machine M with polynomial space bound function p(n). Denote byE the (finite) alphabet
of M, and by Q its set of nodes. For a fixed input length n, a valid configuration of M is
an element c in the set Cn = Q x {1, ... ,p(n)} x I;P(n). Let T = card(Cn)· Assuming that
we have an enumeration of the nodes of M, we can identify Cn in time O(p(n)) with the
set {1, 2, ... , T}, by interpreting a valid configuration cas a natural number written in base
lEI. Since Mis deterministic, if it accepts on input x, it does soin less thanT computation
steps. So, without loss of generality, we can also assume that there is a unique accepting
configuration CA E Cn, and that, when entering CA, the machine M loops forever. Then, on
any input of size n, M reaches either CA after T computation steps or does never reach CA.
To an input xE {0, 1}n, we also assignan initial configuration c(x) E Cn. Finally, denote
by CR one arbitrarily chosen configuration in Cn \CA, which will be denoted as "rejecting".
Consider now the undirected graph Gn

= (Vn, En), where

Vn = Cn x {0, 1, ... , T} U {(cA, T

+ 1), (cR, T + 1)}

and, fort< T,
t), (c', t

+ 1)} E En

iff

c'

{(c, T), (cA, T

+ 1)} E En

iff

c =CA

{(c, T), (cR, T

+ 1)} E En

iff

c #CA

{ ( c,

is the next configuration of M from c
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Clearly, x E L if and only if there exists a path from (c(x), 0) to (cA, T + 1) in Gn. We claim
that the graph Gn satisfies the following properties:
(i) Gn can be succintly described by a circuit of size polynomial in n.
(ii) Gn is a forest with two trees, which can be rooted at the vertices (cA, T
(cR, T

+ 1)

and

+ 1).

(iii) Gn can be embedded in ~3 as a semilinear set decided by an additive circuit of size
polynomial in n.
Indeed, (i) follows from the following: given (c, t) and (c', t') in Vn, one can check intime
polynomial in n whether there is an edge between these two nodes in Gn. Also, c(x), CA
and CR can be described by a circuit of size polynomial in n.
We now prove (ii). Since M is deterministic, each configuration Ci E Cn has a unique
next configuration Cj E Cn. Therefore, each vertex (ci, t), t
vertex (cj, t
t

+ 1).

< T is connected to a unique

This implies that every connected component of Gn is a tree. Since for

< T each configuration

Ci leads either to CA or to sorne Cj -:j:. CA in t steps, each vertex

(ci, T-t), is connected either to (cA, T) or to (cj, T), hence either to (cA, T
(cR, T

+ 1).

Since (cA, T

+ 1)

and (cR, T

+ 1)

+ 1)

or to

are not connected, this implies that there are

two connected components in Gn. See Figure 2.1 for an illustration. For the rest of this
proof, the two vertices (cA, T

+ 1)

and (cR, T

+ 1) will be denoted as the roots of these two

connected components.
We finally prove (iii). Since Gn is a forest, it is planar. However, the size of Gn is
exponential in n, which makes it difficult to describe succintly a planar embedding of Gn.
Instead, we will use the following property: as above, denote (cA, T

+ 1) and

(cR, T

+ 1)

as

the roots of the two connected components of Gn. Define the layer t of Gn to be the set
of vertices at a distance T

+1-

t to one of the two roots. Clearly, the layer t is the set

{ (c, t) : c E Cn}, thus one can decide in polynomial time whether a given vertex belongs
to a given layer. It follows from (ii) that its edges link only vertices of two consecutive
layers. let us focus first on the geometrical representation in ~3 of two consecutive layers,
corresponding to the vertices (c, t) and (c', t

+ 1) for

any c, c' E Cn.

Consider the set Sn(t) Ç ~3 of Figure 2.2, representing the layers of Gn with vertices
(c, t) and (c', t

+ 1),

and defined as follows. Fort even, the vertices (c, t) are represented

by the points (c, t, 0) E ~3 , modulo the polynomial time identification between Cn and
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c(x)

c(x)

t=O

t = T+ 1
x!f.L

x

Figure 2.1: A Graph Gn, with T = 3, when x

EL

1/. L and when

x E L.

{1, 2, ... , T}. The vertices (c', t + 1) are represented by the points (0, t + 1, c') E JR3. When
(c, t) and (c', t + 1) are linked by an edge in Gn, their corresponding representations in Sn
are linked by aline segment. The same idea applies fort odd, with vertices (c, t) represented
by the points (0, t, c) E JR3 and vertices (c, t + 1) represented by the points (c, t + 1, 0) E JR3.
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Figure 2.2: Tridimensional Representation of two Layers of Gn, with T

= 4 and t even.

It is easy to check that the tridimensional representations of two different edges do not
intersect. Indeed, by (ii), two different edges have at least two different incident vertices
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(c,t) and (c',t), and, therefore, fort even their orthogonal projections on the planez= 0
do not intersect in the open interval]t, t + 1 [, so don't they. The same argument applies for

t odd with the orthogonal projections on the plane x = O. Define now the set Sn Ç

~3

as

the union of the Sn(t) fortE {0, 1, ... , T}. Clearly, Sn is a tridimensional representation of
Gn.

Let us finally describe an algorithm deciding Sn.
input (x, y, z) E ~3
compute t = min{t' E {0, 1, ... , T + 1}: t'> y}
if t is even then
# case t is even
if y= t + 1 = T + 1/\ z E {cA, cR} 1\ x= 0 then HALT and ACCEPT
else
if y= t 1\ x E {0, 1, ... , T} 1\ z = 0 then HALT and ACCEPT
# (x, y, z) represents a vertex of Gn
else
compute Ct= min{c E {0, 1, ... ,T}: c(y- t -1) +x~ 0}
compute Ct+l = min{c E {0, 1, ... , T}: c(y- t)- z ~ 0}
if {(Ct, t), (Ct+l, t + 1)} E En 1\ c(y - t - 1) + x = 0 1\ c(y - t) - z = 0
then HALT and ACCEPT
# (x, y, z) lies on the representation of an edge of Gn
else HALT and REJECT
el se
# case t is odd
if y = t + 1 = T + 1/\ x E {CA, cR} 1\ z = 0 then HALT and ACCEPT
else
if y= t 1\ z E {0, 1, ... , T} 1\ x= 0 then HALT and ACCEPT
# (x, y, z) represents a vertex of Gn
else
compute Ct= min{c E {0, 1, ... , T}: c(y- t -1) + z ~ 0}
compute Ct+l = min{c E {0, 1, ... , T}: c(y- t)- x~ 0}
if{(ct,t), (ct+l,t + 1)} E En 1\c(y- t -1) +z = 01\c(y- t)- x= 0
then HALT and ACCEPT,
# (x, y, z) lies on the representation of an edge of Gn
else HALT and REJECT.

It is clear from its definition that T is exponentially bounded, and thus is a natural

number of bit-size polynomial in n. Therefore, the computation of t in the second line of
the algorithm above can be performed by binary search in polynomial time. lndeed, assume
k E {0, 1, ... , T

+ 1}

is given in binary: k E {0, l}P(n). The numerical value of k in ~.

that we may denote as val(k) E

~.

can be computed intime polynomial inn using a fast

exponentiation technique, with only additions. Thus, a test like x = val(k), or x

< val(k),

can be performed in polynomial time. It is therefore enough to perform a binary search on
the binary encoding of the elements of {0, 1, ... , T

+ 1}

to compute t.
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The tests x E {0, 1, ... , T} and z E {0, 1, ... , T} can also be performed in polynomial
time with binary search, as well as all equalities and inequalities, such as c(y- t -1) +x
Thus, the computations of Ct and

Ct+l

~

O.

can also be performed by binary search in polynomial

time. Finally, since G n is succintly described, the test { (Ct, t), (Ct+l, t + 1)} E En can also be
performed in polynomial time. So, it turns out that the whole algorithm works in polynomial
time, and can therefore be carried out by an additive circuit 'lfn of polynomial size.
As above, the membership of x to L is equivalent to the reachability of the representations
of (c(x), 0) and of (cA, T) in Sn. The mapping x t--7 ('lfn, (c(x), 0), (cA, T)) therefore reduces
L to REACHadd.
0

Theorem 2.3.2 CoNNECTEDactd (Connectedness) is the following problem: given an additive decision circuit 'if decide whether

s<rf

is connected. The problem CONNECTEDadd is

PARactd-complete under Turing reductions. The same holds when restricted to problems in

JR3.
PROOF.

The membership follows from [BC04, Theorem 5.19] where it is proved that

the computation of the Oth Betti number bo(S) is FPARactct-complete and the fact that Sis
connected if and only if bo(S)

= 1.

Let us focus on the hardness. The proof relies heavily on the proof of Lemma 2.3.9.
Recall the graph Gn of Lemma 2.3.9. Consider Hn

= (Vn,En U {(cR,T + 1),(c(x),O)})

derived from Gn by adding one edge between (c(x), 0) and (cR, T

+ 1),

as in figure 2.3.

Then, Hn is connected if and only if x belongs to L. Indeed, x belongs to L if and only if
(c(x), 0) and (cA, T

+ 1) are connected in Gn, if and only if they are connected in Hn.

Since

the other connected component of Gn is connected to (c(x), 0) in Hn, this holds if and only
if Hn is connected.
Now, from the semilinear set Sn Ç IR3 of Lemma 2.3.9 representing Gn, it is easy to
build a semilinear set representing Hn: Consider S' n containing Sn and the lines
x= 0,

y=O

z = 0,

y= -1

x= 0,

y=T+2

if T is even

z = 0, y =T+2

if T is odd,
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c(x)

c(x)

t=O

t

= T+ 1

x EL

Figure 2.3: A Graph Hn, with T = 3, when x f_ Land when xE L.

as weil as the segments

z =CR, y E [T + 1, T
x= CR,

y E [T + 1, T

+ 2], x= 0

if T is even

+ 2], z =

if T is odd

y E [-1,0],

x= c(x),

0

z=O

Clearly, S' n is decided by an additive circuit of size polynomial inn, and represents Hn.

0

2.4

Properties for the Zariski Topology

In this section we study the complexity of several topological properties of semilinear sets,
when the topology at hand is the Zariski topology introduced above.

2.4.1

Zariski Adherence

Lemma 2.4.1 ZADHadd (Zariski Adherence) is the following problem: given an additive
decision circuit 't' with n input gates and a point x E

~n

decide whether x belongs ta the

Zariski closure of s'if.The problem ZADHadd is NPadd-complete under many-one reductions.
PROOF.

Let us prove the membership. Denote by A the set of accepting paths of 't'.

--z
S'if

=

U D'Y z = U--z
D'Y .
'YEA

'YEA
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It follows that x is in S'if z if and only if there exists an accepting path "f of S such that x

is in D 7 z
Consider now "( E A such that D7

i= 0.

Note that, given x, '(?, and"( the values Fi(x)

and Fj(x), for i E 17 and j E E7 , can be computed in polynomial time. Also, we can test
in non-deterministic polynomial time whether D 7 = 0 by guessing a y E Rn and checking
whether y E D 7 •
The following NP add algorithm therefore solves ZADHadd,
input ('(?,x)
guess a path "fE { -1,0, 1} 8
check that "( E A
guess y E Rn
if y tf. D 7 then REJECT
if Fj(x) = 0 for ail jE E 7 then ACCEPT
else REJECT
For the hardness, the many-one reduction used in Lemma 2.2.1 carries on without modification. It reduces CBSadd to ZADHadd·

D

2.4.2

Zariski Denseness

Lemma 2.4.2 ZDENSEadd (Zariski Denseness) is the following problem: given an additive
decision circuit '(? with n input gates decide whether S'if is Zariski dense in Rn. The problem

ZDENSEadd is NPadd-complete under many-one reductions.
PROOF.

For the membership, as in the proof of Lemma 2.4.1,

Therefore, S~

= Rn

if and only if there exists "f E A such that D 7 is dense in Rn. This

leaf set is convex, and its Zariski closure is affine. It follows that it is dense if and only if
its dimension is n. Hence, S is dense if and only if its dimension is n. The membership to
NPadd follows from the fact that DIMadd is in NPadd [BC04, Theorem 5.1].
The hardness follows, again, from the reduction used in Lemma 2.2.1 which reduces
CBSadd to ZDENSEadd.
D
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2.4.3

Zariski Closedness

Lemma 2.4.3 ZCLOSEDadd (Zariski Closed) is the following problem: given an additive
decision circuit 'If decide whether S<e is closed under the Zariski topology. The problem

ZCLOSEDadd is coNP add-complete under many-one reductions.
PRO OF.

Given an additive circuit '1ff' with n input gates, denote by A its accepting paths.

Then, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.2, S<e is closed if and only if

Vx

E !Rn

-Z

x E S<e =* x E S<e

(::J'Y E A

x E D 7 z)

(V'Y E A x tf. D
The predicate x

tf. D 7 z

7

'* x E S<e

z) V x E S<e

can be checked in coNPadd: denote by E 7 the set of equalities of')',

th en

D7 =

0 is clearly in coNPadd, x tf. S(E7 ) in Padd· This shows the membership.

The hardness follows, yet once more, from the reduction used in Lemma 2.2.1.

0

2.5

Irreducibility

Definition 2.5.1 il:;}~ is the class of problems decidable by a polynomial time additive
machine which asks non adaptively a polynomial number of queries in NP add. This means
that the input to any query does not depend on the oracle answer to previous queries, but
only on the input of the machine.
Sorne completeness results in the discrete version 6. 2 •11 of this class exist. See [Pap83,
Kre86] for examples. To the best of our knowledge, no such result over !Rovs has been proved
so far.

2.5.1

Deciding Irreducibility

Lemma 2.5.1 IRRadd (Irreducibility) is the following problem: given an additive decision
circuit 'If with n input gates decide whether S<e is irreducible. The problem IRRadd is in
6.2,11
add"

PROOF.

Consider the following algorithm:
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input C(f with n input gates
compute d = dim S'7fl querying the oracle DIMadd
check that for all accepting paths "(,'Y' and all x, x' E

= dim D'Y' = d)

(x E D'Y 1\ x' E D'Y' 1\ dim D'Y

DIMadd is known to be in NP add [BC04]. Therefore, d
n

+ 1 independent queries to NPadd:

dim D'Y'

=?

~n

D'Y z

= dim S'7fl

= D'Y' z.

can be computed with

it suffices to perform independently the oracles queries

2: k for k = 0 ... n, and to choose the maximal answer. It is clear that NP add

Ç

~:;/~.

The last line can be checked in deterministic polynomial time by Lemma 2.1.1, thus the
two last lines belong to coNP add Ç ~;dl~.
All queries can be performed independently: it suffices to check in parallel dim D'Y'

2: k

for k = 0 ... n, to check in parallel the two last lines for d = 0, ... , n, and to combine the
answers with d the dimension of s'7fl.

D

Lemma 2.5.2 Let S1 Ç

s2 ç

~n+m

~n

and S2 Ç

~m

be two non-empty semilinear sets. Then, S1 x

is irreducible if and only if both

sl

and

s2

are irreducible.
D

Lemma 2.5.3 The problem lRRadd is ~;d1~-hard under many-one reductions.

PROOF.

Assume L is a problem in ~;dl~, and denote by Ln the set L n ~n. Then, there

exist a polynomial size circuit '7f!n with n
size circuits

'7flr, ... ,'7f!p(n)

+ p(n)

input gates, and a family of polynomial

with n input gates and q(n) output gates, where p and q are

polynomials, such that, for x E

~n,

for i = 1, ... ,p(n),

x is in Ln if and only if
.- {
St
-

10

if C(ft(x) E ZDENSEadd
otherwise

and

Basically, the circuits

~n

compute the inputs to the oracle queries. Since ZDENSEadd

is NP add-complete under many-one reductions, we can assume that these oracle queries are
queries to this ZDENSEadd problem. The sequence s1, ... , Bp(n) denotes the oracle answers,
and '7f!n performs the final computation deciding the membership of x in Ln, given these
oracle answers.
To be fully formal, we should adda P-uniformity condition on these circuits: there exists
a Turing machine which, on input (n, 0, j) E

f'f,

computes a description of the jth gate of
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lfn, and on input (n, i, j) E "f\f3, computes a description of the

jth

gate of 'tfin. This machine

works in polynomial time.
We shall see now how to reduce this to the lRRadd problem. First, note that the output
of the 'tfin circuits on x are inputs to the ZDENSEadd problem. As such, they are descriptions
of additive circuits defining semilinear sets. We can assume that these 'tfin(x) have all the
same number of input gates, say r(n), where ris a polynomial. Denote by Sf the semilinear
set defined by 1t'f(x). A second assumption that we can make without loss of generality is
that, for all i,

Sf is either empty or Zariski dense in JRr(n). lndeed, the reduction used in

Lemma 2.2.1 produces semilinear sets with this property. Also, by hypothesis, the number
of selection gates of the lfi(x) is at most q(n).
Denote by Ai the set of accepting paths of 'tfin(x), and, if 'Y E A, denote by D-y,i Ç

Sf

the corresponding leaf set.
Given i, "(,denote by ô(D-y,i) the Euclidean boundary of D-y,i· Without loss of generality,
we can assume that, for all i such that

S':f is non-empty,

U ô(D-y,i) is reducible.
-yEA;

Indeed, the accepting leaf sets of the circuits produced by the reduction of Lemma 2.2.1 are
quadrants of JRr(n), and therefore they satisfy this property.
We finally note that if D-y,i is not empty, for y E JRr(n), the predicate y E ô(D-y,i) is
clearly in p add .
Let z be any point in JRr(n), which we fix in what follows. Consider the semilinear set

n

defined by the following algorithm:
input u E JRq(n), (yo, ... , Yp(n)) E JRr(n)(p(n)+l), (al, ... , ap(n)) E JRP(n)
'Y:= (sign(ul), ... ,sign(uq(n)))
s := (pos(al), ... , pos(ap(n)))

case (ViE {1, ... ,p(n)} Yi E S':f U {z} and :Ji E {1, ... ,p(n)} ai= 0)
HALT and ACCEPT
(II) case (lfn(x, s) = 1 and ViE {1, ... ,p(n)} [Yi E S':f U {z }] and
:Jj E {1, ... ,p(n)} [sj = 0 1\ 'Y E Aj 1\ Yo E D-y,j 1\ Yj E ô(D-y,j)])
HALT and ACCEPT
(III) case (lfn(x, s) = 1 and ViE {1, ... ,p(n)} [(Yi E Sf 1\ Si= 1) V (Yi= z 1\ Si= 0)])
HALT and ACCEPT
else REJECT.

(1)

Clearly, by the P-uniformity hypothesis, this algorithm works in polynomial time. We
daim that

n is irreducible if and only if x is in Ln.

To prove it we introduce sorne notation.

We define

n1 =

{( u, y, a) satisfying case (I)}
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and similarly

nu

and

nm

n = nr u nu u nm

so that

(but this union is not necessarily

disjoint).
Assume x is in Ln. Then there exists a sequence a of oracle answers a 1 , ... , ap(n) E

= 1 and, for alli ~ p(n), Sf is Zariski dense in ~r(n)

{0, 1 }P(n) such that 'i&'n(x, a)

and empty otherwise. Let W = {( u, y, a) E

-z

(a) W
D 7 ,j

Ç

-z

nm .

'f 0 and aj

First note that W

n

1

if ai

=1

pos( a) = a}. We next prove several daims.

n nu = 0.

Indeed, if y0 E D 7 ,j for sorne j then

= 1, in contradiction with Sj =O. Therefore,

'f 0 for

(Wn {(u,y,a): ai

'f

Define W1 = W n {(u,y,a): ai

alli}) Ç

nm.

0 for alli}, and W2 = W n {(u,y,a): 3j, ai= 0}.

Clearly, W = W1 U W2. Consider now xE W2, and denote by J the subset of {1, ... ,p(n)}
satisfying:

x= (u,y,a), with jE J
Assume

E

<

0, and define aj =

{::?

aj =O.

for all j E J, and aj = ai for all j

E

rf.

J. Then, xe =

(u,y,a1, ... ,a~(n)) E W1. This shows that x belongs to the Euclidean closure of W1, and
therefore to its Zariski closure. Thus, W2 Ç W1 z. It follows,

wl ç nm : : } wlz ç nmz : : } -z
w çnmz .
(b)

nm Ç -WZ .

If (u, y, a) E

nm \ W then there exists j

such that (Yi

= zl\aj < 0 1\ aj =

1). Since for such j, Sj is dense in ~r(n) we have (u,y,a) E Wz.

(c) W is irreducible.

Define

yx
t

Then, -z
W =
so are the

~q

Yi"'.

={

Sf

z

if ai= 1
if ai= 0.

(n) x ~rn
( )x- z x pos- 1 (a) z . Since every Sf is irreducible,
Y{z x ... x Y;(n)
-----:,.-,--:-Z

Also, pos- 1 (a)

= ~p(n) and therefore, pos- 1 (a) is irreducible. Therefore,

by Lemma 2.5.2, sois W.

-z

nr Ç -nmZ .
-z -z
(e) nu Ç nm .

( d)

nr Ç -WZ and therefore -nrZ Ç -nmZ .
-z
The inclusion nu Ç nm is immediate.
It now follows that n is irreducible since
It is easy to check that

-z

n

=

-Z

-z - z - z
nr u nu u nm

=

-z

nm

=

Assume now that x is not in Ln. We will look at the sets

-z

w .

nu and nm.

Two cases arise:
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• There is no sequences= (s 1 , ... ,sp(n)) such that 'lfn(x,s) = 1. In that case On=
Om =

0.

• There exist sequences s = (s 1 , ... ,sp(n)) such that 'i&'(x,s) = 1. Since 'lf(x,a) = 0, we
have s

=/:-

a for all of these sequences. For every such s we define

On(s) =On n (JRq(n) x JRT(n)(p(n)+l) x poç 1 (s))
and si mil arly Om (s).
Again, two cases are possible:

(i) 3i (ai = 0
ai

= 0,

Om(s) =

= 1). If (u, y, a) E On(s) then Yi E â(D"f,j) Ç Sf. But, since

1\ Si

Si

0. It then follows that On(s) = 0. Similarly, we prove that

=

0 since, if (u, y, a) E Om (s), then Yi E Sf.

(ii) 3j (aj = 1

1\ Sj

= 0). We may assume that (i) does not hold for any i. There

may be several such j's, each of them corresponding to a subset of On(s) along
the second line of (II). For such a j, define

{(u,ya, ... ,yp(n),a)

E On(s):

Denote by J(s) the set of j's such that (aj = 1 1\ Sj = 0): clearly,

U Of (s).

On(s) =

1

jEJ(s)

For (u,ya, ... ,yp(n),a) E
( u, Yo, .. . , Yi-1,

0{1 (s)

we have Yi E U'YEA;â(D"f,j)· We also have

z, Yi+l, ... , Yp(n), a) E Om (s) . For a given affine subspace & of

JRq(n)+r(n)(p(n)+l)+p(n)

and a subset A of JRq(n)+r(n)(p(n)+l)+p(n), denote by lit: (A)

the orthogonal projection of A onto &. It is easy to check that
IIox ... xOxJRr(n)xOx ... xo ( { o{I(s)

Ox ... xox ({z}U

u Om(s)})

U â(D"f,i))

xOx ... xo.

'YEA;

Therefore, since linear maps preserve irreducibility and,
u'YEA; â(D"(,i)

by hypothesis,

is reducible, sois o{I(s) u Om(s). The same holds for
On(s) U Om(s) =

U {0{ (s) U Om(s)}.
1

jEJ(s)
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Since f!r is clearly non empty and reducible,

U

f!= f!rU

(f!n(s) U f!m(s)),

si<G'(x,s)=l

and all the sets in this union are either empty or reducible we conclude that

n is reducible.
0

Theorem 2.5.1 The problem IRRadd is Â;d~-complete under many-one reductions.

0

Remark 2.5.1 One can define the class Â;d~ogn] containing all problems decidable by a

polynomial time additive machine which asks at most O(log(n)) queries in NPadd· Then,
arguing as in [Pap94, Theorem 17. 7] and [BH88], one can prove th at Â;d1~

2.5.2

= Â;d~og nJ.

Counting Irreducible Components

Theorem 2.5.2 #IRRadd (Counting Irreducible Components) is the following problem:

given an additive decision circuit

<(/

count the number of irreducible components of S'If.

The problem #IRRadd is FP~~add_complete under Turing reductions.
PROOF.

LetS~

m.n

be the set accepted by

-

S =

<(/.

Then,

U D-r z = U -D-rz .
-rEA

It follows that the irreducible components of

-rEA

S (which are the closures of those of S and

are in one-to-one correspondence with them) are sorne of the sets D-y z. Note, however, that
sorne nonempty D-y z may not be irreducible components since they are embedded in sorne
higher dimensional components and, conversely, that sorne components may correspond to

D-r z for several

')''S.

A way to deal with these features is to associate to an irreducible

-

-z

component V of S the largest ')' E A such that V = D-y . Let Is be the set of paths
')' E A such that D-y z is an irreducible component of S (i.e., it is nonempty and it is not
embedded in a larger component of S) and')' is maximal in

b' E A 1D-y,Z =D-y z}.

Then,

the association ab ove bijects the irreducible components of S with the set Is. The following
algorithm decides membership of')' to Is
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input
check
check
check
check

('6', ')')
that
that
that
that

')' E A
D'Y =1- 0
for all 'Y' E A
for all ')' 1 E A

-z

-z

-z

-z

(D'Y Ç D'Y' => D'Y = D'Y' )
-z -z
(D'Y =D'Y' => ')' 1 ~'Y))

Note that the first line is decided in P add, the second in NP add, and the last two in co NP add.
Indeed, for any 'Y E A with non-empty leaf set D'Y, D'Y z is the solution set S(E'Y) of the set

E'Y of equalities corresponding to 'Y· For instance, the third line checks that

and, again, this can be performed in polynomial time by Lemma 2.1.1.
Therefore, the whole algorithm is in ~;dd and it follows that #lRRadd E D# · ~;dd' Now
use the additive version of Toda-Watanabe's Theorem 1.4.3 (2) to obtain #lRRadd E FP~~ •dd.
We now prove the hardness.

Note that the problem CSATadd trivially belongs to

P~~RR.dd. Indeed, for an additive decision circuit '6', S'if?

= 0 if and only if the number of

irreducible components of S'if? is zero. since CSATadd is NPadd-complete, NPadd Ç P~~RR,dd.
Therefore, by [BC04, Theorem 5.1], we have DIMadd E P~~RR.dd.
It is now easy to design a Turing reduction from #CSATadd to #lRRadd· On input an

additive circuit '6', first decide whether s'if? is finite using oracle caUs to DIMadd, and hence
to #lRRadd· If no, return oo, otherwise return the number of irreducible components of S'if?.
Since #CSATadd is #Padd-complete [BC04, Theorem 3.6], this proves the hardness.
0

Lemma 2.5.4 #IRR~~~ (Counting Irreducible Components of Fixed Dimension) is the fol-

lowing problem: given an additive decision circuit '6' count the number of irreducible components of s'if? of dimension d.

#IRR~~Jd (Counting Irreducible Components of Fixed Codimension) is the following problem:
given an additive decision circuit '6' count the number of irreducible components of S'if? of
codimension d. For all d E N, the problems #lRR~~~ and #lRR~~ld are FP~~ •dd -complete
under Turing reductions.
PROOF.

The membership ofboth problems follows from the fact that deciding irreducibil-

ity is in ~;dd, and checking the dimension of a non-empty leaf set is in P add.
The hardness of #IRR~~~ is given by the following reduction from #SAT to #lRR~~~·
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For f_

= 1, ... , n-d and sE { -1, l}n consider the linear function Lt,s
n

X M

.2::

SjXj -

(n-f_+ 1)

j=l

and let H 8 be the affine subspace of ]Rn defined by the equalities {L1,s

= 0, ... , Ln-d,s = 0}.

By construction s E H 8 and dim H 8 = d.
Assume if; is a first-order formula with n variables. Consider the circuit

~

doing the

following, whose solution set is shown by Figure 2.4.
input (xl, ... , Xn)
check that, Vi ::; n, Xi =/= O.
compute s(x) = (sign(xl), ... , sign(xn)).
check that, Vi::; n, lxi- sign(xi)l ::; ~·
check that x E Hs(x)
check that (pos(x 1 ), ... , pos(xn)) E {0, l}n satisfies if;

Z

l
1

1
1
1

L------

1

------1

Figure 2.4: The Leaf Sets of ~ with n

= 2, d = 1.

It is clear that each non-empty accepting leaf set is an irreducible component of dimension

d. It is also clear that these leaf sets are in one-to-one correspondence with the truth

assignments of 1/J. The reduction is clearly polynomial.
The hardness of #IRR~~ld is proved similarly.
0

Lemma 2.5.5 #IRR~~';? (Counting Irreducible Components in Fixed Dimensional Space)

is the following problem: given an additive decision circuit with N input gates ~ count the
number of irreducible components of s'If.
For all NE N, the problem #IRR~:;? is FP~~·dd_complete under Turing reductions.
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PRO OF.

The membership is immediate. Let us proof hardness for N

= 1.

The hardness is

given by the following reduction from #SAT to #IRR~~}. Assume cjJ is a first-order formula
with n variables. Consider the circuit Cfl doing the following:
input xE lR
check that 0 :::; x < 2n
check that x E N
compute the sequence s(x) = (sn-1, ... , so) of digits of x in binary
check that s(x) is a satisfying assignment for c/J
Note that the third line in the algorithm can be achieved in time polynomial in n by dichotomy search. The fourth line can also be computed in time polynomial in n. Therefore,
an <:tf as desired may be found with polynomial size.
It is clear that the non-empty leaf sets are irreducible, since they have dimension O. It

is also clear that they are in one-to-one correspondence with the satisfying assignments of
c/J. The reduction is clearly polynomial in n.

0

2.6. Our Completeness Results at a Glanee
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Our Completeness Results at a Glanee
Problem

Class

Reduction

Reference Problem

Pro of

EADHadd

NPadd

many-one

CBSadd

Lemma 2.2.1

ZADHadd

NPadd

many-one

CBSadd

Lemma 2.4.1

ECLOSEDadd

coNPadd

many-one

~* \ CBSadd

Lemma 2.2.2

ZCLOSEDadd

coNPadd

many-one

~* \ CBSadd

Lemma 2.4.3

EDENSEadd

coNPadd

many-one

~* \ CBSadd

Lemma 2.2.3

ZDENSEadd

NPadd

many-one

CBSadd

Lemma 2.4.2

UNBOUNDEDadd

NPadd

many-one

CSATadd

Lemma 2.3.1

lSOLATEDadd

coNPadd

many-one

~* \ EADHadd

Lemma 2.3.2

ExrsTISOadd

~;dd

many-one

lSOLATEDadd

Corollary 2.3.1

#P

#lSOadd

FPadd

Turing

#SAT

Theorem 2.3.1

LocDIMadd

NPadd

many-one

IR* \ lSOLATEDadd

Lemma 2.3.3

LocCONTadd

coNPadd

many-one

~* \ CBSadd

Lemma 2.3.4

CONTadd

co NP

many-one

LocCONTadd

Lemma 2.3.5

#P

#DISCadd

FPadd

Turing

#CSATadd

Lemma 2.3.6

SURJadd

n;dd

many-one

ll2 CSATadd

Lemma 2.3.7

COMPACTadd

coNPadd

many-one

ECLOSEDadd

Lemma 2.3.8

REACHadd

PARadd

Turing

CONNECTEDadd

PARadd

Turing

lRRadd

~;dd

Turing

Theorem 2.5.1

add

many-one

Theorem 2.5.1

#P

lRRadd

~2,_11_

Lemma 2.3.9
REACHadd

Theorem 2.3.2

#lRRadd

FPadd

Turing

#CSATadd

Theorem 2.5.2

#lRR(d)
add

FPadd

#P

Turing

#SAT

Lemma 2.5.4

#lRR~~Jd

#P

FPadd

Turing

#SAT

Lemma 2.5.4

#lRR{N}
add

FPadd

#P

Turing

#SAT

Lemma 2.5.5

Figure 2.5: Completeness Results in the Additive Setting, with the Reference Problems used
in the Proofs
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Chapter 3

Classical Characterizations of P
In this chapter we recall briefly sorne classical machine independent characterization of
deterministic polynomial time. We do not intend to provide a thorough landscape of all
previous characterizations; we selected a few of them which we believe are representative of
the major approaches, and help understand our results.

3.1

Logics on Finite Structures

We briefly recall sorne logical characterizations of complexity classes. They are based on a
result by Fagin [Fag74], who characterized NP in terms of existential second-order logic over
finite structures. Later on, Immerman [Imm83, Imm86] and Vardi [Var82] proposed sorne
characterizations of P in terms of extensions of first-order logic, or restrictions of secondarder logic, over finite structures. In Chapter 4 we propose an extension of these results
to the setting of computations over arbitrary structures, based on the works by Gradel
and Meer [GM95] and Cucker and Meer [CM99] over the real numbers, and of Gradel and
Gurevich over arithmetical structures [GG98].

3.1.1

Definitions

Definition 3.1.1

(Logical Structures)

Let L be a vocabulary containing relation and function symbols, together with their (finite)
arities, which is at least 1 for the relation symbols. A logical structure of signature L is a
pair U = (A, F), consisting of:
A a set, called the universe of U.

F a set of functions f : Ak• --+ A interpreting the function symbols of L, with the corresponding arities, and of relations r Ç Ak• interpreting the relation symbols of L, with
55
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the corresponding arities. That is, with each function symbol fi of arity ki in L there
is an associated function

l/ : Ak•

-+ A, and with each relation symbol ri of arity ki

in L there is an associated relation r~ Ç Ak•. Note that interpretations of function
symbols of arity 0 are elements in A.
A logical structure is finite when its universe Ais fini te. In what follows, we will only consider
finite structures with finite vocabularies, containing a relation symbol

= interpreted as an

equality over A.
Remark 3.1.1 Recall the notion of an arbitrary structure/( given in Definition 1.1.1. Com-

putational structures as described in Chapter 1 are instances of logical structures as above,
with a possibly infinite vocabulary and a possibly infinite universe. We make however a
distinction between computational and logical structures in the sense that we use computational structures as defined in Chapter 1 in order to describe the domain of possible values
for the inputs of algorithms and machines, together with the operations and relations that
the machines can perform in one step over these inputs, while finite logical structures as
above are syntactical objects that can be used for encoding inputs to one particular Turing
machine. Examples of computational structures are the binary structure Z 2 , for describing
the domain of possible values for inputs to classical Turing machines, or

~

for inputs to

numerical analysis algorithms. An example of finite logical structure for describing inputs
to one particular algorithm is the following: consider a finite vocabulary containing only
one binary relation symbol e. The class of fini te logical structures of signature L is exactly
the class of directed graphs. For any finite logical structure U

= (A, :F) of signature L, the

universe A is the set of vertices and eu E :F is the relation characterizing the edges of the
graph. These structures provide a natural way for encoding graphs, considered as inputs to
algorithms of graph-theoretical decision problems.

3.1.2

Results

It is clear that finite logical structures can be encoded in a natural way as elements in (Z 2)*,

of size polynomial in the size of the alphabet, and vice versa. Our main concern is that it
allows us to consider finite logical structures of a given signature as natural inputs for each
algorithm or Turing machine. The example above gives a natural signature for the inputs
to graph decision problems.
We assume that the reader is familiar with first-order and second-order logics on finite
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structures, see e.g. [dR03b, dR03a]. For an idea, see Chapter 4 where such logics are defined
over a more general concept of Je-structures.
Modulo the natural encoding above, sorne characterizations of complexity classes in terms
of logics on finite logical structures exist. In the following results, we assume that all finite
structures considered are equipped with a binary successor relation.
A characterization in fixed point first-order logic:
Theorem 3.1.1 {Var82, Imm86}

Let S be a decision problem of flnite structures. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i)SEP.

(ii) There exists a sentence 'ljJ in flxed point flrst-order logic such that S = {'DIV

1= 'ljJ }.

Also, a characterization in Horn existential second-order logic:
Theorem 3.1.2 {Var82, Imm86}

Let S be a decision problem of flnite structures. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(i) SE P.
(ii) There exists a sentence 'ljJ in Horn existential second-arder logic such that S

= {DIV 1=

'1/J}.
Fagin's characterization of NP is the following:
Theorem 3.1.3 {Fag74}

Let S be a decision problem of flnite structures. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(i) SE NP.
(ii) There exists an existential second-arder sentence 'ljJ such that S = {DIV

3.2

1= 'ljJ }.

Interpreting Primitive Recursion over Finite Structures

Based on the notion of finite structures of Definition 3.1.1 above, the following characterization was given independently by Sazonov [Saz80] and Gurevich [Gur83]. The idea is
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to interpret primitive recursion over finite structures as above, equipped with a successor
function.

Definition 3.2.1

(Global Relations and Functions)

A global l-ary relation R, l ;:::: 0, of vocabulary L, assigns to any fini te structure U of signature

L and universe A a relation:
Ru:

A 1 -+ {false, true}
x -+ Ru(x).

Similarly, a global function F of arity l ;:::: 0 and co-arity r

> 0, of vocabulary L, assigns to

any finite structure U of signature L and universe A a function:
pU:

Al
x

-+Ar

-+ Fu(x).

Clearly, global relations define decision problems of finite structures, as in the previous
section. Similarly, global functions define computation problems of fini te structures.
In the following, it is assumed that all fini te structure are equipped with a successor function. For any l > 1, a l-ary successor function, obtained by the lexicographie order induced
by the successor function, is also assumed. Assume also that the symbol 0 (respectively
END) is interpreted as the minimal (resp. maximal) element of the universe of a structure.

The following sets of global functions are then defined:

Definition 3.2.2

(Primitive Recursive and Recursive Global Functions)

A global function of vocabulary L is primitive recursive if it belongs to the closure of the
constants, successor and projection functions under composition and primitive recursion.
Fix a signature L. Consider a system E of equations t 1 = s 1 , ... , tk =
terms

ti, Si

Sk

where the

are composed from the following symbols: 0, END, successor functions symbols,

individual variables and function symbols. Such a system recursively defines a global function F in a fini te structure U of signature L and uni verse A if for every a E A 1, there is at
most one bE Ar derivable from E and from valid equalities g(c) = d in U by means of

(i) substitution of elements of A for variables, and,
(ii) replacement of a term t(c) without variables by a vector d of elements of A provided
the equation t(c) = d has already been proved.
The system E recursively defines F if it recursively defines F in every finite structure U of
signature L. A global function F is recursive if it is recursively defined by a systemE.

3.3. Cobham 's Bounded Recursion on Notation
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Remark 3.2.1 Recursive definitions of global functions as above are actually very similar

to the fixed point rule in first-order logic. It is interesting to note that they yield the same
characterization.
Primitive recursive functions and recursive functions yield the two following characterizations:
Theorem 3.2.1 {Saz80, Gur83} A global function is primitive recursive if and only if it is

computable in logarithmic space.
Theorem 3.2.2 {Saz80, Gur83} A global function is recursive if and only if it is computable

in polynomial time

3.3

Cobham's Bounded Recursion on Notation

In the following, the calculus of recursive functions is interpreted over non-finite algebras
of words or trees. The typical example is N, considered as an algebra of binary words.
In this setting, it is well known that primitive recursion allows an exponential number of
computation steps. Consider the following example:
Example 3.3.1

add(O,y)

y

add(suc(x),y)

suc(add(x,y))

exp(O)
exp(suc(n))

suc(O)

=

add(exp(n), exp(n))

Cobham's notion of bounded recursion on notation provides a way to rule out superpolynomial growth in recursion schemes.
Definition 3.3.1

(Bounded Recursion on Notation)

Consider the following set of basic functions:
1. x#y = 21"'1·1YI.

2. S 0 (x)

= 2x, 8 1 (x) = 2x + 1

3. the constant 0
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4. parity
5. projections
6. x---+

lx/2J

The class of Cobham's functions is the closure of the basic functions under composition and
the following bounded recursion on notation scheme:

f(O,yl, ... ,yk)
f(x,yl,···,Yk)

g(y1, ... ,yk)

=

h(x,yl, ... ,y.,J(lx/2J,yl, ... ,yk)),
when x 2:0 and j(x,y1, ... ,yk) ~ k(x,y1, ... ,yk),

where g, h and k are already defined.
The main feature in this definition is the bound on the growth of f, by another function k
of the system. It is the key that prevents superpolynomial growth.
Theorem 3.3.1 {Ooh62} The class of Oobham's functions is precisely FP.

3.4

Data Tiering

Consider again the example above in Example 3.3.1. Another way to rule out superpolynomial growth in recursion schemes is the use of ramified data, or data tiering, introduced independent! y by Simmons [Sim88], Leivant [Lei90b, Lei94b] and Bellantoni and Cook [BC92].
It allows to avoid the use of such explicit bounds. One underlying idea is that the data

objects are used computationally in different guises. By explicitly separating the uses, and
requiring that the recursion schemes respect that separation, classes of recursive functions
are obtained, which correspond closely to major complexity classes. We given below an idea
of the approach used by Leivant [Lei90b, Lei94b].
Let A be the set of basic functions containing:
1. suc(x) =x+ 1
2. the constant 0
3. projections
Define S(A)

= U: 1 Ai,, where the Ai, are copies of A

data. The set of ramified recursive functions is:

We denote these copies as tiers of the

3.4. Data Tiering
Definition 3.4.1
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(Ramified Recursion)

The set of ramified recursive functions is the closure of S(A) under the application of the
following ramified recursion scheme:

f(O,yl,····Yk)

=

j(suc(x),y1, ... ,yk)

g(y1, ... ,yk)
h(x,y1, ... ,yk>f(x,yl, ... ,yk)),

provided x is in Akœ, the Yi are in sorne Aky,, j(suc(x),y1, ... ,yk) is in Ak 1 , and k1 <

k.,, k1:::; ky 1 , ••• , kJ:::; kyk, and the following ramified composition scheme:
f(x)

= g(h1(x), ... , hk(x)),

provided the hi(x) are in sorne Ak,, and g(h1(x), ... , hk(x)) is in Âk 9 with kg< ki, ... , kg<

kk.
The main feature in this definition is that, in the recurrence scheme and in the composition
scheme, the tier of the result is strictly smaller than the tier of the critical argument and of
the parameters. This mechanism prevents a superpolynomial growth in recursion schemes:
Theorem 3.4.1

{Lêi94a} The set of ramified recursive functions is precisely the set of

functions computed in polynomial time.
Another approach due to Bellantoni and Cook, quite similar, can be found in [BC92].
We do not provide details here, since our Chapter 6 extends this other characterization to
the setting of computation over an arbitrary structure JC. When JC is specialized to Z 2 , our
definitions coïncide with the ones in [BC92].
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Chapter 4

Metafinite Madel Theory
This chapter is devoted to the exposition of sorne logical machine-independent characterizations of complexity classes over an arbitrary computational structure. It is based on the
classical results by Fagin [Fag74], Immerman [Imm83, Imm86] and Vardi [Var82] over finite
alphabets. In [GM95], the notion of ~-structure has been introduced, and characterization
of deterministic polynomial time PJR and non-deterministic polynomial time NPJR in terms
of logics over these

~-structures

were provided. These results have been later on extended

in [CM99], in order to capture other complexity classes, and in [GG98] over structures other
than

~-

Note however that, in the characterizations of [GM95, CM99], sorne logic is hid-

den in basic computations over the real numbers. In particular, these characterizations
assume that the set of real numbers is equipped with a sign function and a multiplication:
therefore they cannot be trivially extended, say, to the additive setting or to the field of complex numbers. Similar restrictions apply to the more general characterizations of [GG98],
where it is required that the underlying computational structure contains an expansion of
(N, 0, 1+, -,<,max, min,~. II). Here again, this does not apply to the field of complex
number, or to finite structures. In this chapter, we extend the notions of

~-structures

to

/(-structures over an arbitrary computational structure K, extend the notion of first order
logic and second order logic over

~-structures

of [GM95] to first and second-order logic over

/(-structures. We also define a proper notion of fixed-point rule, different from [GM95], allowing to capture Px:;, and propose a characterization of NP x:;. Our characterizations, while
only slightly different from the ones of [GG98], apply to any computational structure as defined in Chapter 1. In particular, when

J(

is :l12, they coïncide with the classical one exposed

in the previous chapter. The plan of our exposition follows closely the one in [BCSS98] for
~-structures.
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4.1

First-Order Logic on JC-structures

4.1.1

Definitions

We assume that the reader is familiar with first-order mathematicallogic. In orcier to capture
computation over arbitrary structure, we extend the notion of IR-Structures from [GM95,
BCSS98] to the notion of Je-Structures. Our Je-Structures are particular instances of the
metafinite structures of Gradel and Gurevich [GG98]. They are based on the notion oflogical
structure of Definition 3.1.1. Recall Remark 3.1.1 for a distinction between an arbitrary
computational structure K and finite logical structures.
In what follows, K

= (JK,{opi}iEI,reh ... ,relt,O,l)

is the computational structure at

hand, as defined in Chapter 1. It is fixed for the rest of this chapter.
Definition 4.1.1

(Je-Structures)

Let L 8 , Lt be finite vocabularies, where Ls may contain relation and function symbols with
their arities, and Lt contains function symbols only, with their arities. An Je-structure of
signature a

= (L

8 ,

Lt) is a pair V= (U, :F) consisting of

(i) a finite logical structure U of vocabulary L 8 , called the skeleton of V, whose (finite)
universe A is also called the universe of V, and

(ii) a finite set :F of functions fP : Ak• ~ lK interpreting the function symbols fi in Lf>
with the corresponding arities ki·
Je-Structures as above are a generalization of the concept of logical structure, over a
fixed computational structure K, in orcier to denote inputs to algorithms performed by BSS
machines over K. The skeleton of a Je-structure is used for describing the finite, discrete
part of a structure, while the set :F is used for describing its computational part.
Example 4.1.1 As for the finite logical structures above for classical complexity, Jestructures provide a natural way of encoding inputs to BSS machines over K. Consider
for instance the real case IR, and the NPIR-complete problem 4FEAS: decide whether a given
polynomial of degree 4 has a real zero. Inputs to this decision problem are polynomials of degree 4, which can be encoded by IR-structures of signature (L 8 ,Lt) = (0,{fo,!l,Jz,h,J4})
as follows: The uni verse A contains one variable for each variable of the polynomial. The interpretation of the function j 4 : A 4 ~ IR of Lt gives the (real) coefficient for each monomial
of degree 4, the interpretation of the function

h : A3

~

IR of Lt gives the coefficient for each
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monomial of degree 3, an so on for degrees 2, 1 and zero (the constant of the polynomial).
We will see later on how to state the 4FEAS problem in a logical way over such structures.
A more formai description of the relations between JC-structures and inputs to BSS machines
over JC is given below in Definition 4.1.7. We present now the notion offirst-order logic over
JC-structures. A key feature of this logic is that the quantified variable range only over the
skeleton of the structures, and not over JC.
Assume now that V is a fixed, countable set of variables.
Definition 4.1.2

(First-Order Logic for JC-Structures)

The language of first-order logic for /(-structures, FOJC, contains for each signature

0'

=

(L 8 ,LJ) a set of terms and formulas. We first define terms, of which there are two kinds.
When interpreted in a JC-structure

1)

= (U, :F)

with universe A, each term t takes values

either in A, in which case we call it an index term, or in OC, in which case we call it a number
term. Terms are defined inductively as follows.

(i) The set of index terms is the closure of the set V of variables under the application of
functions symbols of L 8 •

(ii) If h 1 , ... , hk are index terms, and X is a k-ary function symbol of Lf, then
X(h1, ... , hk) is a number term.

(iii) If t 1 , ... , tk• are number terms, and

DPi

is an operation of the computational structure

}(of arity ki, opi(h, ... , tk.) is also a number term. In particular, operations of arity
0 of }( yield constant number terms.
Atomic formulas are defined as follows.

(i) equalities h 1

= h2 of index terms are atomic formulas.

(ii) If t 1 , ... , tk• are number terms, and reli is a relation of the computational structure
JC of arity ki, reli(t1, ... , tk,) is an atomic formula. ln particular we may consider
equalities t 1

= t2 of number terms.

(iii) If h1, ... , hk are index terms, and Pis a k-ary relation symbol in L 8 , P(h1, ... , hk) is
also an atomic formula.
The set of formulas of FOJC is the smallest set containing all atomic formulas and which is
closed under Boolean connectives, V,/\,-,, and quantification (3v),P and (Vv),P.
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Remark 4.1.1 It is important to note that we do not consider formulas

(:lx)~

where x

ranges over /(. The range of the quantifiers is the universe of the structure. The interpretation of quantifiers is more formally precised below.
(Interpretation of First-Order Logic for /(-Structures)

Definition 4.1.3

Let a= (Ls, Lt) be a signature, and 1J be a /(-structure of signature a. For any index term
h(x 1 , .•. , Xn) containing n 2': 0 variables, and any point a E An, the interpretation of the

function symbols of h in 1J extend to a natural interpretation h'D(a) E A of h in 1J at the
point a, where Xi is interpreted as ai for i

= 1, ... , n.

The same holds with number terms

t( x 1 , ... , xn), the interpretation tD (a) at a lying in lK. The interpretation of the relation

symbols of L 8 in 1J and the relations of /( enable us to associate truth values with atomic
formulas evaluated at point in An. Thus, if h 1 , ... , hk are index terms and t 1 , ... , t1 are
number ter ms containing the variables x1, ... , Xn, and a E An, we say that r (h1, ... , hk)
is true in 1J if (hf, ... , h'f) E rD and false otherwise, and, for a l-ary relation rel of/(,
rel(h, ... , tl) is true if

(tf, ... , tf) E rel in /(, and false otherwise. The interpretation of

the logical connectives V, A and-, is the usual. A formula

(:lx)~

where

~

contains variables

x, y 1 , ... , Yn, n 2': 0 is true at b E An if there exists a E A such that ~TJ is true, where x is

interpreted as a and Yi is interpreted as bi, for i = 1, ... , n. Similarly for a formula (Vx)~
being interpreted as

-,(:Jx)-,~.

Proceeding recursively, we can associate with any formula

<P

with free variables x 1 , ... , Xn over a and any a E An a truth value. If this value is true we
say that 1J satisfies </J(a), and we denote this by 1J

1= </J(a).

A formula with no variable is

called a sentence. If T is a set of sentences over a, 1J satisfies T if and only if 1J satisfies all
the sentences of T. This is denoted as 1J

1= T.

The /(-structures 1J such that 1J

1= T

are

called the models of T. The sentences of T are called axioms and T is a theory.
Definition 4.1.4

(Order)

Let a= (L 8 , Lt) be a signature. A /(-structure 1J = (U, F) of signature a with universe A
is ordered if there is a binary relation symbol :::; in L 8 whose interpretation :::;DE U is a total
order on A.
Remark 4.1.2 Our order relation replaces the ranking function of [GM95, CM99, BCSS98,
GG98]. In these papers, the ranking function is a function in L, defining a bijection between
A and {0, ... , lAI

-

1}. This uses the property that IR is ordered and contains at least the

natural numbers. It is not applicable in our setting of arbitrary structure, where no such
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requirement can be made on K.. We show that this requirement is not compulsory, and give
general characterizations of complexity classes over K., where no condition on K. is assumed
other than the one given in Chapter 1: K. contains at least two constants and an equality
relation.

Remark 4.1.3 It is checkable in first-order logic over K.-structures that a structure is ordered. Indeed, for a given signature
ordered K.-structures of signature
1. transitivity:

Vx, y, z

2. symmetry:

Vx

(x

x~

4. totality:

= (L 8 , Lt) and a binary relation symbol ~E L 8 , the

are the models of the theory defined as follows:

~y) 1\

~

(y

z) :::} (x

~

z)

x
Vx,y

3. anticommutativity:

(j

(j

(x~

y)

1\ (y~

x):::} (x= y)

(x~y)V(y~x)

Vx,y

Based on this order relation, one can also define in first-order logic a lexicographie order
over Ak for any k E N. A definition is the following:

(x1, ... ,xk)

~k

(y1, ... ,yk)

<=>

(x1 ~ Yl) V
(xl

= Yl 1\ X2

~ Y2) V

Therefore, we will freely use the symbol ~k for a total order over Ak. In what follows, we
will only consider ordered K.-structures. Note also that the minimal element of A and the
maximal one with respect to this order are definable in first-order logic. We will denote
them 0 and

nk-

1 respectively.

Definition 4.1.5
Fix an signature
Z

(Fixed Point Rule)
(j

=

(Ls, Lt ),

a function symbol of arity r,

D a relation symbol of arity r

> 0 and

both not contained in this signature.

H(D,tl, ... ,tr),Il(D,h, ... ,tr), ... ,h-l(D,h, ... ,tr), k

Let

2': 0 be first-order formu-

las over the signature (Ls U {D},Lt U {Z}) with free variables h, ... ,tr.

Let

F1 (Z, h, ... , tr), ... , Fk(Z, t1, ... , tr) be number terms over the signature (Ls U {D}, Lt U
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{Z}) with free variables t1, ... , tr. We allow D to appear sever al times in H and the Ji 's, but
we do not require that its arguments are (t 1 , ... , tr). The only restriction is that the number
of free variables in H and the Ji's coïncide with the arity of D. A similar remark holds for
the Fi's and Z. For any JC-structure 'D of signature(}' and any interpretation (: Ar -+ JC of

Z and 6. Ç Ar of D, respectively, the number terms Fl(Z,h, ... ,tr), ... ,Fk(Z,tl, ... ,tr)
define functions

[F1(Z +-- (, t1, ... , tr +-- u1, ... Ur)]'D

u,, ... ,u,

_, {

where [Fi(Z +-- (,t1, ... ,tr +-- ul, ... ur)]'D is obtained from Fk(Z,t1, ... ,tr) by replacing
any occurrence of Z by (, any occurrence of tj by

Uj,

and interpreting the whole number

term in V. Also, the formulas H(D,t 1, ... ,tr) and Ii(D,t 1, ... ,tr), 1::::; i::::; k -1 define
relations

u,, ... ,u, _, {

[H(D +-- 6., h, ... , tr +-- U1, ... Ur)]'D
[Il (D +-- 6., t1, ... , tr +-- u1, ... Ur)]'D

Let us now consider the sequence of pairs {6. i, (i }i~o with 6. i Ç Ar and (i

Ar -+ JC

inductively defined by

6. 0 (x) = false

for all xE Ar
for all xE Ar

H'f,(x)
{ true

F'f-'D ,, (x)
1 ,.,

F'_k,(' (x)

if 6_i(x) = false
otherwise

tf_ 1 6.,(x),else

if --,6_i(x) 1\
if --,6_ i(x), else

'

('(x).
Since ~i+l(x) only differs from 6_i(x) in case the latter is false, one has that 6_j
for sorne j <

lAir.

points by D 00 and

= 6_j+l

In this case, we also have that (j = (H 1 . We denote these fixed

zoo

respectively and call them the fixed points of H(D,t1, ... ,tr), the

Fi(Z,h, ... ,tr), and the Ii(D,t 1 , ... ,tr) on 'D. The fixed point rule is now stated as follows. If Fi(Z,t 1 , ... ,tr), 1::::;

i::::; k are number terms as previously, and H(D,h, ... ,tr),
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Ii (D, t1, ... , tr), 1 :::; i :::; k are first-order formulas as previously, then

is a first-order formula of signature (L 8 , Lt ), and

is a number term of signature (L 8 , Lt ). Their interpretations on a given Je-structure 1J are
D 00 and

zoo' respectively.

Remark 4.1.4 In [GM95, CM99, BCSS98], the fixed point rule allows to define only number
terms. Thus, the authors need to introduce another rule, the maximization rule, which
allows them to compute characteristic functions of relations of Ls as number terms, and
perform logical operations such as AND, NOT, OR, by the appropriate use of multiplication,
addition and a sign function. This approach, however, is not appropriate to our setting of an
arbitrary structure, where no specifie requirement is made on the functions and operations
of the computational structure. We introduce therefore the possibility to define relations as
fixed point, such as D 00 in the definition above, which enables us to perform legally all kinds
of logical operations in first-order logic. While our definition of the fixed point rule is more
complicated, it makes the need for a maximization rule obsolete and enables us to prove
our results over arbitrary structures, which can be specialized to be the real numbers with
addition and arder !Rovs, or the complex numbers. Moreover, as stated in Remark 1.1.1,
it allows us to capture also classes decided by machines having no constant node, by an
appropriate specialization of the computational structure.
The fixed point rule allows us to defined an extension of the first-order logic, as follows.

Definition 4.1.6

(Fixed Point First-Order Logic for Je-Structures)

Fixed point first-order logic for Je-structures, denoted by FPJC, is obtained by augmenting
first-order logic FOJC with the fixed point rule.

4.1.2

Characterizing PJC

It is clear that, for any signature u = (Ls, Lt ), one can encode finite ordered Je-structures

of signature u in OC* . A way of doing so is the following:
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Definition 4.1.7
Let

CJ

(Encoding of an Ordered JC-Structure in OC* )

= ( L s, L 1) be a signature containing a binary relation symbol ::::; , and let V be

an ordered JC-structure of signature
appropriate characteristic functions

Next, replace all relations in the skeleton by the

CJ.

x : Ak

-t { 0, 1} Ç K Thus, we get a structure with

skeleton a set A and functions X 1 , ... , Xt of the for rn Xi : A k; -t K
functions
Xj

xi can be represented by a tuple ç =

= Xi(a(j)) where a(j) is the jth tuple in

Ak;

(xo, ... 'Xm;-1)

Each of these

E ocm; with mi=

lAI ki

and

with respect to the lexicographie order on

Ak;

induced by ::::;. The concatenation

of these tuples gives the encoding e(V) E ocm 1 + ... +m,.
Clearly, for a fixed fini te signature and for any fini te JC-structure V of size n, the size of e(V)
is bounded by sorne polynomial n 1 where l depends only on the signature. Thus, appending
zeros to e(V) if necessary, we can also view e(V)

=

(x 0 , ••• , Xt-d as a single function

Xv: A1 -t K This means that one can encode an ordered JC-structure by a single function
from the ordered set {0, ... , n 1 - 1} into K Moreover, this encoding can be performed in
polynomial time.
Example 4.1.2 Let

CJ

= (L 8 , Lt ), where Ls contains only a binary relation symbol ::::; and

L 1 contains only a unary function symbol X. A simple class of ordered JC-structures of
signature

CJ

is obtained by letting A be a finite set,

unary function
where n =

lAI,

xv : A -t K

Since

::;v

CJ

be a total order on A, and

xv any

induces a bijection between A and {0, ... , n- 1},

this K-structure is a point in

there is a JC-structure of signature

::;v

ocn

denoting

c OC*. Conversely, for any point xE OC*,

x.

Thus, there is a bijection between JC-

structures in this class and OC* .
Definition 4.1.8
Let

CJ

= (Ls,Lt)

(Decision Problem of Ordered JC-structures)
be a signature containing a binary relation symbol ::::;. We denote by

Struct(CJ) the set of ordered JC-structures of signature CJ. A decision problem of ordered
JC-structures of signature CJ is a subset of Struct(CJ). Modulo the polynomial time encoding
of ordered JC-structures in OC* described in Definition 4.1.7 above, any decision problem of
ordered JC-structures can be seen as a decision problem over JC in the BSS model. Conversely,
as shown by Example 4.1.2 above, any decision problem over JC in the BSS model can be
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seen as a decision problem of ordered K.-structures. Since the encoding of Definition 4.1.7
can be performed in polynomial time, for Px:: and complexity classes above, the two notions
coïncide.
This yields the following characterization of Px::.
Theorem 4.1.1 LetS be a decision problem of ordered K.-structures. Then the following

statements are equivalent.

(i) SE Px::.
(ii) There exists a sentence 'lj; in fixed point first-order logic such that S = {D\D
PROOF.

\= 'lj; }.

Let us first prove the (i) =? (ii) direction. Assume that the signature is

IJ

=

(L 8 , Lt ), and that it contains a binary relation symbol :::;. Let S E Px::, and let M be a

polynomial time BSS machine over K deciding S. Assume that, for any ordered K.-structure
'D of size n, encoded in

][{*

by e('D), the computation time of M on e('D) is bounded by

nm, for sorne m E N. Assume also that the size of e('D) is nm. This is without loss of
generality since it suffices to add sorne padding O's to the encoding e('D) of 'D. Assume also
without loss of generality that the state space of Mis bounded by nm. A point in this space
has coordinates (xo, x 1, ... , Xnm -1). In the following, we will use the formalism of a Turing
machine, with a scanning head moving in
Consider the lexicographie orcier
mark 4.1.3,

:::;m

:::;m

ocm

instead of a state space

~.

on Am induced by the orcier :::; on A. By Re-

is defined in first-order logic, and induces a bijection between Am and the

set {0, ... ,nm -1}. Therefore, for any tE Am we will define:
t -1

=

t+ 1

=

max{s <mt}

sE Am

min {t <ms}.

sE Am

It is clear that these elements are definable in first-order logic over ordered K.-structures,

thus we will freely use these notations hereafter. Note however that, when t is minimal in

Am, we have t- 1 = t. A similar remark holds fort maximal with t + 1 = t. Following this
notation, we will identify Am wi th {0, ... , n m

-

1}.

Next, we assume that the number of nodes of M is bounded by 2k, k E N. Note that k
is fixed, independent of 'D or n. Thus, the no des of M will be denoted as elements in A k,
with the proviso that

\A\

~

2. We also assume that they correspond to the first elements
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of Am with respect to the lexicographie arder

::;m.

Since their number is constant, they are

ali definable in first-order logic. We will therefore denote them with constants Vtype E Am,
where type denotes the type of the node as in Definition 1.1.2. Recall also the constant
0 E Am, corresponding the the minimal element of Am as in Remark 4.1.3.
Consider now the following relation symbol, not contained in L 8 , of arity 4m:
Node( v, t, pos, c)

trueiff
the current node of M at step t is v and

pas = 0
{ pas = 1

and the head of M is on cell c
and the head of M is not on cell c.

Consider also the following function symbol, not contained in L f, of arity 2m:

Cell(t, c) =content of cell c at step t.

If Cell can be defined in FPx:: by a number term Z, then the implication (i) =? (ii) holds.
The Jc:-structure 'Dis accepted by M if and only if after nm steps, the content of the first cell
is 1. That is, Cell(nm -1,0) = 1, were nm -1 is the maximal element in Am, as defined
in Remark 4.1.3. Node and Cell can be defined inductively as follows:

= 0)]/\ [(pas= 1) V (c =fi 0)]

Node( input, O,pas, c)

~

[(pas= 0) V (c

Node( v, O,pas, c)

~

false if v =fi input

+ 1, pas, c)

~

Node(Vop;, t, pas, c) for Vop; s.t. v = (J( V0 p.)

V

Node(vshift,t,pas,c+ 1) for V8 h1 s.t. v= (J(vshift 1 )

V

Node( Vshift~, t, pas, c- 1) for Vsh~ s.t. v = (J( VshiftJ

V

Node(vcopy, t,pas, c) for Vcopy 1 s.t. v= (J(vcopy 1 )

V

Node( Vcopy~, t, pas, c) for Vcopy~ S.t. V = (J( VcopyJ

v

Node(Vswitch, t,pas, c) for Vswitch s.t. v= (J(vswitch)

v

Node(voutput, t,pas, c) for Voutput s.t. v= (J(voutput)

V

Node(Vre!;, t, 0, c) 1\ reli(Cell(t, c), ... , Cell(t, c +ki))

Node( v, t

/\pas = 0
V

for Vrel; s. t. V = (J+ (Vred

Node(vre!;, t, 0, c) 1\ -.reli(Cell(t, c), ... , Cell(t, c +ki))

/\pas = 0

for Vrel; s.t. V = (J- (Vred
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and:

Cell(O,c)

Cell(t + 1, c)

+-

X'D(c)
OPi(Cell(t, c), ... , Cell(t, c +ki))
Cell(t, c + 1)
Cell(t, c- 1)
Cell(t, c + 1)
Cell(t, c- 1)
Cell(t, c)

+-

if Node(V op;, t, 0, c)
if Node(Vcopy 1 , t, 0, c)
if Node( Vcopyr, t, 0, c)
if Node(Vswitch' t, 0, c)
if Node( V 8 witch, t, 0, C- 1)
otherwise

This proves that Cell can be defined in FPK as the fixed point of the inductive definition
above, from which (i) :::} (ii) follows.
To prove (ii) :::} (i), we only need to prove that formulas and number terms defined with
the fixed point rule can be evaluated in polynomial time. Since the number of updates is
polynomially bounded, one only needs to apply the inductive definition a polynomial number
of times, which ends the proof.
D

Example 4.1.3 Recall the signature (L 8 ,LJ) = (0,{Jo,!l,h,Ja,f4}) given in Example 4.1.1 for encoding inputs to the 4FEAS problem. Consider X : A -+ K. whose interpretation in a K.-structure D of signature (Ls,Lf U X) instanciates the variables of the
polynomial. The problem 4EVAL of checking that a given polynomial of degree 4 evaluates
to 0 at a given pointis in PJC. It can be formulated as follows:
There exists a sentence ifJ in fixed point first-order logic over the signature (L 8 , Lt U X)
such that
4EVAL

4.2
4.2.1

= {DID F ifJ}.

Second-Order Logic on JC-structures
Definitions

Recall that K.-structures can be naturally seen as points in K.*. A decision problem of
ranked K.-structures is then a decision problem, where the (positive) inputs are encoded as
K.-structures, and satisfy the natural property of being ranked.
Definition 4.2.1

(Existential Second-Order Logic For K.-Structures)

We say that 'ljJ is an existential second-arder sentence (of signature

Œ

= (Ls,Lt)) if 'ljJ =

3Yj_, ... , 3Yrc/J, where ifJ is a first-order sentence in FOK of signature (L 8 , Lt U {Ylo ... , Yr} ).
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The function symbols Yi, ... , Yr are called function variables. Existential second-order sentences are interpreted in Je-structures D of signature

D

f=

0'

in the following way: a sentence

('lj; = :3Yl, ... , 3Yr<f>) if there exist functions X1, ... , Xr : Ar•

-t

OC with ri the arity of

Y,;, such that the interpretation of 'ljJ taking Yi'D to be Xi yields true. The set of second-order
sentences together with this interpretation constitutes existential second-arder logic and is
denoted by :JSOK.

Existential second-order logic has at least the expressive power of fixed point first-order
logic. Indeed:

Proposition 4.2.1 For every sentence 'ljJ of signature

0'

in FPK there exists a sentence

;f

of signature 0' in 3SOK such that, for every Je-structure D,

D

f= 'ljJ if and only ifD f= ;f.

It suffices to prove that the fixed point rule of Definition 4.1.5 can be ex-

PROOF.

pressed within existential second-order logic over Je-structures.

i:::;

k, Z and D are as in Definition 4.1.5.

Assume Fi, Ii, H, 1 :::;

Every occurrence of fp[Z(t1, ... ,tr) +-

Fi(Z, h, ... ,tr),Ii(D, h, ... , tr), H(D, h, ... , tr)](ul, ... , Ur) and of fp[D(t1, ... , tr)

+-

H(D,tl,···•tr)](ul,···•ur) in 'ljJ will be replaced by Z(u1, ... ,ur) and D(ul, ... ,ur), respectively. Denote by 4> the resulting formula. For any r-ary function F : Ar

-t

OC, denote by

F the r-ary formula with variables (u 1, ... , Ur) defined by F( u 1, ... , Ur) = (F( u 1, ... , Ur) =
1).

Then, 'ljJ is

3Z3D'v'(ul, ... , Ur)
D(u1, ... , Ur){::} H(D, U!, ... , Ur)
1\

Fl(Z,(ul,···,ur))

= Z(ul, ... ,ur) {::}!l(D,ul,···,ur)

D(Z(
)) = Z( U!, ... ,Ur ) {::} {
, ul, ... ,Ur

V.r2

1\

•(Il(D,ub···,ur))
(D)
f2
, U1, ... , Ur
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r/J.

1\

D

4.2.2

Characterizing NPJC

Theorem 4.2.1 LetS be a decision problem of ordered K.-structures. Then the following
statements are equivalent.

(i) SE NPIC.
(ii) There exists an existential second-arder sentence 'lj; such that S = {VI V
PROOF.

1= 'lj; }.

Let S E NPIC be a problem of ordered K.-structures of signature u = (L 8 , Lt ).

By definition of NPIC, there exists r E N, a function symbol Y of arity r not in LJ, and a
decision problem H of ordered K.-structures of signature (L 8 , Lt U Y), such that H belongs
to PIC and
S ={V E Struct(u)j3Y (V, Y) EH}.

By Theorem 4.1.1, there exists a fixed point first-order formula ifJ that describes H, and
thus,

V E S if and only if V

1= :JY r/J.

By Proposition 4.2.1, ifJ can be replaced by an equivalent second-arder formula 3Zcp with cp
a first-order formula. Then,
V ES if and only if V

1= 3Y3Zcp,

which shows (i) :::} (ii). For the other direction, it suffices to guess an interpretation for the
second-arder quantified functions, and to check in PIC that the first-order formula induced
is satisfied.
D
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Example4.2.1 Recall the signature (L 8 ,LJ)

=

(0,{fo,ft,h,h,f4}) given in Exam-

ple 4.1.1 for encoding inputs to the 4FEAS problem. Consider X : A -+ IC whose interpretation in a /C-structure V instanciates the variables of the polynomial. Consider a
formula ifJ in fixed point first-order logic over the signature (L 8 , LJ U X), whose interpretation for a /C-structure V checks whether the evaluation of the polynomial at the point

xv E J(IAI is O.

A instance of the result above is
4FEAS

= {VIV 1= 3XifJ}.

Note that by Proposition 4.2.1 ifJ can be expressed in existential second-order logic.

Chapter 5

Partial Recursion and
Computability
In this chapter, we recall the notion of partial recursive and primitive recursion over the
real numbers introduced in [BSS89]. These classes of functions could be easily translated to
any structure other than IR, yet, sorne of their features are unsatisfactory, and improve the
difficulty of refining the mechanisms of recursion in arder to capture interesting complexity
classes. Thus, we suggest our own definition of partial recursive and primitive recursive
functions over an arbitrary structure, and prove that our partial recursive functions over
a structure }( are the functions computable by a BSS machine over JC. These results are
published in [BCdNM02, BCdNM03a, BCdNM04a].

5.1

Primitive Recursion à la BSS

We recall the notions of partial recursive and primitive recursive functions over a ring defined
by Blum, Shub and Smale in their seminal paper [BSS89]. These definitions apply only when
the operations of the structure form an ordered ring.
Definition 5.1.1

(BSS partial recursive functions over a ring R) The class

Pi_

00

of finite dimensional BSS partial recursive functions over R is the smallest class of partial
functions (maps)

f: R1 --+ nm (l, m < oo), containing the basic functions:

(i) the polynomial (rational if R is a field) functions

f : R 1 --+

nm

successor, the constants and coordinate projection functions),

(ii) the characteristic function x: R--+ {0, 1} where
-1

x(x) =

{

o
1
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if x< 0
if x= o
if x> 0,

(and hence e.g. the
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and closed under the operations of
(a) composition,
(b) juxtaposition,
(c) primitive recursion and
(d) minimization
For (a), assume g : Rm --+ Rn and h : R 1 --+ Rm are given partial functions. Then the
composition

f is defined by
j(x)

For (b), assume

fi : R 1 --+

Rm;, (i

= g(h(x)).

= 1, ... , k).

Then the juxtaposition F

= (ft, ... , fk)

:

R 1 --+ Rm 1 +... +mk is given by

F(x) = (ft(x), ... , fk(x)).
For (c), assume g : R 1 --+ R 1 is given. Primitive recursion then defines a partial map

G(O,x)

=

G(t + 1, x)

x

g(G(t, x)).

Finally, for (d), assume that F : N x R 1 --+ Ris given. Minimization defines a partial
function L : R 1 --+ N by

L(x)={ m..lintEN{F(t,x)=O} if3tEN: F(t,x)=O
otherwise.
Then, the following result holds
Theorem 5.1.1 {BSS89} PJi 00 is exactly the class of finite dimensional partial functions
computable by a BSS machine over R.
Remark 5.1.1 It is noticeable that

P/i

00

is a class of finite dimensional functions: they

have type R 1 --+ Rm, i.e. their arguments are tuples of real numbers, as well as their
outputs. Therefore, PJi 00 captures only finite dimensional functions, i.e. functions that
can be computed in constant space by a BSS machine. It is clear that there exist BSS
computable functions that do not belong to this class, for instance all functions that output
a binary encoding in {0, 1}* of an integer result.
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This class of functions would seem to be a good candidate for adapting the tailoring
techniques mentioned above in orcier to characterize complexity classes. However, the fact
that these functions are finite dimensional is a strong handicap, and needs to be corrected.
Moreover, the use of a special kind of argument, namely a nat ur al number, for controlling
primitive recursion as well as minimization, makes it also more complicated for a clear
understanding of the processes at hand. Finally, the requirements that the structure be a
ring, present in the definition of the basic functions, is not very general. For these reasons,
we propose below another definition of partial recursive and primitive recursive functions in
the BSS model of computation.

5.2

Partial Recursive and Primitive Recursive Functions

Our notion of recursion applies not on tuples of elements of OC as above, but on words of
elements of ][{, of variable length. Also, instead of using a particular type of argument, a
nat ur al number, to control recursions, we use the length of our arguments to do so.

5.2.1

Definitions

As in the classical setting, computable functions over an arbitrary structure /( can be characterized algebraically, in terms of the smallest set of functions containing sorne initial functions
and closed by composition, primitive recursion and minimization. In the rest of this section
we present such a characterization.
We consider functions (OC* t -+ OC*, taking as inputs arrays of words of elements in
][{, and returning as output a word of elements in lK. When the output of a function is
undefined, we use the symbol ..l.
Definition 5.2.1

(Basic Functions)

Basic functions are the following four kinds of functions:

(i) Functions making elementary manipulations of words over lK. For any a E ][{,x, x1, x2 E
Il{*

hd(a.x)

hd(€)

=
=

a

tl(a.x)

€

tl(€)

cons(a.x1, x2)
cons(E, x 2 )

(ii) Projections. For any n E N, i ::=; n
Prf(xl, ... , Xi, ..• , Xn)

=Xi.

a.x2
X2.
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(iii) Functions of structure. For any operator (including the constants treated as operators
of arity 0) OPi or relation reli of arity ni we have the following initial functions:

(opi(al, ... , an.)).Xn;
{

1 if reli (a1, ... , an,)
otherwise.

E

(iv) Selection function

Select(x,y,z)
Definition 5. 2. 2

={ ~

if hd(x) = 1
otherwise.

(Partial Recursive Functions)

The set of partial recursive functions over JC, denoted by PRx::, is the smallest set of functions

f : (JK* )k ---+ JK* containing the basic functions and closed under the following operations:
(1) Composition. Assume g : (JK* t ---+ JK*, h1, ... , hn : JK* ---+ JK* are given partial functions.
Then the composition

f : JK* ---+ JK*

is defined by

f(x) = g(h1 (x), ... , hn(x)).

(2) Primitive recursion. Assume h : JK* ---+ JK* and g : (JK* )3
functions. Then we define

f : (JK* )

f(E, x)

2

-t

-t

JK* are given partial

JK*

h(x)

f(a.y, x)

{

g..l(y, J(y, x), x)

if f(y, x) i:..l
otherwise.

(3) Minimization. Assume g : (JK* )2 ---+ JK* is given. Function f : JK* ---+ JK* is defined by
minimization on the first argument of g, written by f(Y) = f.-Lx(g(x,Y)), if:

_( (- _))

f-LX g x, y

Definition 5.2.3

{ ..l
=

if \ft EN : hd(g(Ot,Y)) i: 1
1k: k = min{t 1 hd(g(Ot,Y)) = 1}
otherwise.

(Primitive Recursive Functions) The set of partial recursive func-

tians defined without using the minimization operator, denoted as PrRx::, is called the set
of primitive recursive functions.
Remark 5.2.1 (i) The formai definition of function tl is actually a primitive recursive
definition with no recurrence argument. However, when we introduce the notion of
safe recursion in Section 6.1, this function tl needs to be given as a priori functions
in orcier to be applied to safe arguments, and not only to normal arguments. For the
sake of coherence, we give it here as an a priori function as well.
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(ii) Note that primitive recursive functions are total functions whereas partial recursive
functions may be partial functions.

(iii) The operation of minimization on the first argument of g returns the smallest word in
{1}* satisfying a given property. The reason why it does not return a smallest word
made of any letter in lK is to ensure determinism, and therefore computability. On a
structure where NP is not decidable, such a non-deterministic minimization may not
be computable by a BSS machine, which is in essence deterministic.
(iv) In the definition of composition, primitive recursion, and minimization above we have
taken arguments

x, y

E

JK*. This is to simplify notations. To be fully formai, we

should allow for arguments in (JK* )P with p

~

1. We will adopt these simplification all

throughout this paper since the proofs for the fully formai case would not be different:
just notationally more involved.

(v) In the definition of primitive recursion, the variable a in front of the recurrence argument
a. y does not appear as argument of the function g. The first reason for this is the need
of consistency among argument types: a is a single element in lK whereas all arguments
need to be words in JK*. The second reason is that we do not lose in expressivity since
g may still depend on the value of the first element of y.

(vi) Our choice here to consider arguments as words of elements in lK, and to use the length
of the arguments to control recursion and minimization in a different fashion from
Definition 5.1.1 allows us to capture non-finite dimensional functions over arbitrary
structures. Also, we do not need anymore that the structure be a ring.
The following result is immediate.
Proposition 5.2.1 The set of partial recursive (resp. primitive recursive) functions over
Z2

= {{0, 1}, =, 0, 1} coincides with the classical partial recursive (resp. primitive recursive)

functions.
D

5.2.2

Partial Recursive Functions and BSS Computable Functions

Theorem 5.2.1 Over any structure K = (JK, {opi}iEJ, reh, ... , rel1, 0, 1), a function is BSS

computable if and only if it can be defined in PRJC.
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PROOF.

Let M be a BSS machine on structure JC.
In what follows, we represent the contents of the tape of M by a pair of variables (x, Y)
in (OC* ) 2 such that the written part of the tape is given by

xR :y

(here

xR

is the reversed

word of x) and the head of the machine is on the first let ter of y.
We also assume that the m nodes in M are numbered with natural numbers, node 0 being
the initial node and node 1 the terminal node. ln the following definitions, node number q
will be coded by the variable (word) lq of length q.
We assume without loss of generality that, when M halts on any input

y, the left part

of the tape is empty.
Let q (q EN) be a move node as in Figure 5.1.

1

Y1

1

Y2

Figure 5.1: A "move right" Node
Three functions are associated with this node:

ÇJi(x,Y)
1-ii(x, Y)
Ii(x,Y)

= lq'
= tl(x)
= hd(x).y

or hd(Y).x
or ti(Y)

according if one moves left or right.
Function ÇJi returns the encoding of the following node in the computation tree of M,
function 1-ii returns the encoding of the left part of the tape, and function Ii returns the
encoding of the right part of the tape.
Let q (q E N) be a computation node associated to sorne operation op of arity n of the
structure, as in Figure 5.2. We also write Op for the corresponding basic operation.
Functions

ÇJi, 1-ii, Ii associated with this node are now defined as follows:
Çh(x,y)
1-ii(x, Y)
Ii(x, y)

= lq'
=x

= cons(Op(hd(y), ... , hd(tl(n-l) (y))), ti(Y)).
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Figure 5.2: An "op" Node

Let q (q E N) be a copy node associated to some operation op of arity n of the structure,
as in Figure 5.3.

Xl

1

Yl

Xl

1

Y2

Figure 5.3: A "copy left" Node

Functions

~h,

~h(x, Y)

1-li(x,y)

1-li, Ii associated with this node are now defined as follows:

=

1 q'

x

cons(hd(tl(x)), tl(x))
cons(hd (x), cons(hd (x), tl (tl (x))))
{ cons(hd(tl(x) ), cons(hd(x), tl(tl(x))))

for a copy left
for a copy right
for a switch.

Let q (q E N) be a branch node corresponding to a relation rel of arity n of the structure,
as in Figure 5.4.
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1

Y1

1

Y1

Y2

1

Y2

Figure 5.4: A ''rel" Node
The three functions associated with this node are now:
Qi(x, Y)

=

Select(Rel(hd(x), ... , hd(tl(n-l) (y))), 1 q', 1 q")

One can define easily without primitive recursion, for any integer k, a function Equalk
such that:
E l (-)
{ 1
qua k x =
E

if x = 1k
otherwise.

We can now define the primitive recursive functions next,,,,., nextleft and nextright which,
given the encoding of astate and of the tape of the machine, return the encoding of the next
state in the computation tree, the encoding of the left part of the tape and the encoding of
the right part of the tape:
next,,,,. (s, x, Y)

Select (Equa1 0 (s), Q0 (x, Y), Select (Equal 1 (s), Çl (x, Y),
... Select (Equalm(s), 9m(x, y), E) ... )) ,

nextleft(s, x, Y)

Select (Equa1 0 (s), 1l0 (x, y), Select (Equal 1 (s), 1l1 (x, Y),
... Select (Equalm(s), 1-lm(x, y), E) ... ))

and
nextright(s, x, Y)

Select (Equal 0 (s), Io (x, y), Select (Equal 1 (s), I1 (x, Y),
... Select (Equalm(s), Im(s, x, y), E) ... )) .

Note that the classical techniques for coding simultaneous primitive recursion with primitive
recursion, as in [Ros84], apply without noticeable change to our setting. For a formai pro of
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of this statement, see the proof of Proposition 6.2.3 in the next chapter. The following functians compstate,comp 1eft and compright• defined below with an ad hoc simultaneous primitive
recursion scheme, are primitive recursive. They give, on input (t, x, Y), the encoding of the
state of the machine reached after k computation nades, where k is the length of the word

t

E OC*, and also the encoding of the left part and the right part of the tape.
comp,,,,. (c:, x, Y), compleft(c:, x, y), compright(c:, x, Y) = c:, x, y

and
compstate (a.t, x, Y)

next,,,,. (comp,,,,. (t, x, Y), comp 1eft(t, x, Y),
compright (t, x, Y))

compleft(a.t, x, Y)

nextleft (comp,,,,. (t, x, Y), comp 1eft(t, x, Y),
compright(t, x, Y))

compright(a.t, x, y)

nextright ( comp,,,..(t, x, Y), comp1eft(t, x, y),

Then, it suffices to define:

fs(t,Y)

compstate(t, E, Y)

h(t,Y)
fR(t,Y)

compright(t, c:, y)

On input y E OC*, the final state is then reached after k steps, where

The encoding of the machine tape is then given by fR(lk,Y), i.e. by

For the other direction, it is clear that any function in PRJC can be computed by a BSS
machine over K.

D
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5.3

Circuit-Based Arguments for Theorem 5.2.1

This section is devoted to give a simpler proof for Theorem 5.2.1. The existence of similar
results for classical Turing machines, and the notions of uniform families of circuits described
by classical Turing machines, provide a strong link between this result and similar classical
results over boolean circuits. We provide the following circuit-based proof to emphasize
these links.
More precisely, we use Proposition 1.2.1 to reduce BSS machine computations to circuit
evaluation. Recall, the output of this reduction, on an input of size n is a description of a
circuit performing the same computation the machine does when restricted to inputs of size
n. Since in this proposition we replaced the machine constants by variables, the resulting
circuit can be encoded over {0, 1} and, as it turns out, the whole reduction can be carried out
by a Turing machine. Therefore we can invoke classical results to show that the reduction
can be simulated by classical partial recursive and, a fortiori, by such kind of functions over
an arbitrary structure K. Next, we give a simulation of the circuit given by this reduction
by partial recursive functions over an arbitrary structure K.

5.3.1

Simulation of a Circuit by Partial Recursive Functions

Lemma 5.3.1 Assume {'i6"n 1 nE N} is a family of circuits over K such that:

• 16"n bas n + m input gates (x1, ... , Xn, Y1, ... , Ym),

• there exists a function t: N--+ N such that, for alinE N, l'i6"nl :::; t(n) and t(n)

~

n

• there exists a partial recursive function T such that T(x) = 1t(lxl)
• there exist partial recursive functions Gate, F 1 , ... Fr (here r is the maximum arity of
the symbols of K) su ch that Gate(T(x), 1i, x) describes the ith node of ~xl as follows
0
0.0

Gate(T(x), 1i, x)

Ii
Ik+i
Ik+l+l

if i is an input gate
if i is an output gate
if i is a gate labeled with opi
if i is a gate labeled with relj
if i is a selection node
otherwise

and Fi (T(x), 1 i, x) identifies the jth parent node of the ith node of 'm!x-1 as follows
Fj(T(x), 1i,x) = lk where k:::; i is the lh parent node ofi.
Then, given a set of constants a = a 1 , ... , am E ocm, there exists a partial recursive function
C{x over K such th at, for any x= x1 . ... .xn, Ctx(x) equals 'i6"n(x1, .. . , Xn, a1, ... , am)·
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It is easy to define a partial recursive function Pick such that, for any z, t, x E

][(*

satisfying ltl ~ lxi ~ lzl,
Pick(z, t, x) = Xn+l-ltl
where

x= x1 .... .xn.

The values of the

Xi

are irrelevant. We only require

lxi~

lzl.

We next want to define a partial recursive function Va- which, on an input (z, x), computes the evaluation of all gates numbered from 1 to lzl of ~xl on input (x, a) and concatenates the results in one word. For the sake of readability, we denote by :Fp the expression
Pick(T(x), Fp(T(x), l.z, x), Va-(z, x)). This expression gives the evaluation of the pth parent
gate of the current gate (which is the one numbered by lzl

+ 1).

It is obtained by "Picking"

it at the right position in the recurrence argument. Denote by k(i) the arity of opi and by

l(i) the arity of reli. We may define Va- as follows (we use definition by cases which can
be easily described by combining Select operators and simple primitive recursive functions)
where G = Gate(T(x), l.z, x) is the type of the current gate,

=

Va-(c.z, x)

E

cons( xi, Va-(z, x))
if G = 0 and lzl + 1 = i ~ lxi
cons( ai-lxl, Va-(z, x))
if G = 0
and lzl + 1 = i E [lxi + 1, lxi + m]
cons(opi(:F1, ... , :Fk(i)), Va-(z, x))
if G =Ii
cons(relj(:F1, ... , :fi(i)), Va-(z, x))
if G = Ik+i
cons(Select(:F1, :F2 , :F3 ), Va-(z, x))
if G = 1 k+ 1+1
cons(:F1, Va-(z, x))
if G = 0.0
Va-(z, x)
otherwise.

Note that the six first cases in the definition above correspond to the current node being
input, constant, operator, relation, selection and output, respectively. The seventh case is
to deal with unexpected values ofz, e.g., a too large gate number. We define nowa function

Ra- which concatenates the values returned by the outputs gates of ~xl,

Ra-(c.z,x)

cons(Va-(z, x), Ra-(z, x))
{ Ra-(z, x)

if Gate(T(x), z, x) = 0.0
otherwise.

The result of the evaluation of ~xl on input (x, a) is given by Ra-(T(x), x).

0

5.3.2

Proof of Theorem 5.2.1

Assume M is a BSS machine over JC computing a function fM :

][(*

---+

][(*.

Denote by

a1, ... , am E ][(the constants used by M. A description of the configuration reached by M
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on input x after t iterations can be given by the values of the following four functions:
• Node(x, ot), which gives a encoding for the node of M reached after t steps. We assume
without loss of generality that the encoding of all output nodes begins with 1 and that
the encoding of all other nodes begins with O.
• Length(x, ot) = 1 k .ot+lxl-k, which gives the actuallength k of the non-empty part of
the tape of M after t steps (the Os are for padding the output so that its length only
depends on the length of the input)
• Tape(x, ot)

= y.ot+IXI-k, which gives the content y of the tape of M

after t steps (the

Os are for padding as above)
• Head(x, ot) which describes the position of the head of M after t steps.
By construction, the length of the output of these four functions depends only on the
size of their input. The existence of a universal BSS machine ensures that these functions
are BSS computable and, by appropriately clocking the machines computing them, we may
assume that the computation time of these machines depends only on the size of their input. Therefore, we can apply Proposition 1.2.1 to deduce the existence of four families

{Nn,t, .Cn,t, Tn,t, Hn,t j n, t
nomial in n

+ t,

E

N} of circuits, each of them describable in time T(n, t), poly-

by a deterministic Turing machine. Using a classical result [Kle36] these

machines can be simulated by classical partial recursive functions, which are also partial
recursive functions over /( by Remark 1.1.1 and Proposition 5.2.1. Without loss of generality, one can assume that the descriptions of the circuits above have the form given in the
hypotheses of Lemma 5.3.1. We can then apply this lemma to conclude that the functions
Node, Length, Tape and Head are partial recursive over JC. From Length and Tape, it is
trivial to build a partial recursive function Result such that Result(x, 1 t) gives exactly the
non-empty part of the tape of M on input x after t steps. The computation time of M on
input x is then given by
Time(x) = JLb(Node(x, b))
and the result of this computation by
fM(x) = Result(x, Time(x)).

The computation of M can therefore be simulated by a partial recursive function over JC.
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As before, we do not detail the simulation of a partial recursive function by a BSS
machine.
D
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Chapter 6

Safe Recursion and Poly-Time
In this chapter, we use our notion of partial recursive and primitive recursive functions to
extend the approach of Bellantoni and Cook [BC92], in orcier to capture the class FPJC
of functions computable in polynomial time by a BSS machine over JC. These results are
published in [BCdNM02, BCdNM03a, BCdNM04a].

6.1

Safe Recursive Functions

In this section we extend to an arbitrary structure JC the notion of safe recursive function
over the natural numbers defined by Bellantoni and Cook [BC92].
Example 6.1.1 Consider the following function

exp(x) = 12

1"1

which computes in unary the exponential. It can be easily defined with primitive recursion
by
Cons(t, Y)
Cons(a.x, Y)
exp(t)
exp(a.x)
On the other band, note that exp

tf. FPJC

y
cons( a, Cons(x, Y))
1

Cons(exp(x), exp(x) ).
since the computed value is exponentially large

in the size of its argument. The goal of this section is to introduce a restricted version of
recursion not allowing for this exponential growth.
Safe recursive functions are defined in a similar manner as primitive recursive functions.
However, following [BC92], safe recursive functions have two different types of arguments,
91
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each of them having different properties and purposes. The first type of argument, called
normal, is similar to the arguments of the previously defined partial recursive and primitive

recursive functions, since it can be used to make basic computation steps or to control
recursion. The second type of argument, called safe, can not be used to control recursion. We
will see that this distinction between safe and normal arguments ensures that safe recursive
functions can be computed in polynomial time.
To emphasize the distinction between normal and safe variables we will write f

: N x S -+

R where N indicates the domain of the normal arguments and S that of the safe arguments.
If all the arguments off are of one kind, say safe, we will write
if x and

0 in

the place of N. Also,

y are these arguments, we will write f(x; Y) separating them by a semicolon ";".

Normal arguments are placed at the left of the semicolon and safe arguments at its right.
We define now safe recursive functions. To do so, we consider the set of basic safe Junetions which are the basic functions of Definition 5.2.1 with the feature that their arguments

are all safe.

Definition 6.1.1

(Safe Recursive Functions)

The set of safe recursive functions over JC, denoted as SRJC, is the smallest set of functions

f : (OC* )P x (OC* )q -+ OC* containing the basic safe functions, and closed under the following
operations:

(1) Safe composition. Assume g: (OC*)m x (OC*t-+ OC*, h1, ... ,hm: OC* x 0-+ OC* and
hm+l, . .. , hm+n : OC* x OC* -+ OC* are given safe recursive functions. Then their safe
composition is the function

f : OC* x OC* -+ OC* defined by

f(x; y) = g (h1(x; ), ... , hm(x; ); hmH(x; Y), ... , hm+n(x; Y)).
(2) Safe recursion. Assume h : OC* x OC* -+
functions. Function

][{*

2

and g : (OC* )2 x (OC* ) -+ OC* are given

f : (OC* ) 2 x OC* -+ OC* can then be defined by safe recursion:

=
f(a.z, x; y)

h(x;Y)
{ ~(z,x;f(z,x;y),Y)

if f(z,x;Y)
otherwise.

=rfl_

Remark 6.1.1 (i) Using safe composition it is possible to "move" an argument from a
normal position to a safe position, whereas the reverse is forbidden. For example,
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assume g : JK* x (JK* ) 2 ~ JK* is a given function. One can then define with safe
composition a function f given by f(x, y; z)

= g(x; y, z) but a definition like f(x; y, z) =

g(x, y; z) is not valid.

(ii) Note that it is impossible to turn the definition of exp in Example 6.1.1 into a safe
recursion scheme. This would need the use of the recurrence argument exp(x) as a
normal argument of function Cons, which is forbidden. This obstruction is at the basis
of the equivalence between safe recursion and polynomial time computability.
The following result is immediate.

Proposition 6.1.1 The set of safe recursive functions over Z 2

= {{0, 1}, =, 0, 1} coïncides

with the classical set of safe recursive functions defined by Bellantoni and Cook in {BC92}.

D

Definition 6.1.2

(Safe Recursive Functions Relative to <P)

Given a function <P:

0 x !K*

~

{0, 1}, the set of safe recursive functions relative to <P over

JC, denoted by SRJC( <P), is the smallest set of functions

f : (!K* )P x (JK* )q

~

JK* containing

the basic safe functions and </J, and closed under safe composition and safe recursion.

Remark 6.1.2 Note that we do only consider functions <P with values in {0, 1}. Abusing
notations, we will freely identify <P with {xE JK* : <P(; x)

= 1 }, and consider machines with

oracle to this set, which we denote as machines with oracle </J.

6.2

BSS PolyTime Computability and Safe Recursion

Before introducing our first machine independent characterizations of complexity classes
over an arbitrary structure, we introduce a secondary class of functions by a simultaneous
safe recursion scheme.

6.2.1

Simultaneous Safe Recursion

Definition 6.2.1

(Simultaneous Safe Recursive Functions Relative to <P)

Given a function <P : 0 x JK*

~

JK*, the set of simultaneous safe recursive functions relative

to <P over JC, denoted by SSR,JC( <P), is the smallest set of functions

f : (JK* )P x (JK*) q

~
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JK* containing the basic safe functions and cp, and closed under safe composition and the
following simultaneous safe recursion scheme:

=

h1 (x; Y)
hz(x;Y)
g1 (z, x; h(z, x; Y), fz(z, x;Y), Y)
gz(z, x; h(z, x;Y), fz(z, x;Y), Y)

Remark 6.2.1 Simultaneous safe recursion is defined here as a double recursion scheme.
It is clear that a definition with a larger number of inter-dependent functions would yield
the same class of functions.

6.2.2

Polynomial Time Evaluation of SSRJC(</>)

In this section we show the polynomial time evaluation of any function in SSRJC(cp). In order
to simplify notations, we give the proof for
higher arities (i.e.,
Gi ven cp :

f : JK* x JK* -+ JK*. The proof is the same for

f : (JK* )P x (JK* )q -+ JK*) and simultaneous recursion.

0 x JK* -+ { 0, 1} * a function over JC, and f : JK* x JK* -+ JK* a function in

SSRJC( cp), we denote by T[f (x; Y)] the time necessary to compute f (x; y) with a BSS machine
over JC with oracle cp.
Proposition 6.2.1 Let

f : JK* x JK* -+ JK* be a function in SSRJC(cp). There exists a

polynomial Pt such that, for all (x, Y) E JK* x JK*,
T[f(x;Y)]:::; Pt(lxl).
PROOF.

By induction on the depth of the definition tree off.

If f is a basic safe function, it can be evaluated in constant time. Therefore, the statement

is true for basic safe functions.
If

f = cp, querying the oracle cp(; x) = 1 allows to compute cp(; x) at cost one by Re-

mark 6.1.2, since, by hypothesis, cp(; x) E {0, 1}.
Assume now fis defined by safe composition from safe recursive functions g, h 1 , ... , hm+n
be as in Definition 6.1.1. Then, there exists polynomials p9 , p 1 , ... , Pm+n satisfying the
statement for these functions respectively. Without loss of generality, we may assume these
polynomials to be nondecreasing. Therefore,

< Pl(lxl) + · · · + Pm+n(lxl) + P9 (Pl(lxl) + · · · + Pm(lxl))
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which shows we may take

Pi= Pl+···+ Pm+n +Pu

0

(Pl+···+ Pm)·

Finally, assume fis defined by safe recursion and let h, g be as in Definition 6.1.1. Then,
there exist polynomials Ph, Pu satisfying the statement for these functions respectively. In
addition, we may also assume that Pu and Ph are nondecreasing. Therefore,

and, when unfolding the recurrence,

T[f(a.:z, x; Y)]

< T[f(z, x; Y)] + T[g(z, x; f(z, x; Y), Y)]
< T[f(z,x;Y)]+Pu(iz,xl)
(6.1)

which shows we may take

Pi= Id pu+ Ph·

D

Remark 6.2.2 (i) Note that in (6.1) above the evaluation time T[g(z, x; f(z, x; Y), Y)], be-

cause of the induction hypothesis, does not depend on f(z, x; Y). This independence
in the inductive argument in the proof is the key that keeps the evaluation time polynomially bounded.

(ii) A similar result could be obtained by using the notion of "tier" introduced in [Lei94a].

6.2.3

Safe Recursion Captures Poly-time Computability

This section is devoted to the proof of the fact that a function computable in deterministic
polynomial time can be defined by safe recursion. In a first, we show that it holds for simultaneous safe recursion, and in a second step we show the equivalence between simultaneous
and non-simultaneous safe recursion.
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Simultaneous Safe Recursion Captures FP~

We prove first the following lemma:
Lemma 6.2.1 For any c, dE N, one can write a safe recursive function Pcd such that, on

any input x with lxi= n, IPcd(x; )1 =end.
PROOF.

We define the following functions:
C1 (al.Zl, · · ·, Zd+li Co)

C2 (z2, · · ·, Zd+li C1 (zl, · · ·, Zd+l j Co))

(71 (E,Z2,··· ,Zd+liCo)

Co

(72 (a2.z2, ... , Zd+li cl)

(73 (z3, ... , Zd+li (72 (z2, ... , Zd+li c1))

(]d (ad.Zd, Zd+l j Cd-1)

(]d+l (zd+l j (]d (zd, Zd+l j Cd-1))

(]d (E,Zd+liCd-1)

Cd-1

(7d+1 (ad+l·zd+licd)
(]d+l

(Ej

=

Cd)

cons(;l,(]d+l (zd+licd))

Cd

Let us show the following: for any i E {1, . .. , d + 1}:
l(]i (zi, · · ·, Zd+li Ci-d 1 = lzil·. · · .lzd+ll + Ici-li·

This is obviously true for d + 1- i
If we suppose it true for i

= 0, i.e. i = d + 1.

+ 1, then:
l(]i+l (zi+l, · · ·, Zdj (]i (zi, · · ·, Zd+l j Ci-d)
lzi+ll ..... lzd+ll + l(]i (zi, · .. , Zd+li Ci-l)

1

0 +Ici-li·

This gives the result by induction on the length of Zi, therefore the property holds for i.
The end of the proof is given by the following definition:

Pcd(x) = (]l(lc,x, ... ,x;E).

0
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We are now able to prove the following intermediate result:

Proposition 6.2.2 Let If> E
][{*

][{*

be a decision problem over JC, and denote by

<P :

0x

-+ {0, 1} its characteristic function. Then, a function is in the class FPk of functions

computable in polynomial time with oracle If> if and only if it can be defined in SSRJC(<jJ).

PROOF.

Assume M is a machine over J( with oracle r/J, with input

that the computation time of M is bounded by Pca(lxl)

= clxld,

x E ][{*. Assume also

c, d E N. Without loss

of generality, assume that, when halting, the head of the machine is on the first cell of the
tape: all cells on the left part of the tape contain the blank symbol "#".
The rest of the proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2.1 in Section 5.2.2. The
simulation of the machine is essentially the same; it uses safe recursive functions instead of
primitive recursive functions, and oracle nodes are also dealt with. The halting criterion for
getting the result of the computation also differs.
In what follows, as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.1, we represent the contents of the tape
2

of M by a pair of variables (x, Y) in (IK* ) such that the written part of the tape is given by

xR .fi (here xR is the reversed word of x) and the head of the machine is on the first let ter
of fi.
We also assume that the m nodes in M are numbered with natural numbers, node 0 being
the initial node and node 1 the terminal node. In the following definitions, node number q
will be coded by the variable (word) F of length q.
Let q (q E N) be a move node as in Figure 6.1.

1

Y2

Y1

Y1

1

Figure 6.1: A "move right" Node

Y2
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Three functions are associated with this node:
fh(;x,Y)
1-li(; x, Y)
Ii(;x,y)

= lq'

=tl(; x)
= hd(;x).y

or hd(;Y).x
or tl(; y)

according if one moves left or right.
Function ÇJi returns the encoding of the following node in the computation tree of M,
function 1-li returns the encoding of the left part of the tape, and function Ii returns the
encoding of the right part of the tape.
Let q (q E N) be a computation node associated to sorne operation op of arity n of the
structure, as in Figure 6.2. We also write Op for the corresponding basic operation.

1

Y1

Figure 6.2: An "op" Node
Functions fh, 1-li, Ii associated with this node are now defined as follows:
= lq'

Çh(; x, Y)
1-li(; x, Y)

=x

Ii(;x,Y)

= cons(; Op(; hd(; Y), ... , hd(; tl(n-l) (;y))), tl(; Y)).

Let q (q E N) be a copy node associated to sorne operation op of arity n of the structure,
as in Figure 6.3.
Functions Çfi, 1-li, Ii associated with this node are now defined as follows:
Çfi ( ;x,y)

l

1-li(;x,y)

x

q'

cons(;hd(;tl(;x)),tl(;x))
cons(; hd(; x), cons(; hd(; x), tl(; tl(; x))))
{ cons(; hd(; tl(; x)), cons(; hd(; x), tl(; tl(; x))))

for a copy left
for a copy right
for a switch.

Let q (q E N) be a branch node corresponding to a relation rel of arity n of the structure,
as in Figure 6 .4.
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l@
X2

Xl

Y2

Y2

1

Figure 6.3: A "copy left" Node

lev
X2

X1

1

Y1

Y2

rel(y1, ... ,yn)

=1

l@ ~ @
X1

X2

1

Y1

1

Y2

Figure 6.4: A "rel" Node

The three functions associated with this node are now:

Select(; Rel(; hd(; x), ... , hd(; tl(n-l) (;y))), 1 q', 1 q")

y.

Let q (q E N) be an oracle node calling for the oracle function </J, as in Figure 6.5.
The three functions associated with this node are now:

Ii(; x, Y)

=

cons(; </J(; Y), tl(; Y)).
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1

Y1

1

cf>(y)

#

Figure 6.5: An Oracle Node
One can define easily without safe recursion, for any integer k, a function Equalk such
that:

-) = { 1 if x = 1 k
E ua 1 (·x
q k '
E
otherwise.
We can now define the safe recursive functions next,,.,., nextleft and next,;ght which, given
the encoding of a state and of the tape of the machine, return the encoding of the next state
in the computation tree, the encoding of the left part of the tape and the encoding of the
right part of the tape:
next,,.,. (; s, x, Y)

=

Select(; Equal 0 (; s), 90 (;x, y), Select(; Equal 1(; s), 91(;x, Y),
... Select(; Equalm(; s), 9m(; x, Y), t:) ... )) ,

nextleft (; s, x, y)

Select(; Equa1 0 (; s), Ho(; x, Y), Select(; Equal 1(s), H1 (;x, Y),
... Select(; Equalm (; s), Hm(; x, y), t:) ... ))

and
next,;ght(i s, x, Y)

Select(; Equa1 0 (; s), Io(; x, y), Select(; Equal 1(; s),I1 (;x, Y),
... Select(; Equalm(;s),Im(;s,x,Y),t:) ... )) .

From now on, we define with simultaneous safe recursion the encoding of the state of the
machine reached after k computation nodes, where k is the length of the word t E JK*, and
we also define the encoding of the left part and the right part of the tape. AU this is clone
with functions comp,,.,., comp1eft and compright defined with simultaneous safe recursion as
follows:
comp,,.,. (t:; x, Y), compleft(t:; x, Y), compright(t:; x, Y) =

E,

x, y

6.2. BSS PolyTime Computability and Safe Recursion
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and
compstate (a.t; x, fi)

next,,,,. (; compstate (t; x, fi)' compleft (t; x, fi),
compright(t; x, fi))

comp1eft (a.t; x, fi)

nextleft (; comp,.,,. (t; x, fi), compleft (t; x, fi),
compright(t; x, fi))

=

compright(a.t;x,fi)

nextright (;comp,,,..(t;x,fi),comp 1eft(t;x,fi),
compright(t; x, fi)) .

After k computation steps, on input fi E

][{*,

the content of the tape of M if given by

compright(lk;E,fi). We apply also Lemma 6.2.1: There exists a safe recursive function Pcd
over JC such that IPcd(x; )1 = clxld·
The output of Mon input fiE

][{*

is then given in SSRx:(cf;l) by

The other direction of the proof follows from Proposition 6.2.1
0

We now move on to the second step of the proof, showing the equivalence between
simultaneous and non-simultaneous safe recursion.
Proving SSRx:(cf;l) = SRx:(cf;l)
Definition 6.2.2

(Homogeneous Length Hypothesis)

Let 91, 92, h1, h2 E SSRx:( cP), and let
recursion scheme as follows:
il(E,x;fi)
h(E,x;fi)
{ il (a.:,:_;~)
h(a.z,x;y)

=
=

il, h E SSRx:( cP) be defined a simultaneous safe
h1 (x; fi)
h2(x; fi)
91 (z, x; il (z, x; fi), h (z, x; fi), fi)
92(z, x; il(z, x; fi), h(z, x;fi),fi)

Functions h 1 , h 2 , 91 , 92 respect the homo9eneous len9th hypothesis if and only if there exists
a function L : (OC* ) 2 ---+ { 0} * E SRJC such that:

l91(z,x;r1,r2,fi)l
l92(z,x;r1,r2,fi)l

IL(z,x;)l

=

IL(z,x;)l

IL(E, x; )1

Ohapter 6. Safe Recursion and Poly-Time
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Lemma 6. 2. 2 For any functions h, h : (OC*) z x OC* -+ OC* in SSRJC( cp), with

h1 (x; y)

h(E,x;y)
h(E, x; y)

hz(x; y)
Y1 (:z, x; h (z, x; y), h(z, x; y), y)
gz(z, x; h(z, x; y), h(z, x; Y), Y),

{ h(a.~, ~;~)
h(a.z,x;y)

and g1 , gz, h 1 , hz E SRJC( cp), there exist functions f{,

f~

: (OC*) z x OC* -+ OC* in SSRJC( cp),

with
f{(E, x; Y)

hi(x;Y)

f~(E, x; y)

{ f~ (a.~,~;~)
fz(a.z,x;y)

gi, g~, hi, h~

h~(x;Y)

=

Yi (z, x; f{ (z, x; Y), f~(:z, x; Y), Y)
gHz, x; f{ (z, x; Y), f~(z, x; y), y),

E SRJC (cp), which respect the homogeneous length hypothesis, and F E SRJC

such that, for ali z,x,y E OC*, F(z,x;f{(z,x;Y)) = fl(z,x;Y) and

F(z,x;f~(z,x;y)) =

h(z,x;y).
PROOF.

Consider

h, fz : (OC* )z x OC* -+ OC* as above.

Since g1 , gz, h 1 , hz are in SRJC(cp), by Proposition 6.2.1, there exists a function B : (OC* )Z x
OC* -+ {0}* in SRJC such that:

VZ, x, r1, rz y

E OC*

IY1 (:z, x; r1, rz, Y)l

< IB(z,x;)l

lgz(z, x; r1, rz, Y)l

< IB(z,x;)l

lht(x;Y)I

<

IB(E,x;)l

lhz(x;Y)I

<

IB(E,x;)l

Let us define C : OC* x OC* -+ OC* such that:

and

c-l : OC*

x OC* -+ OC* such that:

c- 1 (b; C(b; m)) = m
Note that

IC(b; m)l

= 2lbl.
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These functions can be formally defined as follows:

Cons(6; q" (6; m), Cons(6; q111 (b; m), Cons(6; q111 (6; m), m)))

C(6; m)
11

q (E; m)

=

E

q"(z;m)
{ cons(; 1, q"(z; m))

q"(a.z;m)
qm (E, m)

f.

q111 (a.z;m)

cons(;O,q"'(z;m))
{ q"'(z;m)

c- 1 (6, m')

q' (6; T(6, b; m'))

T(E, l; m')
T(a.z,l; m')

if hd(; Tl(z; m)) = E
otherwise
if Tl(z; m) = E
otherwise

E

=

Sub(z, l;)

cons(; hd(; Tl(z; m')), T(z, l; m'))
if hd(; Tl(Sub(z,l; ); m')) = 1
{ T(z, l; m')
otherwise
tl(; Tl (z; l))

It is obvious that the matching cases in this definition can be formally defined with the

test function Select. These functions are therefore in SRJC (cp).
Define now by simultaneous safe recursion:

c (B(E, x;); h1 (x;Y))
c (B(z, x;); 91 (z, x; c- 1 (B(tl'(z; ), x;)!{' (z, x; Y)),
c- 1 (B(tl'(z; ), x;)!~' (z, x; Y)), y))
c (B(E, x;); h2(x; y))
c (B(z, x;); 92 (z, x; c- 1 (B(tl'(z; ), x;)!{' (z, x; y)),
c- 1 (B(tl'(z; ), x; )f~' (z, x; y)), y))

-- -)
! 1"( a.z,x;y

f{ and

f~

are then given by:

f{(z, x; Y)
f~(z, x; Y)

c- 1 (B(z, x;); f{'(z, x))
c- 1 (B(z, x;); N(z, x))
D

Proposition 6.2.3 For any structure JC, any function

SRJC(cp).

cp: 0 x JK* -+

{0, 1}*, SSRJC(cp)

=
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PROOF.

We only need to prove that simple safe recursive functions can compute safe recursive
functions. The other direction is trivial.
We proceed by induction on the definition tree. For basic safe functions and ify, the result
is trivial. For a function defined with safe composition, the induction hypothesis gives the
result.
Assume that

h, !2

(JK* )2 x IK* -+ IK* are defined by a simultaneous safe recursion

scheme as follows:

h(E,x;y)
h(E,x;y)
h(a.z,x;Y)
{
h(a.z,x;Y)

h1 (x; Y)
hz(x;Y)
g1 (z, x; h (:z, x; y), !2(z, x; Y), Y)
gz(z, x; h(z, x; Y), !2(z, x; Y), Y),

The induction hypothesis allows us to assume that functions h1 , hz, g1, gz are in SRJC (cfy),
i.e. they are simply safe recursive. Assume moreover that they respect the homogeneous
length hypothesis of Definition 6.2.2.
This hypothesis allows us to define a function H : (JK* )2 x IK* -+ IK* such that:

H(z,x;Y) = h(z,x;Y).f2(z,x;y)
Let us define a simple safe recursive function p such that:

p(x,y;m)

=

my

This function realizes sorne kind of projection on m, and can be formally defined with simple
safe recursion as follows:

p(E,y;m)

q(y; m)

p(a.x, y; m)

tl(;p(x,y;m))

q(y; m)

q' (y; q' (y; m))

q1 (E; m)

q'(a.y;m)

cons(; hd(; Tl(y; m)), q' (y; m))

Tl(E; m)
Tl(a.y; m)

tl(; Tl (y; m))
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Let us also define a generalized concatenation Cons with simple safe recursion:

Cons(z; x, Y)

Cons' (z; q' (z; x), y)

Cons 1 (E;x,Y)

y

Cons' (a.z; x, Y)

cons(; hd(; Tl(z; x)), Cons' (z; x, Y))

Cons(z; x, Y) returns x.y provided that \zl ~ lx\. Let us detail now how we can formally
define H with simple safe recursion. Since h1, h2, 91 and 92 respect the homogeneous length
hypothesis, we have:

lh2(x;Y)l

\L(E, x)\

lfl(z,x;Y)l

\L(tl' (z; ), x; )1 with tl' (z;) =tl(; z)

lh(z, x;Y)l

\L(tl'(z;),x;)l

Then, our definition of His:

H(E,x;y)
H(a.z,x;Y)

Cons(L(E, x;); hl (x; Y), h2(x; Y))
Cons(L(z, x;);
91 (z, x;p(E, L(tl' (z; ), x;), H(z, x; y)),

p(L(tl' (z; ), x;), L(tl' (z; ), x), H(z, x; y)), y) ,

92 (z, x;p(E, L(tl' (z; ), x;), H(z, x; Y)),
p(L(tl'(z; ), x; ),L(tl'(z; ), x), H(z, x; Y)) ,y))
The end of the proof follows directly from Lemma 6.2.2.
D

We are now able to state the main result of this section, which is our first characterization
of a complexity class.
Theorem 6.2.1 Let <I> E JK* be a decision problem over IC, and denote by

cp : 0 x JK* -+

{ 0, 1} its characteristic function. Th en, a function is in the class FP~ of functions com-

putable in polynomial time with oracle
PRO OF.

<I>

if and only if it can be defined in SRx; (cp).

Immediate from Propositions 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.
D
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The following result extends the characterization of FP by Bellantoni and Cook [BC92]
to the setting of computations over arbitrary structures.

Corollary 6. 2.1 Over any structure JC = (OC, {OPi hEI, reh, ... , rel1, 0, 1), a function is

computed in polynomial time by a BSS machine if and only if it can be deiined in SRJC.

D

6.3

Circuit-Based Arguments for Corollary 6.2.1

As in the previous chapter, there is a strong similarity between Corollary 6.2.1 and previous,
classical results over Turing machines and boolean circuits. A careful use of these results,
with the notion of P-uniform families of circuits, described by classical Turing machines,
provides a strong link with the classical characterization by Bellantoni and Cook [BC92]. It
gives also a simpler proof, where no simultaneous recursion scheme is needed. However, we
are not able to use these arguments for Theorem 6.2.1, since the notion of oracle call, with
variable input size, is not easily embedded in circuits.
More precisely, we use again Proposition 1.2.1 to reduce BSS machine computations to
circuit evaluation. Next, we give a simulation of the circuit given by this reduction by safe
recursive functions over an arbitrary structure JC. The reduction as well as the simulation of
the family of circuits is clone by safe recursive functions. When dealing with a polynomial
time BSS machine, the reduction is polynomial in the classical meaning, and we obtain a
P-uniform family of circuits. The reduction and the simulation of the family of circuits is
clone by safe recursive functions.

Remark 6.3.1 It is also noticeable that all circuit based arguments used here are the same

as those used previously for Theorem 5.2.1. The proofs of these two results could therefore
be factorized into a single one, as in [BCdNM04a]. For a clearer exposition we give them
separately here.

6.3.1

Evaluation ofP-Uniform Circuit Families with Safe Recursion

In this section, we make the simulation of a P-uniform family of circuits by safe recursive functions explicit. The simulation is essentially the same as the one performed in
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Lemma 5.3.1 of Section 5.3.1. The only difference lies in the use of safe recursion instead of
primitive recursion.
Lemma 6.3.1 Assume {'ifn 1 nE N} is a family of circuits over }( such that:
•

'i&'n

+m

has n

input gates (xl, ... , Xn, Yl, ... , Ym),

• there exists a function t : N-t N such that, for all nE N,

l'ifni

~

t(n) and t(n) 2: n

• there exists a safe recursive function T su ch that T(x;) = 1t(!XI)
• there exist safe recursive functions Gate, F 1 , ... Fr (here r is the maximum arity of the
symbols of JC) su ch that Gate(T(x;), 1i, x;) describes the ith node of ~xl as follows

0
0.0
Gate(T(x; ) , 1i, x;)

=

1j
1k+j
1k+l+l
f

if i is an input gate
if i is an output gate
if i is a gate labeled with OPj
if i is a gate labeled with relj
if i is a selection node
otherwise

and Fj(T(x; ), 1i, x;) identifies the jth parent node of the ith node of 'l&lxi as follows
Fj(T(x; ), 1i, x;)

= 1k

where k ~ i is the jth parent node of i.

Then, given a set of constants Œ = a1, ... , Œm E

c;. over }( such that,

for any x=

Xl· ... . Xn,

there exists a safe recursive function

C{x(x;) equals

'i&'n(Xl' ... 'Xn, Ü!l' ... 'Œm)·

It is easy to define a safe recursive function Pick such that, for any z, t, x E JK*

PROOF.

satisfying

ltl

~

lxi

~

lzl,
Pick(z; t, x)

where x

][{ffi,

= x1 .... . Xn·

= xn+l-ltl

Note that z does not occur in the right-hand side of the equality

above. It is used to control the recursion and ensures that x can be placed in a safe position.
The contents of its components is irrelevant. We only require

lxi

~

lzl.

We next want to define a safe recursive function V,. which, on an input (z, x;), computes
the evaluation of all gates numbered from 1 to

lzl

of 'l&lxi on input (x, a) and concate-

nates the results in one word. For the sake of readability, we denote by :Fp the expression
Pick(T(x; ); Fp(T(x; ), l.z, x;), V,.(z, x)). This expression gives the evaluation of the pth par-

ent gate of the current gate (which is the one numbered by

lzl + 1).

It is obtained by

"Picking" it at the right position in the recurrence argument. Denote by k(i) the arity of opi
and by l(i) the arity of reli. We may define V,. as follows (we use definition by cases which
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can be easily described by combining Select operators and simple safe recursive functions)
where G = Gate(T(x;), l.:Z, x;) is the type of the current gate,

V,-(c:, x;)

=

E

cons(; Xi, V,-(z, x;))
if G = 0 and lzl + 1 = i :::; lxi
cons(; ai-lxi' V,-(z, x;))
if G = 0
and lzl + 1 = i E [lxi+ 1, lxi+ m)
cons(; opi(; :fi, ... , :Fk(j)), V,-(z, x;))
if G = 1j
cons(; relj (; :F1 , ... , :Fz(j)), V,-(z, x; ) )
if G = 1k+i
cons(; Select(; :F1 , :F2 , :F3 ), V,-(z, x;))
if G = 1k+l+l
cons(; :F1, V,-(z, x;))
if G = 0.0
V,-(z, x; )
otherwise.

V,-(c.z,x;)

Note that the six first cases in the definition above correspond to the current node being
input, constant, operator, relation, selection and output, respectively. The seventh case is
to deal with unexpected values of:Z, e.g., a too large gate number. We define nowa function
R,- which concatenates the values returned by the outputs gates of 'i&Jœ1,

R,-(c:, x;)

R,-(c.z,x;)

c:

cons(; V,-(z, x;), R,-(z, x;))
{ R,-(z,x;)

if Gate(T(x; ), :z, x;) = o.o
otherwise.

The result of the evaluation of 'i&Jœl on input (x, a) is given by R,-(T(x; ), x;).

0

6.3.2

Proof of Corollary 6.2.1

The proof relies on the previous Lemma 6.3.1, which allows to simulate a polynomial time
BSS machine.
Assume M is a polynomial time BSS machine over JC computing fM·

Denote by

a 1 , ... , am E lK the constants used by M. Assume that the computation time is bounded
by sorne polynomial P(n) =end. There exist polynomial time BSS machines M' and M",
with the same constants such that on input x M' returns 11/M(x)l oP(Ixi)-1/M(x)l and M"

'

'

'

.

'

returns fM(x).oP(Ixi)-I!M(x)l. The strings of Os ensure that the output length depends only
on the length of the input. Denote by fM' and fM" the corresponding functions.
By Proposition 1.2.1 there exist two P-uniform families of circuits computing fM' and

By Lemma 6.3.1, these two families of circuits are simulated by safe recursive functions

FM' and FM" over JC respectively. Therefore, FM' and FM" coïncide with fM' and fM"
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respectively. We next define a safe recursive function Hd such that, for

z of length n and y of

length at least n, Hd(z; Y) returns the first n characters of y. In order to do so we introduce
Tl such that Tl(z; Y) iterates n times tl on y, and RevHd which gives the same result as Hd in
the reversed orcier. We define also a safe recursive function unpad for eliminating all padding
Os from the output of FM' . These functions are formally defined by
TI(E;Y)

Tl(a.z;Y)
RevHd(E;y)
RevHd(a.z; Y)
Hd(z;Y)
j(Ej)

f(a.z;)
unpad(z;)

= y
ti(;TI(z;Y))
E

cons(; Tl(z; Y), RevHd(z; Y))
RevHd(z; RevHd(z;y))
E

cons(; 1, f(z; ))
{

E

if hd(;z) = 1
otherwise

cons(; 1, f(z; )).

Then fM can be defined by

!M(x;)

= Hd(unpad(FM' (x;);); FM" (x)).

D
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Chapter 7

Parallelism and Non-Determinism
In this chapter we extend the characterization of the classical complexity class PSPACE
introduce in [LM95] to capture the class FPARJC of functions computable in parallel polynomial time by a BSS machine over /(. Next, based on the classical characterization of
the polynomial hierarchy [Bel94], we propose a machine independent characterization of
the levels of the polynomial hierarchy over an arbitrary structure K. Finally , we provide a
characterization of the class FPATJC offunctions computable in polynomial alternating time.
Versions of our characterizations for capturing digital non-determinism are also provided.
Our characterization of FPARJC are published in [BCdNM03b, BCdNM03a, BCdNM04a], of
the polynomial hierarchy in [BCdNM03b, BCdNM04a] and of FPATJC in [BCdNM04b].

A Characterization of the Parallel Class FPARK

7.1

This section is devoted to show a characterization of the parallel class FPARJC in terms
of safe recursive functions with substitutions over /(. We first introduce this new class of
functions.

7.1.1

Safe Recursion with Substitutions

Definition 7 .1.1

(Safe Recursive Functions with Substitutions)

The set of functions defined with safe recursion with substitutions over K, denoted as SRSJC,
is the smallest set of functions

f : (OC* )P x (OC* )q --+ OC*, containing the basic safe functions,

and closed under safe composition and the following operation:
Safe recursion with substitutions.

and

Oj :

Let h : OC* x (OC* )2 --+ OC*, g : (OC* )2 x (OC* )1+ 1 --+ OC*,

0 x OC* --+ OC* for 0 < j :::; l be safe recursive functions.
111
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Function

f

(JK) 2 x (JK* )2

--7

JK* is defined by safe recursion with substitutions as

follows:
f(~:, x;

u, Y),

f(a.z,x;u,y)
The functions

O"j

=

h(x; u, Y)
g (z, x; f(z, x; u1 (; u), ~),. ·:, f!?:_ x; ut(i_u):_Y), y)
1f'VJ f(z,x;uj(;u),y) :f:.l
{
.l
otherwise.

are called substitution functions.

Our first important result in this chapter is the following characterization of FPARJC.

Theorem 7 .1.1 Over any structure K

= (JK, {DPi hEl, reh, ... , relt, 0, 1), a function is com-

puted in parallel polynomial time by if and only if it can be defined in SRSJC.

D

7.1.2

Proof of Theorem 7.1.1 ("only if" part)

By hypothesis, the family of circuits we want to simulate here is P-uniform. This means
that there exists a machine over K which, given a pair (n,i), computes the description of
the ith gate of the circuit <t'n intime polynomial inn. Let L(n) be the polynomial bounding
the number of output gates of <t'n and, for 1 :::; j :::; L(n) let <t'nj be the circuit induced by

<t'n with only one output node (corresponding to the jth output node of <t'n)·
The idea for writing a function evaluating the circuit <t'nj at an input x E JKn is simple.
The function is defined recursively, the evaluation of every node depending on the evaluation
of its parent nodes. However, in order to do this with the mechanism of safe re'cursion with
substitutions, we need a way to describe these parents nodes in constant time (actually with
a substitution function) and this is not provided by the P-uniformity hypothesis. A way
to do so is by describing a parent node simply by its relative position among the possible
parent nodes of the node at hand. The iteration of this procedure naturally leads to the
notion of path.
A path from the output node o to a node w is a sequence of nodes o
such that

Vi

= va, ... , Vt = w

is a parent of Vi-l for i = 1, ... 'e. The node w is called the top of the path.

We describe a path by an element y E JK* as follows
• The path consisting on the single output node o is represented by

E

E

JK* .
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• Let r be the maximal arity of a relation or a function of the structure. Then s =
flog 2 (max{r, 3} )l is the size necessary to write the binary encoding of any parent for a
given node. Assume that vo, ... , Vt- 1 is represented by

y.

If Vt is the ith parent node

of Vt-1 then the path vo, ... ,vi is represented by ai.y, where aiE {0, 1}* represents
the binary encoding of i. We add as many Os as needed in front such that ai have
length s.

Lemma 7.1.1 There exists a safe recursive function Gate such that, for an element xE
a natural j:::; L(n), and a path

ocn,

y in ct'nj,
0
0.0

=

li
1 k+i

1 k+t+1
f

iftop(Y) is the ith input gate
if top(Y) is the output gate
if top(Y) is a gate labeled with opi
iftop(Y) is a gate labeled with reli
if top(Y) is a selection node
otherwise

where top(y) denotes the top of y.

Since the length of y is polynomial in n, the function Gate can be computed in

PROOF.

polynomial time. Therefore, it is safe recursive by Theorem 6.2.1.
D

Assume p(n) = end is a polynomial bounding the depth of the circuit ct'n. The goal
now is to describe a function Eval, definable via safe recursion with substitutions, such that

Eval(li ,t, x; t:) is the output of ct'nj on input x whenever lxi
To do so we will use the substitution functions Œi
{ 0, 1} * is the binary enco ding of i. Note th at
that a path

Œi

=n

= p(n).
defined by Œi(i Y) = ai·Y where ai
and ltl

E

is safe recursive for i = 1, ... , r. Also, note

y of length eis easily described by composing e times sorne of these functions.

Denote by k(i) the arity of opi, and l(i) the arity ofreli. Also, denote by :Fp the expression

Eval(li,t,x;Œp(;Y)) which gives the evaluation of the pth parent gate of the current gate
and by G

= Gate(li, x; Y)

the type of the current gate. The function Eval is then defined as

follows,

Eval(li, a.t, x; y)

ifG = 0
if G =li
if G = 1 k+i
if G = lk+l+ 1
if G = o.o
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All equality and inequality tests are once again easily obtained by combining Select
operators and simple safe recursive functions.
Note that we use above an enumeration for the gates of 'ifni different to the one described
in Remark 1.2.1. The expressions :Fp evaluating the pth parent of a gate are, consequently,
different here and in the proof of Lemma 6.3.1.
Theorem 6.2.1 ensures the existence of a safe recursive functions Pcd such that IPcd(x;

)1

=

end. We use Pcd to define with safe recursion over 1C the following function
concat(E,x;)

=

Evai(1,Pcd(x;),x.:Z;E)

concat(a.y, x;)

=

cons(; Eval(y, Pcd(x; ), x.z; E), concat(y, x;))

such that concat(y, x;)) concatenates the outputs of 'ifni for j = 1, ... , IY"I·
Theorem 6.2.1 also ensures the existence of a safe recursive functions PL such that

PL(x) = 1L(n). The function computed by the P-uniform family of circuits

{'i&'n

1

n

E

N}

is then defined with safe recursion with substitutions by Circuit(x;) = concat(PL(x; ), x;).

D

7.1.3

Proof of Theorem 7.1.1 ("if" part)

Again, we give the proof for

f : OC* x OC* --+ OC*.

Let f be a function defined with safe recursion with substitutions, and denote by fn the
restriction of f to the set of inputs of size n. We need to prove that

f can be computed by

a P-uniform family of circuits {'ifn 1 nE N} of polynomial depth.
As in Proposition 6.2.1 of Section 6.2.2, for a function

f : OC* x OC* --+ OC* defined with

safe recursion with substitutions, we denote by D[f(x;Y)] the depth of the shortest circuit
'if

computing f (x; Y).

Proposition 7.1.1 Let

f: OC* x OC* --+OC* be defined by safe recursion witb substitutions.

Tbere exists a polynomial P! sucb tbat, for all (x, Y) E OC* x OC*,

D[f(x;Y)]::; Pt(lxl)
and
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It is clone by induction on the depth of the definition tree of

PROOF.

f,

as in the pro of

of Proposition 6.2.1 (to which this proof is actually similar).
If

f is a basic safe function then it can be evaluated in constant time. Therefore, the

statement is true for basic safe functions.
Assume now fis defined by safe composition from safe recursive functions g, h1, ... , hm+n
as in Definition 6.1.1. Then, there exists polynomials p9,p1, ... ,Pm+n satisfying the statement for these functions respectively. Without loss of generality, we may assume these
polynomials to be nondecreasing. Therefore,

D[f(x;Y)]

< max{D[hl(x;Y)], ... ,D[hm+n(x;y)]}

which shows we may take

Pt= max{pl, · · · ,Pm+n} +Pu

0

(Pl+···+ Pm)

where max{p1, ... ,Pm+n} denotes any polynomial bounding above Pl, ... ,Pm+n·
Finally,

assume

f is defined by safe recursion with substitutions and let

h 1, ... , hk, g1, ... , gk and O"ij (i

= 1, ... , k and j = 1, ... , l) as in Definition 7.1.1.

Then, there

exist polynomials p91 , ••• , p9 k, Ph 1 , ••• , Phk satisfying the statement for g1, ... , gk, h1, ... , hk
respectively. Again, without loss of generality, we may assume p9 ,

= p9 for i = 1, ... , k and

= 1, ... , k. In addition, we also may assume that p9 and Ph are nondecreasing.
Therefore, for i = 1, ... , k,

Ph; =Ph for i

and

D[fi(a.z, x; u, Y)]
+D[gi(:z, x; h(z, x; au(;u),Y), ... , h(z, x; a1z(;u),y),
... , !k(:z, x; akl(;u), Y), ... , !k(:z, x; akz(;u),Y),y)]
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Applying the same reasoning for fi(z,x;Œij(;u),Y) and denoting z'

= tl(z)

we obtain

D[fï(z, x; Œij(; u), y)]

< D[Œij(; u)]} + ~a:;c{ D[fi, (z, x; Œi'i' (; Œij(; u)), y)]}
• ,J

+D[gi(z, x; h(z, x;; Œu(;Œij(;u)),Y), ... , h(z, x; Œ11(; Œij(;u)),Y),
... , fk(z,x; Œk1(; Œij(;u)),Y), ... , fk(z, x; Œkt(; Œij(;u)),Y),y)]

Continuing in this way and denoting by ze the result of applying

e times tl to z we obtain

D[fi(a.z, x; u, y)]

+. m~x {n[hi1 (x;Œid1 (iŒi2i2(; ... Œidt(;u) ... )),y)J}
.l, ... ,.i::S;k
il, ... ,ù::S;l

< la.zi(O(Izl) +pg(lz,xl)) +Ph(lxl)
the O(lzl) since each Œij can be computed in constant time by Proposition 6.2.1, and that
we compute them sequentially. This yields again a polynomial bound for the depth.
The polynomial bound for the output size is obvious and we can take Pt to be a polynomial bounding both depth and output size.

D
Proposition 7.1.1 shows that every circuit 'iffn of the family computing f has depth
polynomial in n. The P-uniformity of this family is implicit in the proof of the proposition.
In the classical setting [LM95], safe recursion with substitution characterizes the class
FPSPACE. However, in the general setting, this notion of working space is meaningless,
as pointed in [Mic89): on sorne structures like (JR, 0, 1, =, +, -, *), any computation can be
clone in constant working space. However, since in the classical setting we have FPAR =
FPSPACE, our result extends the classical one from [LM95].

7.2
7.2.1

A Characterization of PHJC
Safe Recursion with Predicative Minimization

In the spirit of [Bel94], we now introduce the notion of predicative minimization.
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Definition 7.2.1

(Predicative Minimization)

Given h : ][{* x (OC* ) 2 --+

we define

][{*,

f : ][{* x ][{* --+ OC by predicative minimization as

follows

f(x;a) = 3 b(h(x;a,b)) = { 1 ifthere exists bE OC* such that h(x;a,b) = 0
0 otherwise.
We now introduce new sets of functions.
Definition 7.2.2

(Restricted Safe Recursive Functions Relative to F)

Let F be a class of functions. The set of restricted safe recursive functions relative to F over

K, denoted by RSRJC(F), is the smallest set of functions containing the basic safe functions
and F, and closed under safe composition and the following restricted safe recursion scheme.
f(E, x; fi)

f(a.z, x; y)

h(x; fi)

g(z, x; f(z, x; fi), fi).

where h belongs to RSRJC (F) and g to SRJC. This implies that no function in F\SRJC
may be involved in the definition of g.

Definition 7.2.3
Assume F is a class of functions: a function

f is in 3F if it is defined with one predicative

minimization over a function h of F.
We define by induction the following sets:

• for

i;::: 0 Ft 1 = RSRJC(Fk U 3F~;).

We denote by 3PHIC =

uiEN

Fk: the closure of the basic safe functions over K under the

application of restricted safe recursion, predicative minimization and safe composition.

Remark 7.2.1 This notion of restricted safe recursion ensures that, in for any function
in

Fk,

f

there are at most i nested predicative minimizations. This bound does not depend

on the arguments off. In other words, there exists h in SRJC and

fl, ... , fn in Ft 1 , such

that, for all x= (xl, ... , Xt),

f(x;)

= h(x; 3zl (il (x; zl)), ... , 3znUn(x; Zn))).
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Lemma 7.2.1 Assume

in

f: (JK*)n

x 0-+ JK* is a function in Filk;. Then

f can be defined

PIC.

PROOF.

By induction on i. For i

= 0, f

is in Fil~

rem 6.2.1. Assume now that the result holds for i
Let

= FPIC

and we may apply Theo-

> O.

f be a function in Filk;. By definition of Filk, there exist a polynomial time BSS

machine Mt and a set <I> in :Ek; such that, for all

x

E JK*,

f(x) is computed by Mt with

oracle <I>. We are now establishing that the oracle <I> can be denoted by a function in
Since <I> E :Ek;
over JC and a set

= NP~~\]i E

Fk.

1

there exist a deterministic polynomial-time BSS machine Mg

:E}ë- 1 such that

x E <I>

{::}

:Jy s. t. Mg

accepts (x, Y) with oracle

\]i.

Denote by g the characteristic function computed by Mg with oracle

\]i

and let '1/J be the

characteristic function of W. Then, apply Theorem 6.2.1: g belongs to SR('l/J)JC. Since the
evaluation time of Mg on (x,Y) is polynomial in

lxi,

Proposition 6.2.1 gives g' in SR('l/J)JC

such that: g'(x; Y) = g(x, y;). Therefore 1/J(x;) = 3y(g'(x; Y)) decides <I>, and, since :E}ë- 1 Ç
Fil}ë- 1 , we may apply the induction hypothesis on '1/J to deduce that 1/J belongs to
therefore so does

Fk and

f.
0

Lemma 7.2.2 Assume
PROOF.

f: (JK*)n

x 0-+ JK* is a function in

By induction on i. For i

= 0,

PIC. Then it belongs to Filk;.

the result is a straightforward consequence of

Theorem 6.2.1. Assume now that the result holds for i >O.
Assume fis a function in F}c. Then, as in Remark 7.2.1,

f(x;)

= h(x; 3z1(il(x; z1)), ... , 3znUn(x; Zn))).

By induction hypothesis, the functions il, ... , fn belong to Fil}ë- 1. The corresponding
decision problems il (x; zl)

= 0, ... , fn(x; Zn) = 0

1

belong to

P~~- = :E}ë- 1.

Indeed, they

use a polynomial number of queries in :E}ë- 1 . If Si- 1 denotes a complete problem in :E}ë- 1
we can replace these different oracles by Si-1 (by making the oracle machine compute the
reductions).
Define gj(x;)

= 3zj(IJ(x; Zj)) for 1 ::::; j::::; n.

Then, gj is the characteristicfunction of a

set in :Ek;. Indeed, if there exists Zj E JK* such that fJ(x; Zj) = 0, since the evaluation time
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for /j(x; Zj) is bounded by Pi(lxl) for sorne polynomial Pi• only the first Pi(lxl) elements of
Zj

may possibly be taken into account. Therefore, there exists

that /j(x; zj)

= 0,

which proves the daim. Therefore,

zj

E OC* of length Pi(lxl) such

f can be computed in polynomial

time using n oracles in ~k. If Si denotes a complete problem in ~k, again, we can replace
E;

.

these n different oracles by Si: j E FP JC = F L~}:.
JÇ

0

Theorem 7.2.1 A function: (OC* )n x

0 --+ OC* belongs to F~k if and only if it is defined in

pi!C·
0

Example 7.2.1 Over the real numbers, an example of NPIR-complete problem is

4- FEAS: does a given polynomial of degree four have a zero? Assume by Theorem 6.2.1
that the safe recursive function p(x; fi) evaluates a polynomial encoded in x on an input
encoded in fi. 4 - FEAS is then decided on x by f (x; )

= 3fi(p(x; fi)).

Corollary 7.2.1 A decision problem over JC belongs to PHJC if and only if its characteristic
function is defined in 3PHJC.

7.3
7.3.1

A Characterization of DPHJC
Safe Recursion with Digital Predicative Minimization

Similarly to the notion of predicative minimization of the previous section, we introduce the
notion of digital predicative minimization.
Definition 7.3.1

(Digital Predicative Minimization)

Given h : OC* x (OC* ) 2 --+ OC*, we define

f : OC* x OC* --+ OC by digital predicative minimization

as follows
1 if there exists bE {0, 1}* such that h(x;a, b)
f(x; a) = 3ob(h(x; a, b)) = { 0 otherwise.

=0

Definition 7.3.2
Let F be a class of functions. A function

f is in 3 0 F if it is defined with one predicative

minimization over a function hofF.
We define by induction the following sets:
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• dF~

= SRJC

We denote by 3 0 PHJC the closure of the basic safe functions over J( under the application of
projections, restricted safe recursion, digital predicative minimization and safe composition.
The proof of Theorem 7.2.1, mutatis mutandis, yields the following results.

Theorem 7.3.1 A function: (JK*)n x 0-+ JK* beJongs ta DF.6.}c if and onJy if it is deiined
in dPJC.
D

Corollary 7. 3.1 A decision problem aver J( belongs ta DPHJC if and onJy if its characteristic
function is deiined in 3 0 DPHJC.
Example 7.3.1 Over the real numbers, a problem in DI:~ is KNAPSACK: given n abjects
of weight

Wi

E lR and value Vi E JR, a weight limit Wanda minimal value V, can we carry

a total value greater than V? Assume by Theorem 6.2.1 that the safe recursive function

v(x; y) decides wether, for an instance described by x in size polynomial in n, a choice
among the objects described by

y E {0, 1}n, the requirements of weight and value are

satisfied. KNAPSACK is then decided on x by f(x;)

=3

0

y(v(x; y)).

When considering finite structures, this yields naturally a characterization of the classical
polynomial hierarchy alternative to the one found in [Bel94]:

Corollary 7.3.2 A decision problem belongs ta PH if and onJy if its characteristic function
is deiined in 3 0 DPH{o,l}·

7.4

A Characterization of PATK

Definition 7.4.1

(Predicative Substitution)

Given h : JK* x (JK* )2 -+ JK*, we define

f : JK* x JK* -+ lK by predicative

substitution as follows

-) _ [1] (h(-· _ )) _ { 1 if there exists c E lK such that h(x; a, c)
f( -.
x, a - 3 c x, a, c 0 otherwise.

=0
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Definition 7.4.2

(Safe Recursive Functions with Predicative Substitution)

Assume h : IK* x (JK* ) 2 ---+ IK* and g : (IK* )2 x (IK* )2 ---+ ][(* are given functions. The function

f : (JK* )2 x (IK* ) 2 ---+ IK* is defined by

safe recursion with predicative substitutions as follows

f(E,x;u,y)
f(a.z,x;u,Y)

h(x;u,y)

=

g(z,x;3[1lc(J(z,x;c.u,Y)),Y).

The set 3[1lPAT/C of safe recursive functions with predicative substitutions over JC is the
closure of the basic safe functions under the application of safe composition, safe recursion
and safe recursion with predicative substitutions.
Theorem 7.4.1 A function is computed in FPATJC if and only if it can be defined in
3[1lPATJC.
PROOF.

Let F be a function in FPATJC, and denote by G the associated oracle in

PATJC. There exists a polynomial time BSS machine M over JC, and a polynomial function
q: N

---+ N such that, for all x
x EG

{::}

E

IK* ,

:la1 E lK --,:Jbl E lK ... 3aq(!xl) E lK --,:Jbq(p;;-1) E lK
M accepts (x,a1.b1 ... aq(!xl)·bq(!xi))·

Theorem 6.2.1 ensures that there exists a safe recursive function fM over JC such that,
for any (x, Y) E (IK* ) 2 , M accepts on input (x, Y) if and only if fM(x; Y) = 1.
Consider now the function Fa : (JK*) 2 x IK* ---+ IK* deciding G. Fa(E, x; u) simulates
M on input x, u. The recurrence parameter a.z in Fa(a.z, x; u) describes the shape of the

quantifier sequence. Fa is defined with quantified safe recursion as follows, where all tests
can be easily clone with composition and the Select function,

Fa(E, x;u)
Fa(a.z, x; u)

=

!M(x;u)
3[1lc(Fa(z, x; c.u))
if hd(; z) = 1
0
if hd(;z) = 0 and 3[ 1lc(Fa(z, x; c.u)) = 1
if hd(; z) = 0 and 3[1lc(Fa(z, x; c.u)) = 0
{ 1
fM(x;u)
otherwise

In addition, let gq : IK* x 0---+ ][(* such that gq(x;) = (l.O)q(lxl). Since gq is computable
in polynomial time over JC, by Theorem 6.2.1, it is safe recursive. This function gq actually
gives the type of the quantifier at every level of the quantifier alternation for any input x to
the problem G.
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It is easy to check by induction on l'xl that Fa(cons(1,gq(x;);),x;O) decides whether x

belongs to G. Therefore, the characteristic function xa of G belongs to 3[11PATJC.
Consider a polynomial time machine M' with oracle G computing F. We apply Theorem 6.2.1: F belongs to SRJC(Fa), i.e., FE 3[ 11PATJC.
The other direction of the pro of is by induction on the definition of f. The only critical
case is when

f

is defined by safe recursion with predicative substitutions, as in Defini-

tion 7.4.2. In this case, f(a.z, x; u, Y) equals 1 if and only if
(3c E

v

(Vc E

oc f(z, x; c.u, Y) = o 1\ g(z, x; 1, Y) =
oc f(z, x; c.u, y) =1 o1\ g(z, x; o, y) =

1)

1).

If g(z, x; 1, y) = 1 and g(z, x; 0, Y) = 1, then f(a.z, x; u, y) = 1 and there is no need

for a recursive call. If g(z,x;1,Y) =j;1 and g(z,x;O,Y) =j;1, then f(a.z,x;u,Y) =j;1 and
there is no need for a recursive call either. If g(z, x; 1, Y)

=1

and g(z, x; 0, Y)

=1

1, then

f(a.z, x; u, Y) = 1 if and only if
3c E

If g(z, x; 1, Y) =j;1 and g(z, x; 0, Y)

oc f(z, x; c.u, Y) = o.

= 1, then f(a.z, x; u, Y) = 1 if and only if

\feE

oc f(z, x; c.u, Y) =1 o.

Therefore, at every level of the recursion, the choice is determined by the function g. By
induction hypothesis, this can be clone in FPATJC. When unfolding the recursion, we geta
sequence of quantifiers Q1, ... , Qlzl+l and a relation symbol r E { =, =1} such that

Apply the induction hypothesis on function h. Then,

f belongs to

FPAT~PATx:, with

an oracle which computes g and gives the quantifier sequence. One just needs to note that
FPAT~PATx: = FPATIC to conclude.

D

7.5

A Characterization of DPATx;

Similarly to the notion of predicative substitution, we define the notion of digital predicative
substitution.
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Definition 7.5.1

(Digital Predicative Substitution)

Given h : JK* x (JK* )2 --+ JK*, we define
f(-· -) = 3 [1] (h(-·- )) = { 1
x, a
x, a, c
0
0 c

Definition 7.5.2

f : JK* x JK* --+ lK by

digital predicative substitution,

if there exists cE {0, 1} such that h(x; a, c) = 0
otherwise.

(Safe Recursive Functions with Digital Predicative Substitu-

tion)
Assume h : JK* x (JK* ) 2 --+ JK* and g : (JK* )2 x (JK* )2 --+ JK* are given functions. The function

f : (JK* )2 x (JK* ) 2 --+ JK* is defined by

safe recursion with digital predicative substitutions as

follows
f(E,x;u,Y)

f(a.z, x; u, y)
The set

h(x;u,Y)

- - -) -)
gz,x;:7
z,x;c.u,y,y.
( - - ....0[1) cf(-

3r lPATJC of safe recursive functions with digital predicative substitutions over
1

K is the closure of the basic safe functions under the application of safe composition, safe

recursion and safe recursion with digital predicative substitutions.
Again, the proof of Theorem 7.4.1 yields, mutatis mutandis, the following result.
Theorem 7.5.1 A function is computed in DFPATJC if and only if it can be defined in
3[1lDPATJC.
When restricted to finite structures, this yields another characterization of PSPACE:
Corollary 7.5.1 A decision problem is decided in PSPACE if and only if its cbaracteristic

function can be defined in 3[ 1lDPATz 2 •

7.6
7.6.1

An Alternative Characterization of DPATK
Safe Recursive Functions with Digital Substitutions

When restricted to finite structure, DPATIC coïncides with PARJC and with PSPACE. However, when K is arbitrary, we only have the inclusion DPATIC C PARJC. Based on our
previous characterization of PARIC, sorne small restrictions on the type of the functions
involved in the recursion scheme yield another characterization of DPATJC.
Definition 7.6.1

(Pseudo Logical Functions)

We call a pseudo logical function a function in the clos ure of operations of arity 0 (constants),
projections and selector function Select under the application of safe composition.
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A pseudo logical function allows no insight further than the first letter of its arguments:
no recursion scheme is allowed, no tl function either. It is therefore computable in constant time, and its output depends only on the value of the first letter of these arguments;
more precisely, on whether these letters are 1 or not, since the only branching node in the
computation correspond to the Select function.
Definition 7.6.2

(Safe Recursive Functions with Digital Substitutions)

Assume h : OC* x OC* -+ OC* is a given function, g : (OC* ) 2 x (OC* ) 2 -+ OC* is a pseudo logical
function, and u 1 , u 2 : 0 x OC* -+ OC* are safe recursive functions. Function

f : OC* x OC* -+ OC*

can then be defined by safe recursion with digital substitutions:

h(x;u)

f(E,x;u)
f(a.z,x;u)

g(z, x; f(z, x; u1 (; u)), f(z, x; u2 (; u)) ).

We denote as the set of safe recursive functions with digital substitutions the closure of
the basic safe functions under the application of safe composition, safe recursion and safe
recursion with digital substitutions.
We state our last result:
Theorem 7.6.1 A function is in DFPATx: if and only if it is defined as a safe recursive
functions with digital substitutions over JC.
Remark 7.6.1 When JC is a finite structure, i.e. when considering classical complexity, this
characterization coïncides with our previous characterization of PARx: in [BCdNM03a], and
captures PSPACE.
PROOF.

Let F be a function in DFPATx:, and denote by G the associate oracle in

DPATx;. There exists a polynomial time BSS machine M over /C, and a polynomial function
q : N -+ N such that, for any

x E OC* , the following propositions are equivalent:

• (i): xE G
• (ii): 3b1 E {0, 1} Vc1 E {0, 1} ... 3bq(lxl) E {0, 1} Vcq(lxl) E {0, 1}

M accepts

(x, b1.c1 ... bq( lxi) .cq(pvl))

Theorem 6.2.1 ensures that there exists a safe recursive function fM over JC such that,
for any (x, Y) E (OC* )2 , M accepts on input (x, Y) if and only if fM(x; Y) = 1. Moreover,
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define gq :

][{*

x

0 --+

][{*

such that gq(x;)

= (l.O)q(lo'l).

The existence of such a gq is once

again given by Theorem 6.2.1. This function gq actually gives the type of the quantifier at
every level of the quantifier alternation for any input

x to the problem G.

Define now the following function,
Fa(E, x;u)
Fa(a.z, x; u)

JM(x;u)

Fa(~,~;l.~) = 1 V Fa(~,~; O.~)= 1
{ Fa(z, x; l.u) = 1/\ Fa(z, x; O.u) = 1

if hd(;z) = 1
otherwise

The formai definition with safe recursion with digital substitutions of Fa is as follows,
Fa(E,x;u) = fM(x;u)
Fa(a.z, x; u) = Select(; hd(; z), Select(; Fa(z, x; cons(; 1, u)), 1,
Fa(z, x; cons(; 0, u))), Select(; FA (z, x; cons(; 1, u)), Fa(z, x; cons(; 0, u)), 0))
It is clear from the definition that Fa(cons(1, gs(x; ); ), x; 0) decides whether x belongs to

G.
It follows that F belongs to the set of safe recursive functions with digital substitutions.

The other direction of the proof is doue by induction on the definition ofF. The only
critical case is when function F is defined with safe recursion with digital substitutions:

F(€, x;u)
F(a.z,x;u)

h(x;u)
g(z, x; F(z, x; u1 (; u)), F(z, x; u2(; u)))

The result follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 7.6.1 The relation F(a.z, x; u) = 1 can be reduced in polynomial time to a decision

problem in (D~~zi+ 2 )H where H is an oracle deciding h(y; v)

= 1.

0

PROOF.
Assume

By induction on

lzl.

For

z=

E,it is a consequence of Theorem 6.2.1.

z =f. E, and define:
if hd(; F(z, x; u1 (; u))) = 1
otherwise
if hd(;F(z,x;u2(;u))) = 1
otherwise

Since g is a pseudo logical function, it is computable in constant time, and the
value of F(a.z,x;u) = g(z,x;F(z,x;u 1 (;u)),F(z,x;u 2 (;u))) depends only on the relations
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hd(;F(z,x;u1(;u)))

= 1 and hd(;F(:Z,x;u2 (;u))) = 1.

Thus,

Defi ne

F'(- -. __) _ { F(:z, x; u1 (; u))
z,x,c,uF(z,x;u2(;u))

if hd(; c) = 1
otherwise

Consider now the four possible values for (a 1,a2). The relation F(a.z,x;u) = 1 is given
by:
• (a 1

= 1,a2 = 1):

Vc E {1,0} (g(z,x;a1,a 2) = 1) 1\ (F'(z,x;c,u)

= 1)

• (a1 = 1,a2

= 0):

Vc E {1,0} (g(z,x;a 1,a2) = 1) 1\ (c

= 1 <=> F'(z,x;c,u) = 1)

• (a1 = O,a2

= 1):

Vc E {1,0} (g(z,x;a 1,a2) = 1) 1\ (c

= 0 <=> F'(z,x;c,u) = 1)

• (a1

= O,a2 = 0):

Vc E {1,0} (g(z,x;a1,a2)

= 1) 1\ (F'(z,x;c,u)

#1)

Note that the logical operations" 1\, V,<=>" can be easily computed with the basic function
Select, projections and safe composition.
The relation F( a.z, x; u) = 1 is therefore given by

::la1,a2 E {0,1},VcE {0,1}

1\

[((a1
V((a1

= 1/\ a 2 = 1) 1\ (F'(z, x; c, u) = 1))
= 1/\ a2 = 0) 1\ (c = 1 <=> F'(z,x;c,u) = 1))

v((a1 = o 1\ a 2

= 1) 1\ (c = o <=> F' (z, x; c, u) = 1))

v((a1 = o 1\ a 2

= 0) 1\ (F' (z, x; c, u) #1))]

Apply the induction hypothesis: F(z, x; u)

= 1 can be reduced to a decision problem in

(D~~zl)H, and therefore F'(z,x;c,u) = 1 can also be reduced to the same problem, which
ends the proof.
D

Conclusion
We have given several completeness results for natural geometrical and topological problems
in the context of BSS computation over the real numbers with addition and order. These
completeness results cover the major complexity classes in this setting. However, the complexity of sorne interesting problems remains unknown. As a perspective, one could study
the complexity of deciding wether a semilinear set is a manifold, and the complexity of
deciding wether a semilinear manifold is orientable.
We have also characterized deterministic and non-deterministic polynomial time classes
PIC and NPJC over an arbitrary structure/( in descriptive complexity, extending sorne results
of [GM95, CM99, GG98]. A similar approach could be used to characterize other classes,
such as PARJC, EXPIC and NC~, along the lines of [CM99] where such characterizations are
given for the real numbers.
We have also given sorne characterizations of complexity classes over an arbitrary structure /( in implicit complexity, extending many classical results.
characterizations cover the

classes

FPJC,

FPARJC,

FPATJC,

FP~Px:

levels of the polynomial hierarchy, as well as their digital versions.

and

Our
other

It could

be intersting to search for similar results for subpolynomial complexity classes.
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Résumé
Nous nous plaçons dans le modèle de calcul BSS sur des structures arbitraires. Nous présentons de nouveaux résultats de complétude concernant des problèmes géométriques sur les
nombres réels avec addition et ordre. Nous présentons aussi plusieurs caractérisations de
classes de complexité indépendantes du modèle de calcul sous-jacent. Nous étendons des
résultats de Gradel, Gurevich et Meer· en complexité descriptive, qui caractérisent les problèmes de décisions calculables en temps polynomial déterministe et non-déterministe en
termes de logique sur des structures métafinies. Nous étendons des résultats de Bellantoni
et Cook pour caractériser les fonctions calculables en temps polynomial séquentiel, et de
Leivant et Marion pour caractériser les fonctions calculables en temps polynorr:üal parallèle,
en termes d'algèbres de fonctions récursives. Nous présentons également des caractérisations
de fonctions calculables dans la hiérarchie polynomiale et en temps polynomial alternant.
Mots-clés: modèle de calcul BSS, complexité algébrique, complexité descriptive, complexité

implicite, logique, algèbres de fonctions récursives.

Abstract
We focus on the BSS mode! of computation over arbitrary structures. We provide new
completeness results for geometrical problems when this structure is the set of real numbers
with addition and orcier. We also provide severa! machine independent characterizations of
complexity classes over arbitrary structures. We extend sorne results by Gradel, Gurevich
and Meer in descriptive complexity, characterizing deterministic and non deterministic polynomial.time decision problems in terms of logics over metafinite structures. We extend sorne
results by Bellantoni and Cook, characterizing functions computable in sequential determinisitc polynomial time, and by Leivant and Marion, characterizing functions computable in
parallel determinisitc polynomial time in terms of algebras of recursive functions. We also
provide sorne characterizations of functions computable within the polynomial hierarchy and:
in polynomial alternating time.
Keywords:

BSS model of computation, algebraic complexity, descriptive complexity,

imlpicitecomplexity, logic, algebra of recursive functions.

